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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the status of the archives of Canadian archives, or records
created and maintained by these archives

to document their own fuirctions. This

has

in society

and

taken on greater importance because of the changing role of archives

emergence of what may be called the new history of archives. Growing appreciation of
the impact of archives on knowledge formation and societal conditions has prompted new
interest in archival history and placed greater emphasis on the accountability of archives

for appraisal decisions (among otirer actions) that profoundly shape the record available
in archives. The thesis reviews archival literature for discussion of archival history, and
more specifically, the archives of archives.

It reports on surveys of Canadian archival

institutions conducted in 2003 and 2008 to determine how well Canadian archives have
maintained and rnade accessible their own archives. The surveys were parlicularly
concerned with how archivists document and archive records of the appraisal function.

Finally, because of the ways in which appraisal determines the documentary record,
documentation

of that function was considered in a

case study

of the S.J. McKee

Archives of Brandon University in Manitoba. The central conclusion of the thesis is that

for the most part the archives of archives have not been a priority in the literature or in
Canadian archival institutions. Thus archives are operating largely

in a

tnanner

inconsistent with their obligation to society to be accountable for appraisal decisions that

affect societal memory and future historical understandings. This then undermines the
promise of the new history of archives to examine that key role.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
As Canadian archival educator Teny Cook writes, archivists play a major role in

building

" 'a living memory

for the history of our present.' The resulting 'houses of

memory' . . . fwould and do] contain 'the keys to the collective mernory' of nations and
peoples, and to the protection of rights and privileges."l Cook's conception

of a new

dynamic and active role for archivists was inspired by the postmodem turn in archival
thinking in the 1990s. Postmodemist archivists suggested that reality comes to us through
various mediations, including archival records and the work of archivists with them. And,

if reality is mediated, then the mediators should

be held to account for the influence they

exert. Society sirouid have some way to hoid gover-nments anci other organizaiions,
including archives, accountable for their actions. Since tlie subjective decisions made by
archivists in their daily work shape understanding of the record, and thus the perception
of the reality that records convey, archivists need to be accountable for those decisions.2
American archival educators Richard Cox and David Wallace state that "the chief
value of records is, in fact, a broad accountability binding individuals with each other and

with govemments, organizations and society across space and time."3 Records assume
secondary value over time as archives

of those same govemments, organizations

rTerry

and

Cook, "What is Past is Prologue: A History of Archival Ideas Since 1 898, and the Future Paradigm
Shift," Archivaria 43 (Spring 1997):18. Cook is quoting the then NationalArchivist of Canada, JeanPierre Wallot.
2
See Brien Brothman, "Orders of Value: Probing the Theoretical Terms of Alchival Practice," Archivariø
32 (Summer i991): 78-100. Brothman was the earliest major exponent of these ideas in the Canadian
archival profession. Also see Terry Cook, "Paper Trails: A Study in Nofthern Records and Nofthern
Administration, 1898-lg5S,"lnCanadianArchivalStudiesandtheRediscoveryofProvenance,Nesmith.
Tom, ed. (Chicago: Scarecrow Press, 1993): 269-296.
'Richard Cox and David Wallace, eds., Archives and the Public Good: AccountabiliQ and Records in
Modern Society (Wesþort, CT: Quorum Books, 2002): 4.
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a

individuals. However,

it is the archivist

who decides what portion of those records,

which serve both accountability and memory functions, are to be preserved in archives.
Therefore, what responsibilities do archivists, as defenders of accountability and shapers

of social and cultural memory have to the society that tliey serve?

It seems evident that if

archivists ale modifying and indeed even destroying

cultural memory, do they not, as a profession, have an obligation to society to document
and make known what they are doing to shape our collective memory? Furthermore,

if

there is a possibility that archivists might be held to account for their actions,4 then it

would be prudent

of

them to create and maintain records that document their actions and

decision-making processes.

It is the ethical thing to do; archivists have an ethical

responsibility to the societies that they serve. 'With the advent of access to information
legislation, the kinds of records that document archival work have also become a legal
requirement.5 Despite these arguments, and the inroad of postmodern ideas, documenting

alchival activities and decisions has been a low priority in Canadian and other archives.
Why is this so? Traditionally archivists leiied on what might be called a coutentbased intellectual foundation for their work. Archivists performed the various archival

functions largely based on their knowledge of the content information of records. This
approach was viable while the number

of

records under consideration

for

archival

retention remained small. As the volume and variety of records, users and their subject
interests increased dramatically across the late twentieth century, the content-based

aFor
examples, see Cox and Wallace, eds., Archives and the Public Good.
sFor
example, in order to comply with Manitoba's Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(FIPPA), institutions (including the Archives of Manitoba) require records management systems to locate
records both for access purposes and the approved destruction ofthose without lasting value. The records
management system provides both access and an accountability hail for destroyed documents should the
records be requested under the Act.
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approach was unable to cope. As a result of these new demands and stresses, archivists

shifted the intellectual foundation

of their work fi'om knowledge of the information

contents ofrecords to contextual knowledge about records, record's creators and archival

functions.6 These developments are also forcing archivists out of their conception of
their more neutral role.

Although archivists today agree that a contextual approach, rather than a contentbased approach to archival functions, is the only way to cope with the challenges created

by modern records, there is tension within the profession between conventional
postmodem conceptions of various aspects of contextual archival
has played out, at least in part,

theory. This

and

debate

in archival literature, in differing attempts to establish an

intellectual framework for method and practice to guide archivists in their day-to-day

work. Conventional attitudes will be examined

here first, followed by a discussion of the

impact of postmodernism on conventional archival practice and theory using studies and
arlicles by archivists, as well as other professionals w-hose work provides insights into the

kind of knowledge base archivists require. Before doing that however, it is interesting to
note that this tension may partially explain why Canadian archivists have not fully
embraced the idea that the records archivists themselves create in doing their work

archives

-

the

of the archives - have value. As will be discussed, conventional ideas, by

nature, do not generally emphasize the importance of the kind of documentation that
would adequately record archival choices and actions.

The conventional archival view is that records provide largely unproblematic
access to what happened in the

past. Some records may, of course, be forgeries and some

6Tom

Nesmith, "Hugh Taylor's Contextual ldea for Archives and the Foundation of Graduate Education in
Archival Studies," in Barbara Craig, ed., The Archival Intagination: Essøys in Honom' of Hugh A. Taylor
(Ottawa: Association of Canadian Archivists, 1992):13.

a

J

may have inaccurate information in them, but with careful analysis these problems can be
addressed and truthful historical accounts obtained. This would be the case, especially,

archivists do their work
past

well.

if

The records would be highly trustworthy pathways to the

if archivists do not insert their own biases into their work (thus distorting the record)

and adhere to sound theory and practice, particularly through the application of the

cardinal archival principle
understanding of a record

of

provenance, which protects

- knowledge

the key to the

proper

of its origins.T

The problem is, of course, that archivists inevitably insert their biases into their

work (when selecting certain records for admission to archives and others for destruction,
to take but one example that is central to this thesis). And archival concepts (such as the
idea of provenance) are interpretable and applicable in various ways. The implication of
the traditional approach for archivists is that their role is largely invisible and passive or

neutral; their job is simply to receive, retrieve, and guard or preserve records so that they
may faithfully reflect the past. The implication of this view is that not a great deal occurs

in archival work to shape knowledge from records. As a result, there is little emphasis in
archival literature on proper recordkeeping by archivists that would allow them to be held
accountable for their actions. This view of the limited impact of archivists also helps

explain why so few archivists have written archival history and why there are so few
works on the history of archives.

A

different way of looking at records and archives, which still utilizes the

contextual approach, comes from postmodernism. At the heart of postmodernism is a

tFor

an example of this view, see Teny Eastwood, "What is Archival Theory and Why is it Important?"
Archivaria 37 (Spring 1994):122-130. In the English-speaking world, these ideas received early and
powerful expression in Sir Hilary Jenkinson, A Manual of Archival AdministratÌon Including tlte Problents
of War Archives and Archive Making (Oxford: The Ciarendon Press, 1922).
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criticism of the objectivity of knowledge, the existence of one right answer and the idea

that our means of communication only marginally affect what can be known.s
implications

of

these critiques

for archives and archivists are outlined by

The

Canadian

archival educator Tom Nesmith:
For the postmodernist, reality is not something we can simply observe and
report directly, using the always reliable tools of communication, which
faithfully do our bidding. For the postmodernist, reality is not sirnply
what we f,rnd out there, when we search for it, it is something that is
largely made by various contributors to its creation, including us. There is
a real world out there, of course, but it comes to us (not directly) but
through countless communications or mediations. (Reality is mediated
because a communication is a representation of a thing, not the actual
thing itself.) And you and I are among those mediators of reality. Who
we are, where we are in time and space, what interests us, what means of
communication we have at our disposal, how we use them, and what other
resources we may have to help us search, shape our interaction with the
world around us. These medìations of our contact with reality enable us to
construct the v¿orld, not simply as it truly is, but as it is to us in our tir¡e
and place.e

If

records mediate or activate an understanding of reality, then the conventional

assumptions about and definitions

of

records and archives need

to be rethought.

Emphasis switches from 'a record ¡s something' to 'a record does something;' instead

of

passively reflecting reality, the record shapes its user's understanding. Furthermore, each

person

will

activate

a record differently, both socially (given their varying

social

experiences) and technically (given the varying teclrnologies an individual has available
and uses to read and understand the record). This process
sTom

will

also evolve

with

social

Nesmith, "Introductory Comments on Postmodernism and Postmodernity:" 2, unpubiished paper
delivered at "What's It All About?: 'Postmodemism' and Archives," sponsored by the Association for
Manitoba Archives, 19 February 2001. Additional archival writings dealing with postmodernism include:
Brien Brothman, "Orders of Value," 78-100; Terry Cook, "Archival Science and Postmodernism:New
Formulations for Old Concepts," Archival Science 1,no. I (2000): 3-24; and "Fashionable Nonsense or
Professional Rebirth?: Postmodemism and the Practice of Archives," Archivaria 5l (Spring 2001):14-35;
Bernadine Dodge, "Places Apart:Archives in Dissolving Space and Time" Archivaria 44 (Fall 1997):11832; Verne Harris, "Claiming Less, Delivering More: A Critique of Positivist Formulations on Archives in
South Africa," Archivaria 44 (Fall 1997): 132-41.
eNesmith, "What's
It All About?" 4-5 (emphasis original).
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and technical change. Thus, a record is not a static reflection

of its origin, but "an

evolving mediation of understanding about some phenomena -- a rnediation created by
social and technical processes of inscription, transmission and contextualization."l0

The definition of the archives also undergoes a transformation in postmodemist

theory. Instead of a storage place, the arcirive itself becomes "an ongoing mediation of
understanding of records" (as previously def,rned above), "and thus phenomena, or that
aspect of record making that shapes this understanding through such functions as records

appraisal, processing, description

..

.."11 As a result of this new definition, archival work

mediates the understanding of records. Therefore

it is imperative that those actions, and

the decisions behind them, are well documented. Without this information, knowledge

of

the context of the creation of the record, and thus the understanding of the record, will be
much poorer. Moteovet, this new def,rnition also means that archivists are co-creating the
records along with everyone else engaged in the creation process, or history of the record;

archivists are no longer neutral guardians under tliis definition. The archive becomes a
place that does, rather than a place that simply is.

In recent years archivists have rightly

stressed the role

of archival records in

helping to hold institutions accountable for their actions.12 But rnuch less attention has

been devoted

to discussion of how archives can be held accountable for their

own

actions. This omission underlines one of the central problems with the understanding of
the relationship between archives and accountability. Archivists accept and even embrace

roTom

Nesmith, "Still Fuzzy, But More Accurate: Some Thoughts
Archivaria 47 (Spring 1999):145.
'

on the 'Ghosts' of Archival Theory,"

'rbid.

I2For

example, Terry Eastwood. "Reflections on the Development of Archives in Canada and Australia" in

Sue McKemmish and Frank Upward, eds., Archival Docwnents: ProvidingAccountabili4t Througlt

Recordkeeping (Melbourne: Ancora Press, 1993): 27-39.
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their role as a player in holding other institutions accountable. In order to fulfill this role
these institutions need to draw on records for their

work. However archivists may or may

not themselves actually stress adequately the importance of records, or the archives of
archives,

in holding

archives accountable

for their own work. Yet archives are no

different from any other institutions and the archives of archives - those records created
and managed by the archives to document their decisions and actions - are the key to the

accountability of archives in the same way that the operational records of a government
agency or a business are the key to their accountability. Without those records, archives

of explaining and defending their decisions. Furthermore, they will

be

in a contradiction, advocating the importance of holding other institutions

to

are incapable
caught

account, yet unable or unwilling to hold themselves to the same standard.

ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS
Although the creation and maintenance of records documenting archival decisions

and actions for accountability reasons is rarely discussed or advocated, there are

a

number of accountability mechanisms in place that, in theory at least, should ensure that
archives and archivists can be held to account. They include: archival laws; access to

information and privacy acts; auditors; professional associations; researchers; and the
media. Each of these mechanisms will be discussed below.

Archival laws tell society what functions and responsibilities to hold archives
accountable

for. For example, the Library and Archives of Canada Act includes

among

the purposes of Library and Archives Canada the responsibility for acquiring
preserving Canada's documentary heritage and facilitating

the

and

management of

information by government institutions.l3 Similarly, Manitoba's The Archives and
Recordkeeping Act lists: identihcation and preselvation of records of archival value for
present and future generations, and encouraging and assisting other organizations in good

recordkeeping practices as core responsibilities. The Act also states that one of the
puryoses of the Archives of Manitoba is to "promote and facilitate good recordkeeping

respecting goveÍtment records

in

order

to

support accountability and effective

goveffmlent administration."14 This is an important addition as it emphasizes the reality

that accountability (and effective administration) are dependent on good

records

management; without the necessary records being created and maintained there is no full

accountability. The value of these and similar acts is that by outlining the functions and
responsibilitìes

of the archives

government official, and citizen

-

governed

by them, they allow anyone -

archivist,

to measure what is supposed to be done against what is

actually being done. These laws force archives to answer for their decisions and actions.
When they fail to fulfil their legal obligations the courts can also play a role in holding
archives accountable.

Legal obligations for archives also arise from access to information and privacy

acts. The South African History Archives, which lobbies for greater public
government records

access to

in that countr¡ outlines the imporlance of access to records as

follows: "Access to information is an essential element of a vibrant democracy. When
irnplemented effectively, it facilitates transparency, accountability and good governance.

It is an enabling right that, in principle, affords all people the opportunity to access
.,
t.ì,
'''Library

and Archives of Canada Act, (2004), "Objects and Powers" sectìon 7 (a) and (e) available at:
http://lawsjustice.gc.caienlshowdoc/cs/L-7.7/bo-ea:s_7//en#anchorbo-ga:s
(Accessed; September 14,

2008).
raThe

Archives and Recordkeeping Act, (200 1), "Archives of Manitoba" section 5 (b).
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information that can be used to respect, protect, promote and fulfill other human rights."l5

As accountability

mechanisms

for

archives, the Canadian and Manitoban archival

legislation usually imply the need for access to the records

of

archives and records

management systems that make possible provision of access and protection of privacy.
Other laws also support these objectives. For example, Section 2.1 of Canada's Access to

Information Act states that,
The purpose of this Act is to extend the present laws of Canada to provide
a right of access to information in records under the control of a
goveÍìment institution in accordance with the principles that government
information should be available to the public, that necessary exceptions to
the right of access should be limited and specifrc and that decisions on the
disclosure of go_vernment information should be reviewed independently
of government.l6

Privacy legislation, which is now in place in all Canadian jurisdictions, regulates the
collection, use and disclosure of personal information held by govemment agencies. It
thereby protects the privacy of individuals and allows them access to their own personal

infoimation.
Access to information and privacy acts mean that archives too should be held to

account

for their role in the administration of these acts since archives in

many

jurisdictions have responsibility for implementing them for government records in their
custody. The privacy and access to information acts, like the laws establishing archives,

allow society to monitor the actions and decisions of archives and make it possible for
them to hold archives to account

if

they suspect that they are not fulfìlling their

responsibilities.
IiSouth

African History Archive website, "The Freedom of Information Programme (FOIP)," available at:
http://www.saha.org.zalabout.htm (Accessed: September i 3, 2008).
r6Department
of Justice Canada, Access Ío Inforntation Act avallable at:
http:/ilawsjustice.gc.caienlshowdoc/cs/A-l/bo-ga:s_3::bo-ga:s
3 2?paee:1 (Accessed: Septernber 13,
2008).
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Many access to information and privacy acts point to another accountability
mechanism that can be used to hold archives to account, namely the individuals or offices

that oversee, or should oversee the work of an archives. They include: auditors general,

information commissioners, privacy commissioners, and ombudsnlen. The Information
Commissioner of Canada, for example, investigates complaints from individuals who feel
that they have been denied their rights under the Access to Information Act. The Privacy
Commissioner of Canada, among other things, reports publicly on how private and public

sector organizations handle personal information, conducts audits and promotes public
awareness and understanding of privacy issues.l7

At the provincial level, for example,

the Manitoba Ombudsman's Office is responsible for looking into complaints

and

reviewing compliance with protection of privacy and access to information rights under
The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and The Personal Health
Information

Act. Like its federal counterpafts, the Manitoba Ombudsman promotes

accountability through its power to investigate, recommend and report publicly. As both
access

to information and privacy legislation govern archives, these offrces and officers

have the power to ask archives to answer for their compliance with the legislation and
statutes they are governed by.

One of the duties of the Auditor General of Canada is to conduct performance

audits

of federal

depaftments and agencies, including Library and Archives Canada

(formerly the National Archives of Canada). The audit findings, which include "good
practices, areas requiring attention, and recommendations for improvement," are reported

'toffice of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, "About Us: Mandate and Mission of the OpC" available
at: hftp://rvww.privcom.gc.ca./aboutUs/index_e.asp (Accessed: May 26.2009).
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to Parliament.ls In the 2003 November Report of the Auditor General of Canada, the
National Archives was audited as parl of the chapter on the protection of cultural her.itage

in the federal government. The Auditor General concluded that Canada's built, archival
and published heritage was at serious risk, and made a number of recommendations on

how the National Archives could change policies and practices to improve the situation.
The report also stated as one of its main points that the review "should also aim to make

federal parties that play a role in the protection of cultural heritage accountable."le The
Offrce of the Auditor General of Ontario similarly criticized operations at the Archives

of

Ontario in its 2007 Annual Repofi, noting that sometimes records necessary to evaluate
the practices and performance of the Archives could not be found or were not created in
the first place.2o

Advisory boards and records commissions are another means of holding archives

to account. The Saskatchewan Archives Board (SAB) is one Canadian example of this
type of accountability mechanism. Comprised of a number of citizen representatives,2l
the SAB's board is "responsible for supervising the archives of Saskatchewan and the

'toffice of the Auditor General of Canada, "What We Do" available at: hnÞ://wwrv.oag(Accessed: May 26, 2008).
Auditor General of Canada, "Chapter 6 - Protection of Cultural Heritage in the Federal Government,
Main Points, 6.3" in 2003 Novetnber Report of the Auditor General available at: lrttp://www.oas2003-6 e 12929.htm1. (Accessed: May 26,200g).
ll^vg.gc.calinternet
-"For example, retention schedules for certain agencies
could not be easily located due to the
disorganization of the Archives'binders. See Office of the Auditor General of Ontario, "Chapter 3 Section
3.0iArchives of Ontario and Information Storage and Retrieval Services," 42. The repoft contains
additional instances in which the Arcliives of Ontario had not developed plans or procedures required in
order to fuifill cenain responsibilities. See the website for the Offìce of the Auditor General of Ontario.
"Chapter 3 Section 3.01Archives of Ontario and Information Storage and Retrieval Services." (2007),

available at: http://www.auditor.on.calen/reports

-' The Saskatchewan Archives Board

enien0Tl30ienO7.pdf (Accessed: January 16,2009).

is the legal title of the provincial archives of Saskatchewan. The

board's Board of Directors is comprised of no more than nine members that must include; one norninee of
the University of Saskatchewan; one nominee of the University of Regina; and two members of the public
service of Saskatchewan.
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work of the Provincial Archivist."22 Essentially, the board acts as a check on the powers
of the Provincial Archivist; through their directions to the Provincial Archivist the Board

of Directors can influence the supervision and operation of the Saskatchewan Archives
Board. The City of V/innipeg Records Committee, which oversees the work of the City
of Winnipeg Archives and Records Control Branch of the City Clerk's Department, also
has

two citizen representatives. As established by The City of Winnipeg Charter Act, this

committee makes "recommendations to council, and implements policies and procedures

approved

by council for the management,

retention, safekeeping, disposition and

destruction of records."23

Similarly royal commissions, which are the highest level of public inquiry in
Canada, can also hold archives to account. The Deschênes Commission in the mid-1980s

investigated whether Canada had been a haven for Nazi war criminals.
decisions and actions

It examined

the

of the then Public Archives in relation to the destruction of

immigration case files. Archivist Robert Hayward of the Public Archives testified before
the commission, and later observed that "the Commission certainly gave the Archives

exposue. Never before have Canadian alchivists been called upon to explain publicly
the way they do their

job. Never before

have editorials been wlitten calling into question

the work most of us have grown to consider routine and commo np\ace."24

Professional associations for both archivists and records managers can also help

to hold archives to account. Ethics codes that hold members to account, and indirectly

22The

Archives Act, 2004, Part III Administration, section 12(1) and 14.
ttThe City of Winnipeg
Charler Acq Division 2 Records Management, 110(2Xb) Records committee
established, available at: http:/iweb2.eov.mb.cailarvslstatutes/2002/c039023.php (Accessed: September 14,
2008).
2aQuoted
in Terry Cook, "'A Monumental Blunder': The Destruction of Records on Nazi War Criminals in
Canada," in Cox and Wallace, eds., Archives and the Public Good: 55.

T2

the institutions those members work in, offer one way in which professional associations
can hold archives to account. Unfoftunately, existing codes of ethics for archivists and

records managers have not followed through on this opportunity. Neither the Records
Management Association of Australasiatt nor ARMA international's26 codes

mention professional accountability through record keeping at
American Archivists' code27 also fails to discuss

all.

of ethics

The Society of

this. Both the Australian

Society of

Archivists2s and the Association of Canadian Arcirivists2e ad.vocate the creation of records

to document the appraisal pÍocess. The Canadian code also promotes the creation of
acquisition records and

in the preseruation

section

it

states that archivists should

document all actions that may alter the record and all decisions and actions taken with
regard to deaccessioning. Neither code discusses what should be done with those records

after their creation nor how long they should be maintained. Only the international

Council of Archives code

of

ethics explicitly states that "archivists should keep

perntanent record documenting accessions, conse vation and

a

all archit'al work done"

(emphasis added).3O The rationale behind this point is the need for archives to be able to

justify the work they have done.

A secondary problem with existing codes of ethics is that they are all voluntary.
Furthermore, although self-regulation by the profession may apply to large breaches of
25Records

Management Association of Australasia, Code of Professional Conduct and Practice available
at: http://www.rmaa.conl.au/docsimembership/codeofconduct.cfnl (Accessed December 18, 2008).
'6ARMA International , Code of Professional Res.'pons ibilí4; available at:
(Accessed: December 15, 2008).
Society of American Archivists, Code of Ethics for Archivists available at:
(Accessed: December I 5, 2008).
Australian Society of Archivists, ASA Code of Ethics available at: http:/iwwrv.archivists.ors.aulasa-codeethics (Accessed: December 15, 2008).
2eAssociation
of Canadian Archivists, Code of Ethics available at: lrtlp://archivists.caiabout/ethics.aspx
(Accessed: December I 5, 2008).
3olnternational
Council on Archives, Code of Ethics available at: http://www.ica.oreienlnode/30046

(Accessed:December15,2008). Code5statesthatarchivistsshouldrecord,andbeabletojustiff,their
actions on archival material.
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the code, it is unlikely to play apart in day-to-day operations.3l There really is no way to
ensure that archivists comply with the points in a given code of ethics even

if

they do

advocate the creation ofarchives ofarchives.

Professional statements about best practice

or

standards are another way that

professional associations can encourage accountability in archives. One example of such

a

standard

is the International Organization for

Standardisation's (ISO) records

management standald 15489. Archivists can also use self-scrutiny and mutual
(constructive) criticism at conferences and in journals and books to hold themselves and
their institutions to account.
Researchels, particularly with the help

of

access

to infonnation laws, can also

hold archives accountable. In fact, there are a number of examples of lawsuits launched

by researchers over access to archival records, especially in the United States. In some
instances archival associations have joined the

fight.

One prominent organization

involved in this kind of work is the National Security Archive located at The George
Washington University. An independent non-govemrnental research institute and lobby

group, the National Security Archive "collects and publishes declassified documents
obtained through the Freedom

of Information Act. The Archive also

serves as

a

repository of government records on a wide range of topics pertaining to the national
security, foreign, [sic] intelligence, and economic policies of the United States."32 As part

of its mission to increase

access

leading advocate and user

3r

to historical records, the National Security Archive is

of the Freedom of

Information

Act. It

has instigated

See Mary Neazor, "Recordkeeping Professional Ethics and their Application," Archivaria 64

41-87.

32The

National Security Archive website, "About the National Security Archive" available at:
http://rvu,w.swu-edu/-nsarchivinsa,/the archive.htm[ (Accessed: September 10, 200g).
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(Fall

2007):

precedent-setting lawsuits to obtain access to records on topics such as the Cuban Missile

Crisis, the lran-Contra Affair and White House e-mail records created during the Reagan,
Bush and Clinton administrations.33 The South African History Archive has also taken an

active role in trying to ensure ready access to archival materials. As part of its Freedom

of Information Programme (FOIP) the Arclive provides services that include "assessment
of possible litigation and availability of legal services where internal appeals are rejected
by a body and access to information is refused."34

The media can also be used to hold archives to account.

In

1986, while the

Deschênes Commission inquiry was taking place, archivist Terry Cook, then of the Public

Archives, wrote an article35 in the ,Globe and Mail explaining the actions taken by the
Public Archives regarding the destruction of immigration case files dating back to the
Second World

War.

Press reports contained criticism

of the Public Archives

for

destroying files that allegedly contained information pertaining to the immigration of

Nazi war criminals to Canada.36 The Public Archives was eventually able to defend its
actions, in part by using records it had created and maintained to document actions that
affected the records scheduling and records destruction process. Cook wrote later that
lawyers fiom the government and the royal commission,
were particularly interested in the 1982 disposal of records - and in minute
detail (who called whom, when, why), the numbers of boxes of records
before and after the disposal action, the exact sequence of steps and dates
in the disposal and subsequent archival transfer, changes in the National
Archives decisions on the time to retain Immigration records, the reasons
and methods for archival sampling . . . They also requested and received

"lbid.

3aSouth

African History Archive, "About FOIP: The Freedom of Information Programme (FOIP)" available
at: http://rvwu,.saha.ors.za,/about.htm?about/f'oip.htrr (Accessed: December 15, 2008).
35See
Terry Cook, "For the Record: Archivists Honourable," The Globe and Mail,(11 August 1986).
36cook
discussed the event in more detail in his article "'A Monumental Blunder"' in Cox and Wallace, eds.,
Archit,es at'td Íhe Public Good:37-65.
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copies of six documents, for^example, records schedules, accession fomrs,
and internal con espondence.3T

The existence of these records played an important role in helping the royal commission
understand the Public Archives' actions, which in turn led it to conclude that the Archives
had not acted improperly in destroying the immigration case files.

Cook's Globe and Mail article illustrates two components

of the relationship

between the media and archival accountability. In addition to holding archives to account

for their actions, which the press was attempting to do by publishing criticism of

the

Archives on the subject, the media can also provide a means by which archives can show
that they have been accountable. While Cook does an admirable job of using the media

to advantage in this situation to justify the actions and decisions of the Public Archives,
the entire debate demonstrates ihat the media, and the public, do not really understand
how archives work. The media criticized the Public Archives without really considering

the context in which retention and destruction decisions are made.38 According to
Australian archivist and records manager Charlie Farrugia. at least part of the reason for
the media's shortcomings when it comes to holding archives to account for their actions

seerìs

to be tlie inability of the press to

establish

a

connection between archives,

ttrbid.,4B.

ttA

Mail article wrilten by Estanislao Oziewiczis another example of how the media has
missed the mark in terms of holding archives to account. Entitled "Files missing in Dionne Case," the
1997 Globe qncl

anicle is about missing archival documents pertaining to the Dionne quintuplets' quest for legal

compensation from the Ontario government on the grounds that they had been exploited for financial gain
and that their trust fund had been mismanaged while they were wards of the province. At the centre of this
particular controversy was the inabiliry of the Archives of Ontario to locate minutes of guardianship
meetings from 1934 to 1937 and the fact that David Croll, the first governlnent appointed guardian of the
quintuplets, took and subsequently burned relevant files when he was removed from the cabinet in 1937.
While Oziewicz criticizes the government and its actions in the article, the actions and practices of the
Archives of Ontario are not called into question. In this particular instance the media failed to hold the
archives to account, however its ability to do so is evident. Oziewicz's article appears in the December 22,
i 997 issue of the Globe and Alail.
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recordkeeping and accountability.'n The press tends
resources, not as tools

to

see records as information

of accountability. Therefore, as in the

case

of the Nazi war

criminals the press failed to put the destruction decision into context or as in the Dionne
quintuplet case, the role of the Archives of Ontario and the quality of government supporl
and resources for the archives were virtually ignored as issues in the matter. Althougli the
press may be a means of holding archives to account,

and until

it

understands better how archives operate,

it has not been very successful at it

it will be difficult for the media to

act as effective accountability agents.

Australian archivist Chris Hurley discusses an additional aspect

of

the

accountability of archives, namely how does the reporling relationship of an archives
affect its ability to be accountable? Hurley argues that it is not enough just to hold the
implementer of good recordkeeping requirements accountable for good recordkeeping.

He

stresses

that the agent of accountability, be

it an auditor, an ombudsman, or an

archivist, also needs to be made accountable.aO

In other words, he wants "an

accountability not only for the action or situation itself, but a separate accountability for
keeping records of such actions and situations."4l Howevet, in order for accountability
agents

to be effective they must have some form of independence or autonomy from the

institutions they ale charged with monitoring; according to Hurley, this independence in

tum requires that accountability agents need to be answerable to established standards
seCharlie

Farrugia, "Print Media Perspectives on Recordkeeping," in McKemmish and Upward, eds.,
Archival Documents: 138-95. Joan Schwartz and Terry Cook echo this sentiment in their article "Archives,
Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory," stating that "archives as institutions and records as
documents are generally seen by academic and other users, and by society generally, as passive resources
to be exploited for various historical and cultural pulposes." See Joan Schwartz and Terty Cook,
"Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory," Archival Science 2 (2002): 1.

oochris Hurley, "Recordkeeping and accountabilify"

in Sue McKemmish, et al. eds. Archit,es:
Wales:
Centre for Information Studies, Charles Stult
(Wagga
New
South
Wagga,
in
Society
Recordkeeping
University, 2005): 243.
otrbid.,22B.
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and procedures for their practices. Without those standards there is no way to determine

if

agents

of

accountability are themselves acting responsibly.a2 Unforlunately,

"govelrment archival authorities in most Western democracies do not have this kind of
independence. . . A reasonable thesis can, therefore, be developed that most government

archives authorities are neither

fit nor capable of acting independently

as agents of

democratic accountability."a3 The important point to draw from Hurley's discussion is
that in order to hold others to account, an archives needs some degree of independence,

but with greater independence from external control comes the question of who then
holds the archives to account and how?

Records are one

of the primary means of

activating

or making

effective

accountability mechanisms for any institution or organization. This is no less true for
accountability mechanisms affecting an archives. If records are not being made and kept
then archives cannot be held to account. Therefore, although the mechanisms described
above are worthwhile and potentially effective means of ensuring archival accountabilit5',

they are not substitutes for archives of archives. Rather, they reinforce the need for them
and fuither underscore the idea that archives can no longer think of their own records as

unimpoftant, something to be tackled only after all of the other archival work has been
cornpleted.

The postmodemist theory of archives requires accountability, as does democratic

society. And as society becomes more aware of the roles archives and archivists play in
the rnanagement of collective memory

it is more than likely that they too will be called

upon to defend themselves and the work they have done. However, despite the influence

utlbid.,24l
o'lbid.

.
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of postrnodetnism on archival theory and the general acceptance among archivists that
archives are vital players in insuring accountability, little has been done to ensure that
archives and archivists themselves are also held to account for their actions and decisions.

Accountability mechanisms exist that should provide a means of holding archives to
account, however without archives
management

of

archives

of an archives' own records -

-

that is better documentation and

these mechanisms

will

never be fully

functional. One area of work where this is especially important is appraisal: "because of
the complexity of appraisal, its societal importance and its subjectivity, archivists and

their institutions should be held accountable for tlieir decisions through full

and

transparent documentation of their contextual research, appraisal process, keep-destroy
decisions, and resulting transfers of

records

This thesis will discuss this idea more

fully in subsequent chapters, especially in Chapter 4. It will convey the low priority
traditionally placed on two key accountability mechanisms in the international archival
literature and by Canadian archives: study of the history of archives and the creation and
maintenance
function

-

of

archives

appraisal

of archives. The

- will then be discussed

in

otTenJ

documentation
a

of one specific

practical example.

Cook, "Macro-appraisal and Functional Anal),sis: documenting governance rather than
government," Journal of the Society of Archivîsts, 25, no. 1 (2004):7.
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CHAPTER

2

FROM the OLD ARCHIVAL HISTORY to the NEW
The archival profession, more so than most professions, is past-oriented;

it is a

profession based on the records of the distant and recent past. "Memory, like history,"
Schwartz and Cook write, "is rooted in archives. Archives contain evidence of what went

before. Archives validate our experiences, our perceptions, our naffatives, our

stories.

Archives are our memories."l As the keepers of memory, archivists are charged with

a

signif,rcant responsibility and possess a unique understanding of the past. Yet despite this
close association with the past, until recently the profession has been largely uninterested

in its own history as a means of explaining (or accounting to society for) the way in
which archival work has been done and the impact of archiving on institutions and
society.

This chapter will examine key examples from the international archival literature

to determine what they say about the documents to be used in archival work and howthose documents themselves should be alchived. This analysis

will include a selection of

some older classic archival manuals, as well as more recent ones, and examples of studies

in archival history. On the whole, documenting archival work has been a marginal
concern in archival literature, but one receiving greater emphasis in recent years, though

still not sustained attention.
CLASSIC ARCHIVAL MANUALS

A selective overview of archival literature reveals that studies of archival history
are limited in number and

rJoan

value. In addition, there are very few studies of the records an

M. Schwartz and Terry Cook, "Archives, Records, and Power: The Making of Modern Memory,"

Archival Science 2 (2002): 18.
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archives needs to create and keep. The key works of archival literature are not histories

of archives, but textbook-style manuals on how to do archival work. These manuals
reveal that the archives of the archives, or the records that archives should create and
maintain to document their own actions and decisions, are not often discussed. This is

particularly surprising considering that many of the manuals mention the irnportant role
that archives play in ensuring that certain agencies and institutions, such as governments,
are held accountable through record keeping, as well as the ways in which archives act as

important houses

of

collective memory. Therefore, the inconsistency with which

Canadian archives approach their own working documents is not surprising, considering
the lack of attention this subject has received in archival manuals.

If archives are houses of memory and heritage, and if

archivists, through their

actions and decisions are shaping and determining that memory and heritage, then it
seems reasonable

Similarly,

to ask, or even demand, that they record what they are

doing.

if archives have the power to essentially help create societal memory then

would it not be pludent of the archival profession to make sure that archivists have the
documentation to support their decisions should they ever be called to account for what
they have done?2
Probably the three most influential archival manuals in the twentieth century have

been the 1898 Manual

for

the Arrangement qnd DescriptÌon of ArchÌves (the "Dutch

Manual") by Muller, Feith and Fruin,3 Sir Hilary Jenkinson's 1922 A Manual of Archive
2This

point is equally vaiid for both public and private archives. Although private archives, such as
cor?orate archives, may not have mandates that place particular importance on maintaining records for
soclal remernbrance, creating and maintaining an archives of these archives would still be necessary for
those institutions for accountability reasons. Public archives, in contrast, need to be mindful of potential
accountability issues, as well as their social responsibilities.
3
This thesis uses the 1968 reissue of the manual: S. Muller, J.A. Feith and R. Fruin, Manttal .for the
Arrangernent and Description of Archives (lrlew York: The H.W. Wilson Company, 1968).
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AdntinÌstration,a and T.R. Schellenberg's Ig56 Modern Archives: Principles and
Techniques.5 Neither Muller, Feith and Fruin nor Schellenberg make mention of creating
and maintaining records documenting archival work other than finding aids for public

research. In the case of the Dutch authors, this may largely be a result of the fact that
their manual deals exclusively with arrangement and description; these areas of archival
work do not appear to generate the same kinds of decision-making that say, appraisal and
conservation

do.

Schellenberg's manual, although

it

deals with a variety

does not discuss any additional records for documenting archival

of functions,

work.6 This lack of

discussion is telling in and of itself. These authors obviously did not place a high priority
on the value of archives of the archives.

Of the 'classic manuals' only Jenkinson's considers the documentation

that

archivists should create as a part of their work. This is somewhat unexpected considering
that Jenkinson emphasized the role of the archivist as a neutral custodian, who advocated,

for example, that appraisal decisions should be made primarily by the records' creators,
not archivists.i These beliefs suggest a minimal role for archivists that would result in
creation of few records of lasting value to document their work.
Jenkinson had a very strong commitment to the role of the archivist as protector

of the integrity of records as evidence of the actions of their creators. He saw this
especially important

in amangement

as

and preservation work, as archivists can notice

missing (rnisplaced, stolen) records, store some in special ways or places for preservation
4This

thesis uses the 1966 reissue of the revised second edition: Hilary Jenkin son, A Marutal of Archive
Administration (London: Percy, Lund, Humphries & Co. Ltd., 1966).
r
This thesis uses the 1975 reprint: T.R. Schellenberg, llûodern Arch.ives: Principles ancl Techniqttes

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1975).
6schellenberg's
other major book Thn MonogqnenÍ of Archives (New
1965) does not address these issues either.
tJenkinson,
A Manual of Archive Administration: 156.
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york: Columbia University press,

reasons, apart from their original locations on a file, and may repair (and thus change)
some. These things should be recorded and the information made available to researchers
so that they use a record

with maximum integrity.

Thus Jenkinson's philosophy of archives does involve the creation of records, but

it

focuses on the creation of only a relatively few such records and mainly for basic

control purposes: accessioning, file lists from agencies, call slips to identiff who is using
the records, whether they are printed anywhere, and to locate them in the vaults

what liis "alchivist's registers" are

for. At the same time,

- that is

he does not elaborate much on

the form, content, structure, and (records) management of these basic records, although it

is fair to say that he implies they are archival in the sense that they should be retained

indefinitely because they

will

always be needed to help control records and explain

repairs and so on.

More important, though, Jenkinson also does not say anfhing about the other
(and much more voluminous) kinds of records used to run an archives -- all the broader

policy and management records, which document even more fundamental questions
about how and why the archives is

run. It is especially intriguing that he does not

say

anything about their creation and (records) management because, according to his own

philosophy of archives, the creator of these records -- the archives in this case -- is to
determine whether they are to be archived. For this central part

of Jenkinson's own

conception of archives, there is a glaring blank.

This seems to suggest that
archives

if Jenkinson's vision of archives is implemented,

of archives would be a low priority. Some basic control records would

emphasized and kept, but the value of the rest seems quite unclear at

11
L)

the
be

best. And that

seems to

fit his overall philosophy -- the properly run Jenkinsonian archives needs some

basic control records to carry out its chief task of being a transparent conduit of
information from the past in records to the present and future.

If it puts those

basic

control records in place, and abides by Jenkinson's guidance on applying provenance,
conceiving

of

archives as the creation

of the records creators (for their purposes

primarily), protecting certain qualities in the records, such as impartiality, and avoiding
an emphasis on archivists' or users' own research interests, then this conduit would
function as

it

should, and there would not need to be many other impofiant records,

beyond the basic ones, made (or especially) kept long as archives -- since they would not

have much

to reveal about an archives that, in effect,

does not really do anything

significant beyond keeping out of the way and providing basic control.
Jenkinson's manual argues strongly for the documentation of archival work in
three specific areas: repair (preservation/conservation); the 'archivist's notes' (as a means

to aid the "moral defence" of the archives); and the archivist's own registers. In the case
of repair, one of Jenkinson's rules is, "in every instance where what he has done in repair
might escape observation to append a signed and dated explanatory note: he ntust on no
accounl cover his tracks."8 lJ"trkinson's emphasis.)

According to Jenkinson, the second area, the archivist's notes, "occur
periods and frequeritly give most valuable

information . they may be of

in

all

general

Archival interest . . .but those which chiefly concem us are such as preserve record of

a

particular incident in the career of a particular document."e Rather than making these

kinds of notes without attention of particular rules, Jenkinson makes
og.

'tbid.,
nlþjd.,95-96.
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three

recommendations. First, that such notes should be made regularly, especially whenever
anything occurs that might possibly modify the character of the document. Second, that
the notes have no authority unless they have been dated and signed; they should also be

'of permanent character.' Third, they should be made on a slip of paper attached to the
record, rather than on the document itself.l0 In this area, Jenkinson's methods call for the
creation and maintenance of an archives of the archives to document archival work.
The third relevant area Jenkinson discusses is the registers of the archivist. These
documents should enable the archivist to give the archival history of any document af any

moment. Jenkinson's recornmendations on documentation include documenting whele
the archival record came from, whether any part of it is known to be missing, and what
has been done to

it by way of repair. He does not specifically call for the creation of

records that would document other archival actions.

RECENT ARCT{IVAL MANUALS
The subject of the archives of archives also receives spotty attention in more
recent manuals. In the 1990s, the Society of American Archivists pubiished a number

manuals

in its Archival

of

Fundamentals Series (AFS), each concentrating on a specific

archival function. These books updated the Basic Manual Series published in the 1970s

and 1980s and were meant to be

"a

foundation

for modern archival theory

and

practice."lt The book in the AFS by Thomas Wilsted and William Nolte focuses on the
overall management
manager, as

well

of archival repositories. It

as various tools that could be used

discusses

the archivist's role as

a

to fulfill managerial responsibilities.

Although Wilsted and Nolte mention an archives' owïl records as records to be managed
'olbid.,96.

"Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler,

Preser-ving Archives and Manusct'þrs (Chicago: The Sociefy of American

Archivists. I993): vi.
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and consulted in the planning process, they do not discuss how to document specific
functions or how they should be archived. In fact, the only reference to managing the
archives of the archives comes under the heading "Organizing Paperwork." There they
state that "many archivists have responsibility

parent institutions.

In developing

for records management within their

record retention schedules and procedures, the

archives' own records should not be overlooked."l2 Nothing more is said on the subject.
The SAA followed the initial AFS with updated volumes (AFS
same basic premise, this second series

II).

Following the

of books incoryorated new developments in

archival thinking and theory. Wilsted and Nolte's manual was updated by Michael Kur1z.

in his edition of Managing Arcltival and Manuscript Repositories, Kurtz more explicitly
treats archives as institutional units

to be managed like any other, stating that

"management is basically about people, what they do, and the olganizations in which

they

work.

From that perspective, an archives is like any other organization. The

archives has its mission-related tasks to

perform

Unfortunately, aside from

reusing Wilstead and Nolte's advice that archival records should also be scheduled as part

of a records management system, he does not discuss the types of records an archives
should create or how they should be administered within a records management program.

Another title in the SAA's AFS is James O'Toole's Understanding Archives &
Manuscripls (Chicago, 1990). This title was also updated in AFS

II by O'Toole and

Richard J. Cox. The purpose of both editions is to provide an overview of the knowledge
needed by archivists, as well as their responsibilities. Both have a chapter devoted to the

'tThomas Wilsted and William NolTe, Mønaging Archival and Manuscript Repositories (Chicago: The
Society of American Archivists, l99l): 13.
r3Michael
J. Kurtz, Managing At'chival and Manusct'ipt Repositot'ies (Chicago: Society of American
Archivists, 2004):7 .
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historical development of American archival practice, but neither discusses the creation
or maintenance of archives of archives. AFS

II emphasizes

the social nature of recorded

information, that archives are rooted in society, and that study of the history of records
and recoldkeeping are part of the core knowledge every archivist needs. However, both

manuals overlook archival accountabilit¡ and the role
maintenance

in that of the creation

and

of records to document archival work. The omission is disappointing,

particularly in the O'Toole and Cox edition, as that manual states that its purpose is to
examine new trends in archival knowledge and debate. By not considering the archives

of archives, the manual suggests that the topic is not yet an important one.

Like the two SAA series, Keeping Archíves. an Australian text edited first by Ann
Pederson (1987) and

in the

second edition by Judith Ellis (1993;ra has had a wide

intemational reach. But unlike the American series, both editions of the manual make
repeated reference to how important

it is for

archivists to maintain a document trail,

which includes maintaining "adequate records which document our actions and
transactions and which provide evidence of the processes involved."l5 In the Pederson

edition, acquisitionr6 and appraisal are discussed together in a chapter by Barbara Reed.
In her chapter, Reed considers documentation for both functions. The archives of archives
are generally perceived as offering guidance to archivists as they do their w'ork in the

'oA third edition of Keeping Archives was published in late 2008, however it was not available at the tinle
this thesis was written.
ttJudith
Ellis, ed., Keeping Archives,2"d edition (Port Melbourne, Victoria: D.W. Thorpe , 1993): 132.
'oAccording to Reed, acquisition documentation should be focused on the acquisition polìcy, as it provides
documented criteria and easily understood reasons for acquisition decisions. (p. 75) She fufther suggests
creating an acquisition file for documenting this archival function. Documents within the file would
include: records documenting contact with the donor, records documenting the evaluation of the material,
records documenting the legal and physical transfer of the material and records documenting the archival
management of the materìal. This last category of documents would extend the docurnentation of archival
decision making about the records into additional archival functions, such as description and access. (p.
i 09)
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present and in the future. The manual does not consider the purpose of the archives

of

archives to be accountability to researchers oï the public or historical studies of archiving

of wide academic or public interest. Reed's consideration of appraisal is based on

an

understanding ofthe subjective nature ofappraisal. She states,

once this danger is recognised, steps must be taken to minimise the
subjectivity of appraisal decisions. Specific criteria to establish value
should be developed against which the worth of every record series is
measured. Recording this information both for records which are accepted

as archives [and] those which are rejected provides appraisal
documentation which allows future generations of archivists to understand
the basis of the decisions of the past.rT

The manual goes on to discuss in some detail three appraisal tools: the records
survey, the disposition schedule, and the appraisal checklist. The fìrst two tools are often
discussed

in archival literature, generally in connection with records management and,

institutional records. The appraisal checklist, which would act as a measuring stick for
records series or collections under consideration, as well as the basis for any appraisal
arguments, whether for or against retention, could also be applied to institutional records

in the absence of a formal records management system. However it is also one of the few
appraisal tools discussed for documenting private records.
Reed suggests the following elements for the appraisal checklist: do the records

conform to the acquisition policy; do the records detail the origins, structure or policy of

the creating body or the evolution of the interests of the individual; do the records
document the rights of organisations or individuals; do the records document the financial

responsibilities of the creating body or financial planning; are the records duplicated
elsewhere or maintained in another form within the records of the individual or creating

rTAnn

Pederson, editor-in-chief, Keeping ArcJtit,es (Sydney: Australian Society of Archivists Incorporated,

1987):81.
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body; are the records dependent upon filing codes or plans, indexes or registers; are the
records 'case files'; what is the arrangement of the records; are the records complete; what

quantity of material is involved; do the records contain confidential information which

would require protection for commercial viability or for the privacy of the individual;
what are the restrictions required by the donor; what is the physical form of the records;
and what is the physical condition of the material?r8

Tlre appraisal chapter in the second edition of Keeping Archives was also written

by Barbara Reed. By this time she is more concerned with allowing scrutiny of

and

providing justification for appraisal decisionsle than in the previous manual where the
arguments for archives of archives centred on their role in the intemal operations of the

archives. Reed supplements the earlier edition with the inclusion of a chart that shows
archivists how they can measure and evaluate various archival functions, including
appraisal. She also considers new appraisal approaches, such as functional analysis, and

adds sections on the social context

of

appraisal decisions and accountability.

Unfoftunately, although the records survey, the disposition schedule and the appraisal
checklist are still included, less attention is paid to how to archive those records

as

appraisal documentation.

Despite decreased emphasis in the second edition, Reed's chapters2O in Keeping
Archives are noteworthy as exceptions in archival manuals as they openly discuss not
only the value of the alchives of archives, but also detail how to create such records. This
ernphasis can be attributed to the fact that its editors pointedly state that "the archival

'tPederson:97-100.
reEllis:
20The

158.

creation and maintenance ofrecords to document other archival functions are also discussed in other
chapters in the manual.
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programme is also about managing"2t and.that "in addition to its responsibility to manage
the records of depositors, the archives also has an obligation to manage its own resources

effectively and

to document its work carefully, i.e. to measure and evaluate

its

effectiveness and to maintain and care for its own 'archives' documenting its wo1k."22

While this assertion is important, and Keeping Archives is more successful than most
manuals in considering the archives of archives, it is still mainly a broad ranging text on

how to perform archival procedures rather than on the nature and management of such
records. Additional work is still needed.

This overview of leading archival manuals supporls the conclusion that in general
archivists have not been overly concerned with documenting their actions and archiving
those records

in order to improve the administration of their work, account for their

actions to the public, and sustain advanced study of the history of archives. There has
been some concern (at least as far back as Jenkinson) about documenting their work

mainly for internal control purposes. This concern can be seen to be increasing in the
work of the Australian archival community in particular in the late i980s and the early
1990s, as

it led a growing professionalization of archival work by developing some of the

most advanced methodologies in the field. This still largely internal professional purpose
to improve archival practice required better documentation.

ARCHIVAL HISTORY in the LITERÄTURE
This recent rising emphasis on documenting archival work is paralleled

and

supported by new thinking about archival history in the last few years. An older style

of

alchival histor¡ which was not highly dependent on ample archives of archives, is giving

2lPederson:2.

"Ibid.:

26.
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way to a new one' which, to fulfill
its promise, does now require that
ar.chival work be
better documented and the resulting
records adequately archived. The
work of Berner,
wilson' walch and Eastwood23 in the
1970s and 1980s, are exampres
of the order archivar
)a
nlsloly.-' Each was intended as a contribution
to a smalr corner of generar cultural
history and to be a means of professionar
education for archivists and of
i'spiring a
greater sense of professional identity
among them. Appeals by archivists
in the 19g0s
and (early) i990s for greater interest
in archival rristory by their archivist colreagues
called mainly for more of this traditional
type of archivar historv.
James Gregory Bradsher and
Michele F. Pacifico's essay, ,,History
of Archives

Administration," represents one strain

of

archival history

in late twentieth-century

archival writings' The purpose of
their overview they argue is to provide .,a
context for
archivists to discuss and comprehend
present-day archival functions and
management.
Understanding the development

of archival administration [will enable] archivists
to

23see:

Richard c' Berner, Archit'al Theory
a,d Practice in the Unired støtes: A Historical
university of washingtol Press, 1983);
Analysis(Seaftle:
I'anE'. wilson, "shorn ánJoorshty:
The cultural Rore of the
Public Archives orcJnada ts0'4-1s;í';;
,
rn" cy.rai;, À;;i;;;:;;,-no. 4 (1e73): 4_25;Timothy
Gttardian of Heritage:
v/arch ed.,
tt u tiirio,1, of ttte Nation"t ¿r"1il:i(Washington,
lt:tyt.o,
D.C.: Narional
Archives and Records.Administration,
ig8si. R.flecting trr" rìiäil*äd purposes of
the
history' walch writes that this book
"it, io uá'rrr., a moàest effoft to honor the National order archivar
golden anniversary'" (p' v]i a'd
Terry'Eati*1a, "R.E. Gosnei, g'ó. s. schorefierd Archives on ifs
un¿ irr" eornding of
the Provincial Archives of British
g4-rgrg,,, nò iii,a¡Ã
colí"¡iu, is
'rhe
54 (summ er r9B2):38_62.
'"For additionar exampres
s¡g ighn c""ï*.ii
pubt¡i ne;";; äfrt"",
"o.r B3B_rgs8(London:
l99l); Donald R' Mccoy, The l¡ational,srìi¡uu,
HMSo,
Antet.ica', uiniríry o¡Docurterts(chaper
university of Nofth caroline, I szs);
Hir:
an¿ Èrïï, Porn ., "so','" lrpïis
of Archivar Deveropment since the
French Revolution" in A Modertt
¿rlchnes neàa.ey.!gsic neiìiít
¿rchivar Theory and practice edited
by Maygene F' Daniels and Timothy
"ï
w.l.rr,ï-i¿ lwashington, õ.ð.','Nutional
Archives and Records
Service' 1984)' That Posner's articie,
originaiiy published i-n lé+i, *", reprinted
in r9g4in
curent archival adminisfration, suggests
iro* littì. work na¿bee;ä;;. on archival history a book on then
intervening 43 years' Posner's Arliìres
i, the Anciert world (c;b;;àg", Mass.: Harvarã in rhe
Press' 1972) is one of the few archival
university,
hir;i;t that did .nrtr à" ilpoianr contribution ro the
of scholarship ancient history.
wider worrd
n"*"r".,-üiis.only
recentiy

t"i;;J;."ewed currency among archivists,
being reprinted by the Sociery of
Am".¡.àn e..rriuists in zooã. p.ì".-tà this,
the work receivei modest
attention fi'om archivists and Posner
aia nát ,.atty,wli1 it to ;e
conrribution to the contemporary
archival profession's concerns. See
James o'Toóre, ,,Back to th; F;il*,
Ernst posner , s Archives itz the
Ancient L,torrd," The America, Archivist

;;t;;
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2004): 161_75.

better plan for their future."25 This statement testifies again to how an
understanding

of

the history of the archival profession is needed to fully comprehend and plan
for the
plesent and the future. Bradsher and Pacifico's study is a prime example
of how most of

the old archival history was too much about description rather than analysis.
Without
engaging their material in some form of analysis or evaluation, the benefits
of their study

are minimal; they offer no new insights, possibilities or directions for the archival
profession.

"The Provenance of a Profession: The Permanence of the public Ar-chives and
Historical Manuscripts Traditions in American Archival History," is both an endorsement

of archival history and an example of
examines the continuing ideals

changing context

it. In the article, Luke J. Giltiland-Swetland

of the two American

archival traditions within the

in which their ideals were used. Unlike

Bradsher and pacifico,

Gilliland-Swetland moves beyond simply describing behaviour to offering a contextual
framework from which understanding

of the ïeasons behind such behaviour can be

achieved. To conclude his article, Gilliland-Swetland connects his historical analysis of
the two competing traditions within the American archival tradition with a statement
on
the importance of archival history for the future of the profession. He states that in
order

for the archival profession to remain vital, the competing traditions must be reconciled;

this reconciliation he feels will be achieved when the two traditions "lay aside their
advocacy long enough

to understand why they have taken the stance they have.,'26

25James

Gregory Bradsher and Michele F. Pacifico, "History of Archives Administratio n, ìn Managing
Archives and Archival Institutions, James Gregory Bradsher, ed. (Chicago: The University
of Chicãgo
Press, 1989): 19.
'ui-uke J. Gilliland-Swetland, "The Provenance of a Profession: The permanence of the public Archives
and Historical Manuscripts Traditions in American Archival History," The American
Archivist vol. 54, no.

2 (Spring 1991):179.
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Although Gilliland-Swetland's article offers more than a retelling of events, his focus on
archival histoly as a tool for self-evaluation and the development of a strong professional

identity labels his work as old archival history; the focus remains insular.
Although there are examples of archival history in the professional literature,

27

there are few histories of Canadian archives in either the old or new approach to archival

history. There are a small number of shorl articles for a few archives, but there are no
monograph histories

of any major public

archives

in tire country. In fact,

Deidre

Simmons' Keepers of the Record: The History of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives is

the first monograph history of a Canadian archival institution and

it

was published in

2007.

Simmons' book also illustrates how the distinction between the

old archival

history and the new is not black and white, but rather a matter of emphasis. In her own
words, "the history of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives is an account of how the
Company kept its records.

It is also a history of the people who were

responsible for

making and keeping those records."28 After i930, the responsibility for keeping those
records

fell to an appointed archivist. Therefore the book is also a study of

those

archivists.

Although Simmons' book is written for a wider audience than archivists,

it is

traditional in approach. Her discussion of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA)
reads largely as an administrative history. Her focus when considering the management

of the records since the creation of the Archives in
ttThe

i 93

1 centres on aÍrangement,

fe* examples of the Canadian tradition of archival history have been old slyle on the whole, valuable
in their way, but traditional in conception and deployment. For example see V/ilson, "shorft and Doughty"
and Eastwood, "The Founding of the Provincial Archives of British Columbia."
"Deidre Simmons, Keepers of the Record; The History of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives (Montreal
& Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2007):3.
11
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description, access and publication. Nothing of note is said about appraisal. The book

only provides incidental accounting of how some archival actions have influenced the

records. For instance, Simmons' reveals that "the variety of flimsy copies and

notes

written on the back of recycled letterhead papet, parlicularly in the search f,rles" are the
result of attempts on the part of Archives staff to do "all it could in the way of economy

and improvisation."29 This information, taken from the Archives own records, is an
excellent example of how the archives of archives can provide researchers with additional
context about records in the archives care. The Hudson's Bay Company Archives' own
records were an invaluable resource for Simmons and thus point to the great potential

of

the archives of archives for deeper understanding of archiving. Despite her use of the
HBCA's own archives, however, Simmons does not really investigate how the decisions

and actions of the HBCA s archivists have influenced the Hudson Bay Company's
records. It is this omission that makes her book a better example of the old archival
history rather than the new
The transition in thinking frorn the old history to the new can be seen in works by

archival educators Richard J. Cox (of the University of Pittsburgh) and Barbara Craig (of

the University of Toronto). The ideas of both of these authors contributed to the
postmodem view of archives taking shape in archival circles and beyond at about the
same time as they wrote the articles discussed

below In an essay originally published in

1988, Cox discusses the formation and development of the archival profession in the

United States during the twentieth century. Cox cites various professional challenges or

tnlþ_id.,

2s2-53
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crises as one reason for the profession to examine its past3O and argues that through

research into the care

of the documentary heritage,

archivists can gain

a better

understanding of themselves and their institutions. This type of awareness, he believes,

would be beneficial

in

addressing contemporary concerns and issues

within

the

profession. All of these points could be classifìed as elements of the old archival history.
What makes Cox's work transitional is his broad definition of "archival history."

IJnlike most other authors to that point in time, Cox's definition enconlpasses more than
just the history of the archival profession; he extends it to include the history of all efforls

to preserve and manage historical records.3l Cox begins by suggesting that the lack of
attention archivists have paid to their own history is the result of the newness of the
profession combined with the demands of other concerns and issues, largely of a practical

nature. This problem is compounded by the fact that "there remains a distinct lack of any
sense

-

at least any precise definition

and monographs that do

-

of the value of archival history"32 in the articles

exist. Cox, however,

sees a number

of reasons to study archival

history.

In addition to the more traditional

,easons33 mentioned above,

Cox also argues

that "archival history is a gateway through which to examine some fundamental questions
about the nature of records and information."34 He maintains that archival history can
shed

light on the role of information and records in assisting policy decision-making in

governments and other institutions, as well as on the abiiity of records to docurnent actual
3oRichard

J. Cox, "On the Value of Archival History in the United States," Libraries & Culrtu'e (Spring
i988), reprinted in Cox, American Archival Analysis: The Recent Development of the Archival Profession

in the United Slales (Mefuchen, N.J.: The Scarecrow Press, 1990): 183.
i g2.

''Ibid.,
ttlbid.
33Cox

also advocates the use ofarchival history in professional self-evaluation and planning by archivists.

(p. 18e)
3'Ibid.,

193.
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events. "The implications

of this," he adds, pointing to the new wider relevance of

archival history that he foresaw, "extend far beyond the archival profession." Archival

history of this kind can also help archivists improve their own work through better
understanding of "how decisions have been made, whether correctly or not, and how

effectively all of this has been captured in the records."3s Cox also argues that

it

is

difücult for archivists to argue for greater interest in their histories and better record
keeping and archiving by others in society while archivists pay so little attention these
things into their own domain.36
This discussion of how archivists manage their own records moves beyond the old

archival history. While

it

does not explicitly discuss how archives shape society and

knowledge as a result of the work they do, Cox's point does open the door for the new

archival history and its conversations on the relationship between archives, power, and
accountability.

In

1992 Barbara Craig offered an endorsement of the importance of the study

of

archival history that also marks the transition from the old to the new archival history.
Craig focuses mainly on the familiar profession-building reasons for studying archival
history, but argues that this is now much more critical to the profession's very survival in

the computer age. She sees archival history as an aid in understanding the archival
profession and its institutions in order to better understand and address contemporary
concerns and issues within the profession. In particular, Craig argues that "from a sense

of continuity with archives history comefs] perspective and purpose. If we grasp the
history of archives and of records-keeping, in all their abundant variety, we will be well

"rbid., i86, 194.
'u Ibid., r 95.
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placed for a strong professional response to both the means and the modes of modem
discourse."37

Although Craig restates the older arguments for the internal professional value of
archival history she notes that it must also look far beyond the borders of the profession

for issues to examine and contributions to make. It should "stimulate the development of
a moïe critical approach to our work and to the influences that affect it."38 She adds:

"Most important, history helps us to understand the contextual place of records in the

world of affairs, of thought, and of information." Like Cox, Craig sees the key
lelationship of the study of archival history to day-to-day documentation of archival work

and calls for better documentation. She states: "archival work is sometimes poorly
documented. Why should we not turn one of the precepts of 'the documentation strategy'

-

that archivists should stimulate the creation of documents in areas where they

lacking

-

are

towards our own work?"3e

The new vision of archival history pointed to by Cox and Claig, atnong others,

has only recently emerged, prornpted by the postmodern awareness of the impact of
archival records and decisions on societal

life. As Canadian

archivist Brien Brothman

has observed,

social communities create and destroy value. Rubbish does not have an
objective, autonomous existence. Dirt and rubbish are the products of
socially determined exclusion, which provide clues about social value. . .
For archivists, the principal aim is to achieve a condition of positive order
in their domain. This they do through the exclusion of what is deemed to
be debris, which constantly threatens to undermine the existing order. . .
Records, or information, which archival disposal or destruction eliminates,

37

Barbara L. Craig, "Outward Visions, Inward Glance: Archives History and Professional Identity,"
Archival Issztes 7'7, no. 2 (1992): 113.

"

tn

Ibid., 119.
lbid., 121, r19.
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is deprived of a permanent place in the social order(s).a0

This new vision of the power of archives espoused by postrnodernists like Brothman,
argues that archives and archival

them. And

work are rooted in the culture and society that

because archival decisions and actions, especially

in

creates

appraisal, reflect

dominant cultural values and assumptions, archivists must interrogate their own methods
and practices. This self-examination is necessary

if archivists are to fully understand

and

provide informed service with the records in their care. As a result, Blothman too called

for a new archival history: "The history of the record does not stop at the portals of
archives. Archives are participants in that history

..

.. [and] archives should be regarded

as

a proper object of historical and cultural analysis, whether such work be undertaken by

archivists or other scholars."4l
The new vision of archives and archival history emerging among archivists has

been paralleled by the postmodem turn

in many intellectual circles that has

helped

prornpt wider interest in the study of archives outside the archival profession. One of the

most well known influences on this writing since the rnid-l990s is Jacques Derrida's
Archive Fever, in which he outlines a powerful role for archiving activities in shaping
human experience. For Derrida, "the question of the archive is not. . . a question of the

past. It is not the question of a concept deaiing with the past . . . it is a question of the
future, the question of the future itself, the question of a response, of a promise and of a
responsibility for tomorrow."o' H" is arguing that without an archived past there can be

no idea of the future; that the 'nostalgic desire' for origins stems fi'om the need
ooBrien

Brothman, "Orders of Value: Probing the Theoretical Terms of Archival Practice," Archivaria32
(Summer 1991): 81.
o'rbid.,
91-92.
otJacques
Derrida (translated by Eric Prenowitz), Archive Fever: A Freudian Intpression (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1996):36.
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individuals have to put their own past into some kind of order before they can tnake sense
of their present and future. The ordering of the past however is subjective, and therefore
the way individuals archive their own past is constantly in flux and being reinterpreted.
The archive is always elusive. Derrida was one of many scholars in various fields to tum

their attention to archives. Carolyn Steedman, whose own work Dust: The Archive and
Cultural History (Manchester, 2001), is a prominent example of wliting about alchives

by academics outside the archival profession, notes this wider "recent 'turn to

the

archive' in the human sciences".43
This new perception of the power of archives and widening interest in the study of
a¡chives fostered an intellectual environment in which the new archival history, called for

in the archival profession by Cox, Craig, and Broth¡ran, among others, could and did
emerge in the 2000s. Additional examples of work being done about archives

in the new

style by archivists and academics from other disciplines include Archives,
Documentation, and Instituîions of Social Memory: Essays from the Sawyer Semittar
(Ann Arbour, 2006). The Sawyer Seminar held at the University of Michigan in 2000-01

broughttogether about 100 speakers to explore the impact of archives on social memory
through the study of archival history. Approaching their subject from a postrnodernist
perspective, the book's editors (an archivist and a historian) preface the volume by
stating, "what goes on in an archive reflects what individuals, institutions, states, and
societies imagine themselves to have been, as well as what they may imagine themselves

aiCarolyn

Steedman, Dust: The Archive and Culnu'al History (Manchester, 200 1), p. viìi. For a sample of
similar interdiscipiinary work reflective of the "turn," see the special archival theme issues of H¡stotlt çf ¡¡n

Human ScÌences, I 1, no. 4 (1999) and12,no.2 (1999).
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becoming.')44 A number of the essays explore how archival functions, such as appraisal
and description influence the archival record that is available to users, as well as how the
social and political climate can impact the archival record.

The establishment of the Intemational Conference on the History of Records and

Arclrives (I-CHORA), first held in 2003, is further evidence of the increasing awareness

in the archival profession and broader academic disciplines of the importance and value

of archival history. I-CHORA has explored various
archives including the historical and social nature

issues surounding records and

of records, documents, and

record

keeping, as well as the cultural impact of record creation and record keeping. The
conference proceedings have also been published

in leading archival journals,a5 which

further attests to the value an increasing number of archivists and academics are placing

on the value of archival history.a6 Despite the significance of these developments,
however, the conferences have not focused on the records archives should be creating to
document the work that they do.

Two other works merit attention because they reflect the efforl to find applications
and to reach audiences for the new archival history beyond archivists and academics.

Richard Cox has answered his own late 1980s appeal for the new archival history by
editing one and authoring the other. The first, which was mentioned above, is Archives

and the Public Good: Records and Accountability in Modern Society (Westport,
2002), which he co-edited with David Wallace. The second
aaFrancis

is Cox's No

C!

Innocent

X. Blouin Jr. and William G. Rosenberg , eds., Arcltìves, Documentation, and Instittttions of
Essays ft'otn the Søt1,e¡ Seminar (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan press, 2006): ix.
"'Archivariø 60 (Fall 2005) contains papers from the first I-CHORA conference held in Toronto. Archit,al
Science, 6, nos. 3-4 (December 2006) is a special issue devoted to papers Írom the second I-CHORA
convened in Amsterdam in 2005. Libraries and the Ctiltural Record will publish the papers from the 2007
I-CHORA held in Boston. The conference met in perth, Australia in 2008.
a6Antoinette
Bufton, ed., Archit,e Stories; Facts, Fictions, and the l4/riting of Histotl,(Durham and London:
Duke University Press, 2005) is an example of the new archival history as taken up by historians.
Social Memory:
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Deposits: Fornting Archives

by Rethinking Appraisal

(Metuchen,

NJ,

2003).

Significantly, both books draw on archival history to attempt to bring information about
the impact of archives in society to a wide publìc. They did not use archival history to
appeal only to the professional interests and pride of archivists. Archives and the Public

Good shows the important role archives play

in public affairs by drawing on the

connection between caleful understanding and management of archival records and social

justice issues such as Holocaust reparations and the hunt for Nazi war criminals, political
scandals such as the lran-Contra

Affair, and American diplomatic history. In 1/o Innocent

Deposits, Cox tried to inform readers about the fact that archival holdings are made
through selection decisions by archivists and others. He reflected the wider postmodern

influence on archival thinking by contending that the appraisal function had

to be

rethought as a conscious (not "innocent") act of making archives for certain pulposes.

But like the other work on the new archival history discussed above, these two books do
not contain an extended discussion of the records that document archival work and would
enable archivists to be held accountable for their actions in regard to pubiic affairs and
the fonnation of archives through appraisal decisions.

The examples of archival history examined here demonstrate that despite recent

promising trends the subject

is still

underdeveloped within archivists' professional

literature and academic writing more generally. The most prominent works of archival
literature in the twentieth century have not stressed the value of archival history (or of the
archives

of archives). Fufthermore,

ideas about archival history, until recently, have

reflected and reinforced the low priority given to documentation of archival

work. It

ironic that although better documentation is needed in order for archivists to

41

is
be

accountable, and be able to help write the new alchival history, the archival profession
has largely neglected this aspect of its work.
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CHAPTER

3

INVESTIGATING THE ARCHIVBS OFARCHIVES AT CANADIAN
ARCHIVES: SURVEY RESULTS
To evaluate the state of the archives of archives in Canada, a query was sent by

email in March 2003 to thirty Canadian archives as part of a course assignment in
Archival Studies. The list of archives contacted included all provincial and territorial
archives, as well as the then National Archives of Canada, the Glenbow Archives, the
Hudson's Bay Company Archives and a random selection of university and municipal
archives. The email asked the archival institutions contacted to:
send . . . the publicly available fonds or other descriptions of the holdings

of ftheir] archives' own archival records -- that is, descriptions of the
records created by ftheir] archives to administer ftheir] archival program.
[The institutions were also asked to send] any publicly available
descriptions of private records of archivists that ftheir] archives may hold.I
The purpose of the survey was to determine how well archives document and archive
their own decisions and actions in the process of doing archival work. In parlicular, the
suruey atternpted

to discover "what documents archives are creating and maintaining

when performing appraisal, arrangement, description, reference, public programming,
and conservation

activities."t This information was intended to be used to "study the role

that archives play in shaping their holdings and programs and the ways in which archives
can explain or account for these actions."3 By 2008 many major Canadian archives had
responded to the suryey, providing a good basis

for generalizations about record keeping

by Canadian archives and the maintenance of their own archives of such records.

' See Appendix A.
'rbid.
tIbid.
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Only one third of the original thirty archives contacted responded to the initial
survey. The situation was further complicated

by the fact that different archivists

interpreted the initial letter in a number of ways. For example, one archives responded
by providing information on how to access their descriptions on their website. However,

they did not provide any information about the types of documentation their institution
creates and maintains

to document its own actions until a follow-up letter was sent. In

contrast, a different archives recommended their policies and procedures manual as the

likeliest location for the type of information that was requested. One possible explanation

for these different interpretations may be the lack of commonly accepted standards or
guidelines, aside fi'om the "Rules

for Archival Description" (RAD) that deal witir

archival operations.
Determining the ability of users to access the descriptions provided is clouded by

the fact that many of them were sent as either links within the email responses or

as

attachments. Despite this, because the initial letter (and subsequent follow ups) asked for

publicly available information,

it is assumed that researchers

could access this

information if they really wanted to, even if they had to contact the institution and request
the descriptions. However, while this is probably true, the fact that many archives do not

make known the existence

of such descriptions

suggests that they do not attach high

value to the infotmation contained in their own documentation.

A follow-up suwey was conducted in the spring of 2007, to allow the

archives

and archivists contacted the chance to amend or add to their original responses. By and
large there was very

little change in replies received from the various institutions.o A

f.*

aThe Nonhwest Territories Archives did reporl one new accession (Dept. of Education, Culture and
Employment fonds) containing minimal records created by the NWT Archives. Personal Corespondence
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reported new and/or improved searchable databases on their websites,' while others
rnerely commented that up-to-date descriptions were available on their websites.6 The

only significant change in the responses came from the Provincial Archives of New
Brunswick. Its reply will be discussed later in the chapter.
Finally in 2008, all thirty of the original archives surveyed were contacted once
m.ore. In addition to requesting publicly available descriptions, each institution was also
asked two other questions. First, the survey requested copies

of any records used to

document the appraisal process. Second, the archives contacted were asked to share the

file classif,rcation systems used to manage and schedule their own records.T The

2008

survey actually had a better response rate than the 2003 survey, with roughly two thirds
of the archives contacted replying. The increase in response rates can be attributed to the

rising conceÍr among archivists about documenting their work. This rising awaleness is

likely connected to the increased attention given to the topic in the professional literature,
as outlined in the previous chapter.

I. LIBRARY

and

ARCI{MS CANADA

Extensive records documenting

its functions are

created and maintained by

Library and Archives Canada (LAC), formerly the National Archives of Canada CNAC).
The National Archives of Canada fonds (Record Group 37) consists of twenty-three
various committee records, central registry f,rles, acquisition recoLds,
with Karen Ashbury, January 22,2001 . The records created by the NWT Archives in this accession appear
primarily to be comments made by the Archives relating to the Records Management and Deputy Ministers
Committee. The Public Archives and Records Office of Prince Edward Island and the Hudson Bay
Company Archives at the Archives of Manitoba (HBCA) both responded that descriptions of the records of
their institution were still not in their respective databases. Kathleen Epp from the HBCA did add that the
descriptions for those records are in process but have not been revised and approved as yet.
5Elgin
County Archives and Library and Archives Canada.
oThese
include the British Columbia Archives and the Ciry of Vancouver Archives. Neither of the up- todate descriptions for these institutions added any'thing substantial to the response received in 2003.
iSee
Appendix B.
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exhibition files, as well as records created and,lor maintained by the Office of the
Dominion Archivist and the Assistant Dominion Archivist. It contains approximat ely 94
metres of textual records and other media. In addition, lower level descriptions, both for
series and

file level,

as

well as accession records, are available online. Finally, of all the

institutions contacted, LAC holds the most number of fonds related to its staff members,

including the archival fonds for the following former National (Dominion) Archivists:
Douglas Brymner, Arthur G. Doughty, Gustave Lanctôt, W.K. Lamb and Wilfred I.
Smith.s Each of these fonds also possess in-depth descriptions.e

The extent of the holdings held by LAC relating to its own operations is
significant,

if

not entirely surprising. The age and resources of LAC are considerably

greater than most other archival institutions

detract from the fact that

it

in

Canada, however those details should not

has documented its functions and activities for over one

hundred years.

Private sector records at LAC are goveÍìed by a series of policies, procedures,
directives and guidelines that begin with the Library and Archives of Canada Act (2004).
Jim Burant, Chief, Art and Photo Archives states that the Canadian Archives and Special

Collections Branch (CASCB) also have

a Collection Development

Framework, an

Acquisition Orientation for Private Sector Records, as well as more specific guidelines

for various areas, such as lhe Acquisition
Research document used by the

Strategy; Photography Acc1uisition and

Art and Photography Archives sector of CASCB.I0

sPersonal

comespondence. Ghislain Malette to christy Henry, January 24,2007 .
A¡chives of Canada fonds description is available at:
http://mikan3.archives.calparn/public-mikani index.php?fuseaction:eenitem.disola),Item&lane=ens&rec
n
br:266&rec .nbr lisl:266.19069.20094.17413.24016.17149^1'7663.18975.18214.17790 (Accessed: June
28,2007).
r0
Personal correspondence. Jim Burant to christy Henry, September 10, 200g.
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Additionally, "any private-sector acquisition potentially valued for tax credit at
$75,000 or more, or which

will be purchased for

$25,000 or more, must be brought

before a Major Acquisition Committee (MAC) of the department for consideration and

approval."lt The potential acquisitions are presented to the MAC through Major
Acquisition Proposal documents. The Major Acquisition Proposals Burant provided
consist of nine sections: description of material; significance; method of acquisition; cost;
access conditions; preservation concerr.s; other relevant information; suggested price; and

next steps. Although the Major Acquisition Proposal document does not have specific

fields for rationale, it seems that arguments regarding the value of the collection in
question can be made in the "Signifìcance" section while recommendations are suggested

in the "Next Steps" field. The document in and of itself is also a recommendation to the

MAC that the collection of lecords is worth acquiring. Burant did not include any
records created by a MAC;

it would be interesting to see how that body documented its

decisions in relation to the Major Acquisition Proposals.

Burant also included a copy of LAC's Guidelines on Appraisal (January 2007)

with his lesponse. This document is for use by both CASCB and Government Records

and covers

a

range

of

topics, including: general considerations; content analysis;

technical analysis; resource implications; and other factors such as legal considerations,

rarity and organization.

it

also discusses archival assessment, stating that acquisition

decisions at LAC must be based on the following factors:

national signifrcance, condition, content, technìcal analysis, other holdings
in the same and in other fmedia] and in the same and other institutions,
legal implications, and resource implications. Ultimately, the question is
whether or not an item or a collection is historically valuable for an

" Ibid.
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evidential, inform^ational, legal, or intrinsic point of view, both for today
and in the future.12

The need for documentation of archival decisions and actions is stressed in particular in

"Appendix I: Guidelines for the Appraisal of Govemment Media Records," which states:
"recommendations for the acquisition of records must always be justified; never assume

that anyone automatically knows why records should be acquired by the

LAC. All

recommendations for acquisition must be adequately argued and documented."l3

Appraisal for private sector records appears to be heavily tied to acquisition at
CASCB.14 However the acquisition documentation, both the proposals and area specific
guidelinesrs provided by Burant, combined with the Guidelines' on Appraisal seem to
provide both rationale and documentation for private sector records.

II. UNIVERSITY ARCTIIVES
Seven Canadian university archives responded to the suruey in 2008, although
one of them, Concordia University Archives, declined to participate due to staff shorlages

and overextension in other areas.t6 The other six responses amount to a significant
increase over the two responses (University

of

Ottawa Archives and University of

Saskatchewan Archives) received in 2003.

'tl-ibrary and Archives Canada, Guidelines on Appraisal (January 2007):24. Sent with personal
correspondence. Jim Burant to Christy Henry, September 10, 2008.
''Ibid.: 26-27.
raBurant
also provided a National Archives Advisory Board report of a monetary appraisal for private
sector records. Monetary appraisal is beyond the scope of this thesis however its documentation is
important.
ts
The Acqttisition SIrateg,t; PhoÍographlt AcEtisition and Research document provided by Burant for his
section read a lot like a single institution documentation strategy. In it Art and Photography Archives
outline six themes for art and photography acquisition as well as approaches for acquisition. Written in
2005, the document should provide a background and explanation for art and photography acquisitions at
CASCB in the future.
'6Personal correspondence. Nancy Manelli to Christy Henry, September 30, 2008.
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Mount Allison University Archives has no finding aid to any archival material of
the Alchives. They also do not have a file plan or records retention and disposition
schedule for the Archives' own records,

in large part due to the fact that there is no

records management program on campus. The University Archivist, Rhianna Edwards,

also noted that there needs to be better documentation of the Archives' appraisal
decisions. All tluee items are higli on her priority list, but as the sole employee in the
Archives, Edwards rarely gets to dedicate any time to improving the situation.lT
Dalhousie University Archives "has not in the past or up to this point in time
created any of the documentation fasked for in the survey]." In regard to appraisal, no

past or current staff members have documented their appraisal decisions. University

Archivist Michael Moosberger cited staff sliortages and a long list of projects

and

priorities as the main reasons why the Archives has not had the time to carefully
document all of its appraisal decisions. He believes that his experience as an archivist
(ahnost 25 years) is adequate when it comes to appraisal decision making.ls
Theresa Rowat, Director and University Archivist at McGill University, repofted

that "many of the areas about which the survey sought information are indeed
where we believe we need to make improvements. We have little
processes that you have identified .

areas

in forms for

the

. . Our own, and our organizations/sponsor holdings

are not particularly well described, nor even adequately appraised and processed."le In

her email she also noted that the topic of archival documentation of archival practice is
one that warrants significant attention by archivists.

lTPersonal
correspondence. Rhianna Edwards to Christy Henry, September 8, 2008.
IsPersonal
correspondence. Michael Moosberger to Christy Henry, September 10, 2008.
lePersonal
corespondence. Theresa Rowat to Christy Henry, September 19, 2008.
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The fonds for the University of Ottawa's own archival records holds a variety of

media types;

it

includes textual records, graphic records, sound records and multiple

media records. However, the scope and content note is brief. The University Archives
describes its own fonds as containing "office files which document the functions of the

Archives of the University, 1 sound tape of an interview. Includes annual and biennial
reports (1967-1994) and accession files for the fonds and collections under the archivist

['s] care."2o Th. description also indicates that records lists are available. The University
of Ottawa had nothing to add to its 2003 response in subsequent follow ups, suggesting
that regular accruals to the fonds, or at least the descliption of the accruals, are not a high

priority.

Of all the university archives that responded, Queen's Univelsity Archives

was

able to provide the most comprehensive answer to the questions asked. The description

of the

Queen's University Archives fonds that

is available online consists of

three

accessions totaling 6 m of textual records and 245 photoglaphs. Interestingly enough,

there are no dates included

in the description of the fonds. The fonds contains

"cotrespondence; photocopy request forms; registration forms; annual reports and

original copies of inventories; daily journals; records of sales," as well as photographs of

the opening of the renovated Queen's University Archives, various Annual Queen's
University Archives Lectures, Archives staff, and visitors to the Archives. There are also
sound recordings of the

2oPersonal

Amual Archives Lectures, with some research and scripts for the

correspondence. Anne Lauzonto Chisty Henry, March 25,2003.
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same.2l According to the University Records Manager, Giltian Barlow, this is only

a

very partial descliption of what actually exists.22

Archives operations are covered by the OP2300s23 in the University's records
management Functional Hierarchy. Categories of archival records included

classification system aÍe: planning and review; acquisition

of

in the file

archival material;

collections maintenance; public services; and outreach.2a Archival operational records
sclieduled for retention by Queen's University Archives include: acquisition case files;

accession

files; appraisal files; archival description development files;

maintenance files; archival holdings database; special events case

holdings

files;

archives

orientation case files; promotional publication case files; and web-site development case

files. As per the records schedule, Queen's University

Archives destloys all records

related to documenting their research services.2s

As far as appraisal is concerned, Barlow reported that she does not use any forms
for the appraisal of university records. Rather, after performing what appears to be a kind

of

functional analysis

for

each department and unit, including research, culsory

inventories of the types of records kept and an analysis of the content of files, she meets
t' The queen's University Archives fonds description

is available at; hüp;//db.archives
wpd/exec/dbtwpub.dl I ?AC:G ET*RECORD&XC:/dbtwwpd/execidbtr+,pub.dll&BU:http%34%2F%2Fdb.archives.queensu.ca%2Fdbtwwpd%2 Ffondsdb%2Fquer)'-

fonds.html&TN:fonds&SN:AUTO

1

2867&SE:

I9

I

1

&RN:0&MR:20&TR:0&TX:

I

ueensu.cai dbtw-

000&ES:O&CS:2

&X P:&RF:Fonds+Res u lts&EF:&D F:HTML+-

+Fonds+Displa-v&RL:l &EL:l &DL:l&NP:3&ID:&MF:&MQ:&TI:0&DT:&ST:0&lR:8653&NR:

0&NB:0&SV:0&BG:ffffff&FG:000080&QS:query&OEX:ISO-8859-1&OEH:lSO-8859-l

(Accessed:

October 22,2008).
22Personal
conespondence. Gillian Barlow to Christy Henry, September 19,2008.
t'OP2300
is the code used for the Queen's University Archives' operational records in their file
classification system. The "OP" refers to the Operational Records Group, the "2000" refers to the Support
Services function, and the "300" refers to the archives, which falls under Support Services.
2aQueen's
University Archives, Directorlt of Records (DOR), June 2008 available at:
l$p://archjves.queensu.calrm/Directon UnivRecords/DoR.pdf (Accessed: October 22,2008).
25Records
Retention Schedules: Archives Services Schedules available ar:
http://archives.queensu.ca./rm/Retention/op2300.pdf

(Accessed: October 22,2008).
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with the University Records Archivist (sometimes more than once) to discuss which
record types should be archival. Barlow then creates records retention schedules, which
are submitted to a University Records Committee for approval. Therefore, "the appraisal

process

for university

records26 (including

the records created by the archives)

is

achieved by consensus, a collegiate decision" at Queen's University.2T

Crista

L.

Bradley, Programming and Information Management Archivist for

Archives & Special Collections, Dr. John Archer Library, responded to the survey for the

University

of Regina. She provided five finding

aids that contain substantive

descriptions of the administrative and operational records of the Archives. They were

writtenbetween 1987 and 2001 and describe atotal extent of approximately 3 metres of
textual material dating from 1960-2000. The accessions contain a variety of materials
related

to archival operations

and processes including acquisition, arrangertent and

description, policies and procedures, reference, public relations, grant applications and
special projects, repofis and statistical summaries, personnel f,rles, and committees related

to the Archives.2s

The fact that each accession consists of a different combination of materials is

likely due to the process by which the records are transferred to the Archives. According
to Bradley, the Archives' records are currently managed outside a formal system,2e which

is the case for many University of Regina campus units. Files are created without
reference to a formal classification system and once the file cabinets are
tuNo

full

someone

information on how Queen's University Archives documents the appraisal of its private record
collections was received from those working on that side of the Queen's archival program.
2TBarlow
to Henry, September 19,2008.
ttshelley Sweeney, Mark Vajcner, and Erica Conly, The (Jniversity of Regina Archives
fonds finding aids
(81 -1 3, 9 5 -5,98-25, 2000-6, and 200 I -47 ).
2eBradley
reported that there was an early effort to implement a common filing system across the
University of Regina campus however she has seen little evidence of its current-day use in campus units or
in the Archives.
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to
boxes up the files that are deemed inactive and then formally transfels all of the files

the archival collection. The identification of inactive files is based on a subjective
decision made by whoever is doing the boxing.3O
Documentation of appraisal decisions is also irregular at the University of Regina.
be
There are no specific appraisal forms, although notes about appraisal decisions may

filed in the university unit/private donor files (if they were noted at all). The same files
¡right also contain coffespondence with donors that accompanied the return of unwanted
states
materials, shedding some light on what records were deemed un-archival. Bradley

to
that these files are not generally accessible to the public, although they are subject

Privacy
inquiries under the Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of

Act.

Finally, she notes that in the past year the Archives has created a "declined

acquisitions" ftle, which they hope
acquisition decisions.3

will

improve the transparency

of

some

of their

1

ItrI. MUNICIPAL ARCHIVES

tliree that
Seven mulicipal archives responded to the survey in 2008, including
Archives,
had previously provided information in 2003 (Calgary's Cotporate Records,

Elgin County Archives and the City of Vancouver Archives). Overall, the municipal
archives contacted in the survey appear to do a better job

of documenting archival

operations and processes than the university archives'

The City of Toronto Archives was able to provide information for all three
aspects

of the survey. Its finding aid for administrative and operational records created

to the late
by the City of Toronto Archives is a file list for records dating from 1960
3oPersonal

t'Ibid.

correspondence' Crista Bradley to Christy Henry, October
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7

'2008'

1980s. Because the finding aid is a f,rle list it is diff,rcult to determine the extent of the
records (however, the

file list is 40 pages long). The files cover subjects such as:

corespondence; enquiries; photography; memos; researchers log book; visitors legister;

daily request logs; photo reproduction policy; photo reproduction requests (approved and
denied); records relating to the metro Toronto records and archives study conducted in
1975-1976; personnel; public relations; staff manuals; archival associations; budget

information; grants; donations; special plojects and events; research files; conservation;
reports and statistics; emergency planning; records of the City Archivist and Director of
Records; and committee and conference materials.32 Despite the existence of the finding
aid, the series has not yet been converted to the City of Toronto's online database.33

Michele Dale, Supervisor, Collection Management and Standards for the City of
Toronto Archives, also supplied the Records Classification Codes currently used by the

Archives for its administrative and operational records. At present, the only records
scheduled for permanent storage are those related to Alchives Collections Management,

Archival Collection Assessment Initiatives and Records Conservation and Preser¿ation.

While the second and third categories are fairly self-explanatory, the first category
deserves a closer examination as

it covers most archival functions. Archives Collection

Management includes acquisition (both private donation and govemment records),
appraisal, alrangement and description, and access.

It

may include the following

documents: "copies of legal agreements and deeds of gift, monetary appraisal reports,

archival appraisal repofts, cultural property export review board applications, transfer
sheets, finding aids, copies

of accession

records, and

all supporling

31^..
'-'Cily
of Toronlo finding aid.
"Personal correspondence. Michele Dale to Christy Henry, September 11,2008.
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correspondence.

Records exist

in both paper and electronic form."34

virtually all archival functions and

These three codes account fol

it is interesting to note that all of them

are being

retained permanently.

In

addition, there are also a number

destruction are subject

to

of

categories that while scheduled for

archival review, such as Records Disaster Contingency

Planning and Recovery, that may also include records that document archival operations
and processes. Although not scheduled for permanent retention,

Archives to review its decisions
include one category

-

Exhibits

if

it will be possible for the

necessary. The Records Classification Codes also

- whose disposition

is still to be determined. Many of

the documents in this category, such as photographs of exhibits, brochures, press releases
and so on, could be considered archives of archives as they document archival outreach.
So the

final disposition decision will be worth noting.

In response to the request for information on appraisal documentation practices,
Dale shared the template for the City of Toronto Archives appraisal report. The appraisal
report consists of a number of RAD elements such as the title, physical description, dates

of creation, administrative history/biographical sketch, custodial history and the
and content for the records being considered.

It

scope

also records the circumstances that led to

the preparation of the report and the findings of the appraisal. The findings of the
appraisal are based on a number of considerations, such as the evidential and information
value of the matelials, the relationship of the records to the Archives' Acquisition Policy,

whether the Archives holds any related records or

if

associated records exist at any other

archives, restrictions on use and access, the physical condition

3aCity

of the records,

the

Clerk's Office, City of Toronto Archives, "Archives Collections Management (141 10)" in Records
Classification Codes in Use by the Archives - 2008:8.
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existence of any creator-generated finding aids, the possibility of future accruals, and any
cost considerations for processing. There is also an optional section for other issues that

might influence the appraiser's decision, such as a requested monetary appraisal by the

donor. Finally, the archivist recommends whether the records should be acquired or not,
and any related activities be done, such as sampling,

if appropriate.

The reporl is then

signed and dated by the appraising archivist, two peer reviewers and a supervisor before

being approved by both tire City Archivist and the Director, Records and Information
Management.35

Along with the appraisal repofi ternplate Dale also sent the City of Toronto
Archives criteria for appraising records. This document lists all of the various criteria
that could be considered when conducting an appraisal, and is intended for use with both
goverïìment and non-government records. Criteria are grouped under broad headings that

include: conformity

to

institutional acquisition policy; most appropriate repository;

evidential and informational characteristics; physical characteristics; contractual and legal

obligations; institutional resources; and electronic records.36 The document
comprehensive

in

scope, valuable not only as

is

quite

a guideline for archivists performing

appraisals for the City of Toronto Archives, but also as a record documenting how the

Archives conducts the appraisal function. Combined with the relevant appraisal reporl,

the Criteria for Apprøising Records should provide sufficient accountability

and

transparency.

The records of the City of Winnipeg Archives are divided into three categories,

City Archivist's
3scity

f,rles, Records Centre Administration records and Records Committee

Clerk's Ofhce, City of Toronto Archives, Appraisal Report tentplate.

tocity of Toronto Archives, Criteriafor Appraising Records.
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files. They are scheduled under By-law No. 166/2003. City Archivist's f,rles include
records related

to the administration of the Archives and the corporate

records

management program. This category covers a variety of records; the most relevant for

the purposes of the archives of archives are finding aids, appraisal reports, preservation

notes and acquisition records.

All of the records in the City Archivist's files are

designated archival. Records Centre Administration records, which include reference

inquiries are destroyed after two years, while Records Cornmittee files, which include
records from meetings, including related reports and correspondence, are also scheduled

for

permanent retention. Through the Records Management By-Law, the

City of

V/innipeg Archives' own records are scheduled in such a way that at least some of their
actions and decisions would be made transparent.3T

The City of Vancouver responded to the first survey sent in 2003, providing the

publicly available descriptions of their own records. The City of Vancouver Archives
fonds consists of series "relating to access and reference, acquisition, preservation,
records management and records storage, as well as liaison with other cultural
institutions."38 From this description it is clear that the City of Vancouver Archives has
created and maintained records that document a substantial portion of their archival work.

Although there is no scope and content information in the description, the administrative

history for the City of Vancouver Archives fonds does provide some information on
when each of the activities, listed in the quote above, were initiated at the repository.
Even though the description is brief, it does state that more information, including series
'?The City of V/innipeg, Records Management By-Law No. I6-2003, available at:

http://www.winnipes.calCLKDMIS/DocExt/ViewDoc.asp?DocumentTlipeld:l &DocId:148&DocTvpe=O
(Accessed: October 26, 2008).

t'City of Vancouver Archives fonds description is available

at:

hffp://wwrv.cif.v.vancouver.bc.calctl¡clerk/archives/webpubhtmliw
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archiv.htm (Accessed: lune29,2007).

descriptions and f,rle lists, can be found in the fonds inventory located in the Reading
Room of the City of Vancouver Archives. It is also interesting to note that in addition to

a searchable database on its website, the City of Vancouver Archives also provides
departmental summaries, including one

for the Archives, which links to

department's fonds level description. This made locating the City

of

each

Vancouver

Archives fonds considerably easier than similar descriptions for some of the other
archives surveyed because the exact name of the City of Vancouver Archives fonds was
not needed to find the description.3e The significance of this format is that users need not
be aware of the existence of the fonds, or the type of records

it contains, in order to find

the description.

The online description for this fonds is minimal, although the description states

that additional information is available. The existence of this additional information
implies that some effort has gone into preparing the fonds; however, without access to
more information about the series level records

it is diffrcult to determine the extent of

the records of the City of Vancouver Archives fonds or how well the described records
document the work of the City of Vancouver Archives.

Only two comments need to be made about the description of the fonds. Firstly,
the description does not include references to the Major Matthews Collection. Major
Matthews was the first Archivist of the City of Vancouver and the founder of the City
Archives. Therefore, it is possible that his collection might contain information about the
administration and activities of the Archives. Secondly, although the records in the city
3eThe

titling ofthe fonds containing records that could be perceived as archives ofarchives was repeatedly
problematic when using the oniine searchable databases of the institutions surveyed. In particular, keyword
searches using the name ofthe archives in question tended to include hits for any description that contained
the archives' name. In some instances this led to hundreds of descriptions that needed to be sifted through
in order to frnd the actual fonds ofthe archives own records.

s8

Archives fonds date back to 1929,the majority of the records date from 1970-1990. This
suggests that the archives of this archives has only become a concern in the recent past.

This is not a criticism per se, as a number of the archives discussed in this chapter can
only date their own documents back to the same time period; however, it seems a relevant
point.
Heather Gordon, Archives Manager, responded to the file classification system
and appraisal portions of the 2008 survey. The City of Vancouver Archives uses the

city's function-based file classification system.a0 The three primaries that apply to the
Archives records are:

Archives

Administration; and Archives

-

Research and Access;

Archives

Conservation and Presen¿ation. Records

Holdings

in the first

primary relate to providing access to the archives, including description, access, outreach
and public programming. From this primary, public programmes and outreach case files,

descriptions and finding aids, r'estricted records index and research room log books are
designated as archival records. Holdings Administration records relate to the acquisition

and subsequent processing of archival material, both government and non-government.
Records scheduled for permanent retention in this primary include acquisition project
records, accession control records, donor records, archival holdings case files, holdings
development project records and deaccession records. Designated archival records in the

Conservation and Preservation primary include conservation treatment records,
conservation project records and scanning metadata sheets.al At the moment, all of the

a0According

to Gordon the city's system looks a great deal like the British Columbia Government's
Administrative Records Ciassification System (ARCS) and Operational Records Classiflcation System
(ORCS), which are used at the British Columbia Archives.
at
VanRIMS 04-8400 Inþrmation Managentent: Archives sent with personal correspondence. Heather
Gordon to Christy Henry, September i0,2008.
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classifications are still

in draft form, waiting for

approval by the City's Corporate

Records Committee.a2

Overall records documenting the majority of archival functions at the City of
Vancouver Archives appeff

primaries outlined

to be scheduled for permanent retention under the

above. However, there is one large omission:

three

appraisal

documentation. Gordon responded that the Archives does not have any records
documenting its appraisal process.

All it

has done in the past is document the extent

of

the material coming in and the extent left post-appraisal.a3 She did not indicate where
those notes are kept or for how long.

The City of Victoria Archives does have a series description for its operational

files. Covering the

dates 1967-T995, the series consists of 0.66 metres of textual records,

including correspondence, memoranda and

repofis. It is

probable that the

corespondence files document archival work to some degree, mostly likely reference
seruices or perhaps acquisition. There are almost no files dedicated strictly to archival

functions. The possible exceptions are a couple of conservation reporls, an inventory of
non-visual archives material, and two files dealing with records management. Other flles
may include documentation but it is impossible to determine that possibility based on the
cun ent series description.aa

Tlevor Livelton, Archivist at the City of Victoria Archives, repor-ted that all of the
Archives Operational files are managed by a single schedule. According to the schedule

he provided, the Archives generates records that document acquisitions/accessions

a2Gordon

otlbid.

to Henrl', September 10,2008.

aaCity

of Victoria Archives,3t6 Operational FiÌes sent with personal correspondence. Trevor Livelton to
Christy Henry, September 16,2008.
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(including deaccessioning), ar:rangement and description, appraisal (only for Cultural
Properties Import and Export Act and NAAB Appraisal In-House), conservation, and

u".ess.ot The schedule does not provide any details as to the records included in each
primary so

it is difficult to tell how comprehensive or effective they are at adequately

documenting archival decisions and actions. Nevertheless, the existence

of multiple

primalies that cover a variety of archival functions is promising. The situation is further

complicated

by the fact that all of the Archives records are designated

selective

retention.a6 As a result of the vague schedule and the very basic series description, it is

impossible

to tell from

these documents exactly what records the City

of

Victoria

Archives is creating and keeping to document its work.
Established in 2002, the Elgin County Archives was unique among the archives

contacted. As a new institution, it did not possess any archived records documenting its

own functions and activities. Therefore in 2003, Elgin County's Archivist, Brian
Masschaele provided a few of his institution's policies, including the founding by-law and

acquisition policy, as well as personal comments regarding accountability and archives.

While the by-law establishing the Elgin County Archives mentions prornoting
accountability, little is said about the Archives' own accountability issues, except for
stating that the Archives

will "abide by pertinent legislation with

regards to access and

privacy, specifically the Municipal Freedom of information and Protection of Privacy
Act."47 The acquisition policy on the other hand mentions a specific form, the deed of

utCI,ARD. primaries
1321 to 132'7 sent with personal correspondence. Livelton to Henry, September 16,
2008.

a6livelton to
Henry, September 16,2008.
aTCounty
of Elgin By-Law No. 0i-21, Being a B),-lq. to Estabtish the MandaÍe and Activities of the Elgin
County Archiv-es, Section 4.d.
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gift, for private

donationsas that would certainly be considered

for inclusion in

the

archives of an archives. However, there is no mention of what happens to the deeds of

gift after their initial creation.
Perhaps more interesting in this instance are Masschaele's comments regarding

accountability. For him, a "major thrust behind the need to increase accountability is the
implementation of access to information and privacy laws. Institutions are now much
more liable for how they manage and release both public and private records, leading to
the need to have clear policies in place and the need to explain these policies to the public
and stakeholders. There is simply too much legislation in place these days to be sloppy

in the way we

document our actions!"ae

In

accordance

with his personal

views,

Masschaele took the step to have all of his institution's forms reviewed by a solicitor in

the event that the Elgin County Archives should ever be called to account for its
actions.so

The 2008 survey was respollded to by Stephen Francom, the new Elgin County

Archivist. According to Francom, the Elgin County Archives "does not formally
document its appraisal decisions per se, but [it] routinely documents the immediate result

of such decisions in citing specific records retained or retumed to donors or

records

discarded with a donor's permission following an acquisition."5l Generally the decisions

are documented

in one or more classes of documents including: the deed of gift,

accession record, and the records transfer

the

inventory. Based on the samples Francom sent

with his response, Elgin County Archives has documented appraisal decisions in two
asTransfer

agreements for municipal records are mentioned in the County of Elgin By-Law No. 0i-21,
however the form, content or disposal of the agreements is unknown.
aePersonal
correspondence. Brian Masschaele to Christy Henry, August 17 ,2003.

'orþid.
irPersonal

correspondence. Stephen Francom to Chrisfy Henry, September i 1, 2008. (emphasis original).
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fields on the accession form: administrative notes and physical description. The
administrative notes field is used to list materials returned to the donor or discarded. The

physical description field notes both the extent of the records when they were donated
and the extent following any appraisal decisions. The records transfer inventory, which

is generally used for large donations, notes the keep, return and destroy decisions at the

item level. Although these documents do not record the rationale behind appraisal
decisions, Francom "thinkfs] the connection between a 'retained', 'returned' or
'discarded' citation and our acquisition policy is clear and transparent."52
Acquisitions by Elgin County Archives must meet a number of criteria in order to
be accepted. These include: being unique in nature; pertaining directly to the County

of

Elgin or its citizens; title to the records must be clear; donor must be willing to enter into
an agreement with the Archives; research value; the evidence in the records is not already

documented elsewhere; and provenance and context

for the records is

sufficient'

Additional considerations include size, access restrictions, physical conditions, possibility

of financial subsidies for

preservation and management

revenue generation, and what

will

happen to the records

of the collection,

if they

potential

are not acquired.s3

Overall the Elgin County Archives - Acquisition Policy is clear and conforms to
the best standards outlined in many archival manuals; but it is unceftain

if the policy and

the curent appraisal notes at the Archives are always sufficient for documenting
appraisal decisions. Both of the accession records Francom supplied include appraisal

notes. In the accession containing records that were microfilmed, the subsequent
decision to cull the original hardcopies is easily understood from the appraisal note:
t'Ibid.

ttEtgl, Coule Archives Acqtùsition Policy
-

sent with con'espondence. Masschaele to Henry, August 17,

2003.
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Elgin County Archives chose to discard the hardcopies because the information in them
was preserved on microfilm. The originals were no longer archival. However, although
the second accession provided by Francom states that certain records were returned to the

Municipality that had made the donation, the reasons for returning the selected records is
not evident. It is difficult to determine which criteria in the Acquisition Policy that the
records failed to meet. A more direct reference to what criteria of the Acquisition Policy

the returned records failed to meet would make the appraisal decision much more
transparent.

With regard to the preseruation of documeffs that relate to acquisition

and

appraisal, Elgin County Archives arranges all deeds of gift with other documents, such as

donor correspondence, as part ofthe larger accession record relating to each acquisition.
Classified as pelmanent records, these documents are processed into the collection as pafi
of the Elgin County Archives fonds.5a
Founded

in

1986

in affiliation with the Saskatchewan Archives Board (SAB), the

City of Regina Archives (CORA) did not become an independent institution until 2002.
As a result, records documenting the activities of CORA prior to 2002 are spotty.55 Dana
Turgeon, City of Regina Archival Assistant, believes that many of the records may still
be at SAB. Employees at CORA prior to 2002 were actually SAB employees, therefore

any records they created would belong to 5AB.56 Furthermore, although SAB did
transfer to CORA the accession records for its collections, Turgeon reports that "they are
toFrancom
to Henry, September 11,2008.
55According
to the list of archival records sent by Turgeon from Regina's records management system it
appears that CORA has a number of photographs of archival exhibits, dispiays and personnel, as well as
legacy files for requests for disposals and records management issues. There is also a number of accession
record listings for the "City of Regina Archives series."
56copies
of the records sent from the City of Regina to SAB for this period are contained within the City
Clerk's coliection at CORA so it is possible that certain archival actions and decisions may be documented
there.
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frustratingly vague on appraisal methods. This has caused no end of trouble to us in the
past . .

.

and has led to us having to reappraise records and deaccession ceftain items

because of limited space and a mismatch with our mandate."57

A new retention schedule, not yet approved by City Council, goes some way to
rectifying the lack of archives of archives at CORA. Under this schedule records

pertaining to disposals, accessions, appraisals, conservation assessments

and

deaccessions are to be kept permanently.ss To improve the quality of the records created

by CORA to document its decisions and actions, Turgeon has created a written accession
policy, an appraisal procedure, and a deaccession policy. Although these documents are
helpful in providing guidelines for acquiring records and performing certain tasks, they
do not really provide a means of recording the rationale behind decisions taken. Even in

the appraisal report Turgeon sent, the conclusions are listed but the explanations behind

them are less clear. Like the County of Elgin Archives, CORA needs to make the
connection between its decisions and its existing documentation more evident. However,

it is interesting to note that in her correspondence Turgeon revealed that "I'm not super
thrilled with my appraisal policy, to tell you the truth. Appraisal is as much an atl' as a
science, and

I found it very hard to sit down and explain

the process on paper when I

wrote it."se Archivists' discomfort with performing the appraisal function has been well
documented

in the literature and perhaps goes some way to explaining why archivists

have not developed consistent and effective means of documenting the appraisal function.

However,

if

archivists are to be transparent and accountable in their work they need to

overcome their unease and explain how they perform appraisal'
5tPersonal

correspondence. Dana Turgeon to Christy Henry, October 24,2008

5sPersonal
correspondence. Karen Sax to Christy Henry, October 27,2008.
5nTurgeon
to Henry. October 24,2008.
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The 2003 survey revealed that the City of Calgary's Corporate Records, Archives
appears to have very thorough documentation practices. The Policies and Procedures

Manual requires detailed information on every aspect of archival work: acquisition,
accessioning, appraisal, arrangement and description, access, reference service, outreach
and preservation.

It also outlines the

processes by which the archivists at that institution

perform their duties. In particular, the Manual makes reference to a multitude of forrns
that the Archives uses in its daily work, for example the Corporate Records Classification

and Retention Schedule, donor agreements, an Accession Register and an Appraisal

Register. However, the appendix attached to the online version of the Manual, which
consists of a list of sample forms, could not be accessed.60

A few comments on the wording of the Manual should be made. To begin with, it
states that Corporate Records, Archives

will not retain or acquire all of its records

as

full

series.61 There is no mention of the fact that archivists should be documenting what is

not acquired or retained. Furthermore, while the Manual is available online, the policies
presented

in it (like

those written by most archives) are probably more likely to be

understood by in-house staff or other archivists who maintain similar practices, than the
general public or casual user. Because of this, researchers may not be able to use, or may
have difficulty utilizing this tool.

The City of Calgary Archives Policies and Procedures Manual also provides

a

good example of the conventional approach to archival work seen in the records of

almost every archives surveyed. Under the general policy on arrangement
60Although

and

Corporate Records, Archives was asked to provide samples of these forms, it did not provide
copies. Therefore, it is impossible to assess the effectiveness of the forms as aids in documenting the
functions and activities of Corporate Records, Archives.
6rCorporate
Records, Archives. City o/'Catgaty Archives Policies and Procedures ManuaL Jaruta¡], 2002:
8-9.
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description,

it is stated that "the purpose of arranging and describing records is to

elucidate the context and factors that lead to the records being created."62 However,

records are understood

to be continually evolving, and if it is

if

acknowledged that

archivists, through their work, are shaping the records, then archival work becomes part

of the context that anangement and description is supposed to elucidate. Moreover, the
choices of the archivist also become part of the reasons that (continue to) cleate the

record. In other words,

a postmodernist approach, as discussed earlier, demands that the

decisions archivists make, and the reasons behind those decisions, should be recorded
because they are part ofthe process

Follow-up contact

with

ofthe record's creation.
Corporate Records, Archives provided additional

information on how it documents its work. According to Glennda Leslie, records that
have been accessioned documenting the Archives' work have not been formally arranged

and described. As a result there is no publicly available formal description. Leslie did
state that the records themselves would be available via the accessioned information,63

however the electronic accession register that the Archives uses

is not publicly

available.6a Therefore, unless a researcher is aware that such documents should exist,
there is no way to discover

them.

Further complicating the matter is the fact that any

descriptions that do exist would not be searchable under the title "Corporate Recolds,

Archives." Rather, a search would have to be conducted following the following
organizafional structure: City Clerk's Department, Administrative Services Division,
Corporate Records Section.6s

utlbid.; r9.
63Personal

correspondence. Glennda Leslie to Christy Henry, January 23,2007.
between Glennda Leslie and Christy Henry, June 20, 2008.
65leslie
to Henry, January 23, 2007 .
6aConversation
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Administrative and operational records generated by Corporate Records, Archives

are scheduled under Calgary's Corporate Governance and Information Manageme¡t
schedules respectively. Administrative records that document
implementation and administration

of

the development,

corporate programs (including Archives) are

scheduled for selective archival retention.66 The Information Management schedule lists

two categories of operational records for the Archives: histories and outreach. The first
category, which includes records related to government and non-government acquisition,
accessioning and de-accessioning, finding aids and related materials are all scheduled for

full archival retention. Outreach records are scheduled for selective archival

retention.ó7

There is no mention of appraisal documentation.

IV. PROVINCIAL AND TERR.ITORIAL ARCHIVES

All provincial

and territorial archives were contacted in 2003 and then again in

2008. Unlike the university and municipal archives' responses, which increased with the
second survey, fewer provincial and territorial archives responded in 2008. There were

two new participants in this category, the Provincial Archives of Alberta and the
Archives of Manitoba.

The most extensive documentation for a provincial or territorial archives of its
own archival records came fiom the Archives of Ontario. The archival descriptions for
the records of the Archives of Ontario arc avallable online and encompass fifty-three
distinct series.68 Although the existence of series level descriptions for this institution is
66City

of Catgaty Corporate Records Classification and Retet'ttion; Classification and Retention Scheclule
Corporate Government (02-0 I -05-CG), 2007 November: 29.
u'City
o¡Catgary) Corpot'ate Records Classification ancl Retention; Classification and Retention SclteduleManagentent (02-01 -05-lM), 2007 May: 1.
ffirntation
usThe
fifty-three series listed on the website are preffy comprehensive for RG 17,the Records of the
Archives of Ontario, according to staff at the Archives of Ontario. See personal correspondence. Anastasia
Rodgers to Christy Henry, April2,2003.
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and description program'
the resuit of the Archives of Ontario's series level arrangement

work are available
the fact that descriptions for all of the processed records of its own

issue' The
online suggests that the Archives of ontario considers this an imporlant
supports this proposition'
Central Registry that the Archives of Ontario maintains further

(for both government
This registry holds records of "all accessions, appraisal decisions
and private acquisitions), donor/deeds
records schedules,

...

of gift information (for private records)'

[and] transfer sheets."6e

active

in addition, collection files for

each

in porlfolios' These
government record series and for each private fonds are maintained
files may contain "copies of schedules, accession forms, etc."70
archives disposition
Appraisal at the Archives of Ontario is conducted through

repofts (private
forms for records schedules (governmerÍ records) and assessntent

for each records
records). The Archives Disposition Form is created by an archivist
schedule that

is

appraised, "ensuring that the rationaie

for retention/destruction is

any relevant functional
thoroughly documented on the form and taking into account
analyses which may have been prepated."Tr

In

cases where selective retention is

is prepared in conjunction with
recommended, ideally a preliminary Selection Proposal
is prepared for most pote'tial
the Archives Disposition Form.Tt An Assessment Report
to be completed for records that
donations of private records, although one does not have

of the Archives of Ontario or
can "be determined to fall outside the acquisition policy
of these forms, particularly the
clearly lack provincial signifi cance.",3 Through the use

u'Rodgers to Henry, APril 2,2003.

tolbid.

t'ffional
ttlbid.

I6' 2008'
correspondence. Joseph Solovitch to Christy Henry, September

ttrbid.
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way in which both require recording the rationale behind appraisal decisions, the
Archives of ontario is documenting its impact on the appraisal function.
Conespondence

revealed

with the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick (pANB)

tliat while that institution has a Provincial Archives records series,

the

description that accompanies the series is limited. The dates of creation indicate that the

institution has records dating back to 1968, the yearthatthe Archives opened its doors.
The series also contains a surprising number of media types

-

textual records, slides,

microfilm reels, prints and audiocassettes. The scope and content fìeld of the descriptio'
states that the

series comprises of corespondence, inquiries from the public, call slips,
inter-library loans, registration forms, draft inventorles, f,rles on the
Flemming and Burchill manuscripts, activity reports, cultural subagreements and strategies, departmental goals and objectives,
departmental,, strategy background papers, and strategið plan

development.'u

The audiocassettes are guest speeches that detail the "day to day operation ofthe archives
and the administration of a retrieval service of records for use by the general public and
government."T5 The material has been arranged consistent with administrative functions.

While this listing is helpful, a deeper description of the records would certainly be
beneficial, since

it is diff,rcult to determine what this

specific archives of the archives

contains; in particular, the scope and content makes no mention of the various types of

media, aside from the audiocassettes. Series level descriptions or

file lists

would

certainly provide more detailed information, but at the very least, a list of administrative
functions would be helpful, given that that is how PANB has arranged its records. The
existence of descriptions for the records of an archives is immaterial, both for researchers
TiPersonal

correspondence. Denise Jones to Christy Henry, March 26,2003

"Ibid.
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and for accountability issues,

if

the information provided in the description cannot be

easily accessed or understood by those outside the institution or archival profession.T6

The most interesting response from the 2007 follow-up survey came from Dale

Cogswell at PANB, who felt that a more detailed response was required than the one
received in 2003. According to Cogswell, PANB keeps various types of files concerning

the acquisition of records of the Government of New Brunswick and private collections.
These include accessions registers, which contain details such as what types of records

were received, from whom, and their dates, for every record, collection, book, map or
document received. There are also background files

for the accessions, containing

correspondence, notes, agreements and so on. Also, there are donor files, relating mostly

to private sector collections, which contain personal information on donors, as well

as

conespondence regarding purchases, appraisals and tax receipts. General appraisal
policies and criteria are used for selection appraisals; appraisal repofts are only completed
on specific items and are kept with the archival unit and the background information on
.17

the senes rnvolved.'

All of the records

mentioned above are considered PANB operational records,Ts

and therefore have not yet been incorporated into the f,rnding aids

of the archives.

Nevertheless, Cogswell reports that much of the information in the files (except personal

information) would be available to any researcher asking about the background of

i6At

the time of its initial response, it was unclear if the Provincial Archives of New Brunswick created and
maintained documents in the processes of appraisal, arrangement and description,
preservatiorVconservation and public programming and reference. Such documents would provide fiìore
insight into the workings of the institution if they were included in the Provincial Archives Records finding
aid.
TTPersonal

conespondence. Dale Cogswell to Christy Henry, April 30, 2007.
the records created in an offrcial capacity by New Brunswick's provincial archivists are also
included in the Archives' operational records. These records are included in PANB's central filing system
of the Archives' operation records.
T8Simiiarly,

7T

particular records.Te Although

it is obvious that PANB has created

and maintained a

large body of records that could be classified as its archives, and is willing to make them

available

to the public, theil status as still current or

operational records raises an

important issue. Specifically, how available are the records if researchers, and the public,
are not made aware of their existence because they remain outside the descriptive system

for archival (rather than operational) records as such?80

if users of archives

are unaware

of the existence of such records, which is more likely if the records remain operational, it

is unlikely that they will ask to view them. This situation is fuither complicated by the
fact that because the majority of the general public does not understand what archivists
do, people who may need to inquire into archival practices are unlikely to know how to
locate the right documentation unless

it is clearly identified.

According to John Mcleod, an archivist in the government records section of
Nova Scotia Archives and Records Management Q.JSARM), his institution has not "done
a particularly great

job at documenting what fthey] do."8i For example, the practice of

selection and appraisal, beyond the single act of appraisal at the time of acquisition, did

not occur at the Archives until the 1980s. Even for archival work for which they do have
documentation, such as accessioning, Mcleod feels that those documents, which date

back

to the

1930s, probably document what was acquired, rather than

why it

was

acquiled.s2 The NSARM fonds supports Mcleod's observations; the fonds description is
heavy on accession and reference records, with some public pt'ogramming documentation

TeCogswell

toThis

to Henry, April 30, 2007.

can happen with archived records as well, but with archived records there is at ieast the probability
that some kind of description will be available. Ultimately, it is the archivist's duty to make accessible to
any researcher information aboutthe existence ofrecords, such as records in an archives ofan archives,

regardless ofwhether the researcher asks for those records specifically.
srPersonal
correspondence. John Mcleod to Chisty Henry, March 25,2003.

t'Ibid.
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and records created by archives

due

staff. The description is also dense with correspondence,

in part to "a very inept classification

system that treated almost everything as

correspondence."s3 This classification system in particular makes it difhcult to determine
the nature of the records in the fonds without viewing the actual records or consulting an

archivist familiar with the material.sa Nevertheless, the fonds level and series level
descriptions of the fonds do a fairly good

job of describing a situation like the

one

Mcleod outlined. NSARM has not responded to any of the follow-up surveys, therefore
there is no way to determine

if the situation at that institution has changed over the last

five years.
Description of its own records at the series and fonds level was not a high priority

for the British Columbia Archives (formerly the Provincial Archives of British Columbia,

PABC) at the time of the 2003 suwey. It had only recently begun this process, and
although

it did have a draft form of a description for the PABC

fonds,

it was not yet

available online. According to the Archives, as the descriptions were completed they

would be made available electronically on the BC Archival Union List, and hard copies
of the finding aids would be placed in the BC Archives reference room.st

By the time of the follow-up suryey in 2008, the PABC fonds description

was

available online. The scope and content of the description indicates that the fonds consists

of records created in the process of appraisal, arrangement and description, preservation
and access. Records generated by archives staff, including the Provincial Archivist are

t'rbid.
saldeally

this fonds should be redescribed to provide a more worthwhile description; however, the funding
and time to accession, arrange and describe new collections understandably takes precedence over the
redescription of older ones.
ssPersonal
correspondence. Katy Hughes to Chrisfy Henry, April 2, 2003.
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also included.s6 As

it existed, the draft description gave little information about the scope

of the institution's archives, however the completed descliption lists the extent as24.04
metres

of textual records and 2 microfilm reels that cover the dates

1899-[ca.1979].

Additional information on the majority of these records is available via catalogue cards
and file lists in the reference

roo*.8t More

recent records documenting the work of the

BC Archives exist but have not crossed over from being corporate records to archival
records.ss

Appraisal methodology at the BC Archives is dependent on the type of records
being appraised, whether government or private. The appraisal of all govenrment records
is performed by archivists who work for the Corporate Information Management Branch

(CIMB) of the Ministry of Labour and Citizen's Services; CIMB and the BC Archives
used to be one branch (BC Archives and Records Service) within the government but

have since been reassigned to Labour and Citizen's Services for CIMB and the Royal

Britislr Columbia Museum for the Archives. CIMB uses the OperaÍional Records
Classification System (ORCÐ and the Administrative Records Classification Systent
(ARCS), as well as special schedules to appraise records.

Therefore, once government archival records reach the end of their semi-active
stage they are to be transfened to the BC Archives with the appraisal and selection work

already completed. Government records received by the BC Archives prior to the
separation of the Archives from CIMB are appraised at the BC Archives using a form

s6Provincial

Archives of British Coiumbia fonds description is available at:

http ://search. bcarchives. gov.bc. calsn-

4064769/viewlFondslfindYo2BprovincialVo2}archives%:o2Bo/o2Bo/o2Bo/o2Bl1(Accessed:
2008).

ttlbid.

ssPersonal

correspondence. Katy Hughes to Christy Henry, September 10,2008.
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November 3,

provided by

CIMB.

Once completed the form

is submitted to CIMB for

approval.

Appraisal of private records is handled directly by the BC Archives using an acquisition
approval form, which is submitted to the Royal British Columbia Museum Collection
Committee for approval. Notes on any selecting done are kept in the accession file, but
there are no current forms in use.89

The ORCS that classifies and schedules the records of the BC Archives is entitled

"Archives and Records." This ORCS amends the British Columbia Arcltit,es and Records
Service ORCS (1994 Edition) and through the use of schedules deals with the retention
and disposition of the operational records created or received by BC Archives under the

Document Disposal Act (RSBC 1996, c. 99) and the General Management Operating

Policy (GMOP). The records "document the administration and control of archival and
records management programs, control

of govemment and non-government

recotds,

preservation and conservation of BC Archives holdings, and public programs developed
and delivered by the government archives."eO The records controlled by the Archives and

Records ORCS include all records created and received since July 20, 1877.el

Retention schedules

list retention periods for active,

semi-active and final

disposition stages, as well as the reasoning behind the final disposition decision. The
records in the Archives and Records ORCS are retained in their active stage until they are
superseded or become obsolete.

At that point, the majority of them are kept in

serni-

active storage for five years.et BC Archives records that are either selectively or fully

t'rbid.
e0Operational

Records Classification S),stetn (ORCS) - Archives and Records, available at:
(Accessed: December 19,2007).
http i/www.lcs.eov.bc.calcimb/policy/ORCS/ARCH/default.htm
e'Ibid.
e2section

ORCS deals with records retained in the active and semi-active
years.
reasons
listed for the additional retention period are operational or
more
than
seven
The
stages for
reference pu{poses, or to comply with financìal or legislative requirements.

l6 of the Archives and Records
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retained

fall under the following

headings: policy and procedues; corporate policy;

archival and library holdings; documentation
preservation and conservation

of

archival and library holdings;

of archival holdings; archives and records information

(ARIS); government client records; community archival programs; govemment

system

records documentation; intellectual property issues; general documentation; other
significant projects and initiatives; and records storage facility documentation.e3 Many of

the records that fail under the above headings, such as appraisal and selection project
records, archival description documentation, exhibit files, dísposition records of records

transferred

to the Archives, and accession registers, are records that document the

functions and activities of the BC Archives.
The Provincial Archives of Alberta (PAA), by its own admission, does not "do an
exceptional job on ftheir] own ïecords."e4 The records of the PAA are included in the

fonds level description for the Alberta Department

Until such time

of Culture and Multiculturalism.

as the records are described at the series level

it is impossible to judge

how well the PAA has documented its decisions and activities.

Appraisal of private records at the PAA is conducted in the following way: an
archivist writes a combined acquisition approval and archival appraisal repoft, which is
then submitted to an acquisition committee comprised of all the Private Records and
Reference

Alchivists. if the report is approved it

goes

to management for

signature.es

The 2008 example reports that Scott Goodine, then Team Lead, Private

Records,

provided contain information on the donation under consideration (including extent and
dates), provenance, access conditions and use conditions. Thele is also a section that
esArchives
eaPersonal

n'Ibid.

and Records ORCS Executive Stunnary.
correspondence. Scott Goodine to Christy Henry, September 30,2008.
:
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contains the rationale for the appraisal decision, which includes a description of the

materials selected for preservation or destruction. Accommodation is also made for
explanation

of

scheduling decisions

for any records within the collection under

consideratiou.e6 The two examples provided do a good job of explaining not only what

decisions were made regarding the collections, but also why those particular decisions
were made. The reports,

if made available to the public,

should make the actions of the

PAA both transparent and accountable.

The file classification system of the PAA is presently being redone as

it is

outdated. The current schedule exists only in paper form and is not publicly available.
Goodine did not say when this process would be completed, but did state that the
Provincial Archivist sits on the committee that approves all record schedules for the
Alberta government.eT

Like some other Canadian archives, the Northwest Territories Archives has not
spent a great deal of time creating or maintaining records to document its own activities.

At the time of initial contact in 2003, the NWT Alchives possessed four accessions "that
contain administrative and operational records generated by the NWT Archives itself."es

All of the accessions

are pafi of the Govemment of the Northwest Territories Department

of Culture and Communications fonds. This govemment body was respoltsible for the
archives program between 1985-1992. Of these four accessions, only one has a finding

aid.ee In the Govemment of the Northwest Territories Department

e6Based

of Culture

and

on two Prot,incial Archives of Alberta Combination Acquisition Approval and Archival AppraÌsal
Forms sent with personal correspondence. Goodine to Henry, September 30, 2008. Goodine allowed the
structure of the forms to be critiqued, but asked that the data of the completed forms be withheld.
eTGoodine
to Henry, September 30, 2008.
esPersonal
correspondence. Karen Ashbury to Christy Heruy, March 21, 2003.
neThe
accession with a finding aid is G-1993-007, and is available online at the NWT Archives web site.
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Communications fonds, the NWT Archives is listed as Series

IV

and consists of only

nineteen centimetres of textual material. According to the f,rnding aid, the series files

include "administrative and correspondence files primarily concerning archival
acquisitions"l00 and date from 1965-1978.t]r

While the archives of the NWT Archives described in the finding aid is minimal

to

say the least, the finding aid does demonstrate an awareness

of the importance of

documenting archival decisions and activities. In the "Intloduction" to the finding aid,
Janice Brum states that "during the processing the material was reduced frorn the original
8 meters to 3.5 meteïs."102 Although she does not dir,ulge what was destroyed or why

it

was destroyed, her note that additional records did exist and that the NWT Archives
removed them is unique among the descriptions received from Canadian archives. Its
appearance

in this particular finding aid is encouraging because it

Archives considers the work

it

suggests that the

does as part of the process through which the record is

created. As such, it may feel that it is important to convey that process to users.

As part of the Department of Education, Culture and Employment,
administrative records

of the NWT Archives are managed under the

the

GNWT

Administrative Records Classification System, 1995-32 (ARCS). The operational
records of the NWT Archives are primarily created and managed in-house through their
database,

AIMS INWT Archives information Management System). AIMS is used for

all archival activities, including donor management, appraisal, arrangement/description,
and researcher and client services. Specifically, the acquisition form has a section for
IooJanice

Brum, Northwesf Territories Departntent of Education, Cultzu'e and Etnployntent Culhu'e and
Heritage Dit,ision (NV/T Archives finding aid, completed February 5,1996): 19.
'0'More recent records are located in the accessions that have no finding aids: G- 1999 -092, G-1gg9-053
and G-1999-057). See personal correspondence. Karen Ashbury to Christy Henry, March 21,2003.

'otlbid.:3.
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appraisal, and all appraisal decisions are recorded in

AIMS.

Karen Ashbury, Archivist

for NWT Archives, did not speci$r if the documented appraisal decisions include their
rationale. Without the rationale behind the decisions the recorded appraisal notes are less
valuable in terms of accountability and transparency, however at least the NWT Archives
is aware of the need for records documenting their actions and decisions.

The Archives of Manitoba (AM) were one of the new respondents to the 2008
suruey and like the Archives of Ontario, they use series level descriptions. Searching

"Archives of Manitoba" under the "Records Creator

-

Manitoba Govemment" section

their database returned a description for AM and a list of nine archival record

of

series

created by that entity. The series' consist of approximately 184 cu. ft. of textual records

dating 1944-2003. They contained records related to: record and information
management; preliminary inventories for every accession used in-house by Government

Records Office (GRO), the administration

administrative office

of GRO; GRO accession registers; GRO

files; Archivist of Manitoba files, which are

primarily

administrative in nature; submissions made by AM to various govemment ministers; and
Preservation Services office

files. The description for the accession registers

notes that

since 1985 Private Records at AM have kept their own similar registers.

At the tirne this thesis was written private records

acquisitions at

AM

were

evaluated by an Acquisition Committee. The Committee assesses appraisal reports,

which are submitted for all potential acquisitions, and then makes

appraisal

recommendations to the Acting Archivist of Manitoba. The "Appraisal Report" form

provided

by Paula

Warsaba included

fields for the title, extent, dates,

administrative/biographical and custodial history of the record, the scope and content,
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existing records at AM, acquisition agreement, further accruals, related and associated
records, geographical scope, uniqueness, preservation issues and resources required to
process, preserve and provide access to the records.l03 The was no field specif,red for

appraisal decisions or rationale on the appraisal report form, however, there was all
accompanying "Acquisition Decision" form that is

to be attached to the "Appraisal

Repotl."
The "Acquisition Decision" fonn has thlee main components. The first is an alea

for the Acquisition Committee to record its recommendation for the records. The second
area is where the Archivist

of Manitoba records his,4rer decision to either acquire or not

acquire the records, with room for optional comments. The fînal component of the fonn

is a list of possible "actionfs] taken" listing four possible actions, including: completing
an Instrument of Gift form; informing the donor that the records would not be acquired;

not transferring the records to AM for assessment; and transferring the records to AM for
assessment and either retuming tirem to the donor, discarding them or transferring them

to a location to be specified. This area also has room for comments. The form is signed
and dated by both the Archivist

of Manitoba and the Archivist

responsible

fol

the

form.l0a Although the "Appraisal Report" used by AM is failly standard and traditional

in nature, the "Acquisition Decision" form does provide the ability, if used properly, for
archivists at AM to record the rationale behind the decisions they make regarding the
appraisal of private records.

t03Appraisal

Report form sent with personal correspondence. Paula Warsaba to Christy Henry, December

22,2008.

roaArchives

of Manitoba, Acquisition Decision form.
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Paula Warsaba also provided a link to the Government Recordkeeping section

of

the AM's website as she felt several of the procedure documents on that page "point to
appraisal in a round about way."l05 The links on that page included procedures on how to
prepare records schedules and how to transfer government records to the archives.l0u It

assumed that records management and records retention schedules are
whereby appraisal is documented for government records at

i.

the means

AM. The process, however,

is not clearly laid out. Rather it seems like the procedures were written for the benefit of
govemment agencies and the connection to appraisal documentation is more

of a by-

product. Therefore, while the procedures on the website are valuable for archival

and

records management operations, additional documents explaining the appraisal process

for the average user outside of the gor,,ernment would make appraisal at AM

more

transparent.

The Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA) is unique among Canadian
archival institutions, and the description of its own records illustrates that status. The
records of the HBCA's own functions weïe first ananged and described

in 1992

as part

of a summer student intem program, and consist of two groups of records measuring
approximat ely 24 metres. These two groups are the records accumulated in London c.

Ig20-1g74. and those amassed at the Archives of Manitoba since the move from London

to WinnipeginlgT4. The record group contains "early finding aids and research tools

'otwarsaba to Henry, December 22,2008P olicies, Standards, Guidelines and Procedur¿s available at:
'ou G orurrunnnt Recordkeeping:

htto://wwrv.eov

nq/oolicies standards

(Accessed: January 5, 2008).
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which provided evidence not only of the archival process, but also offer information
abstracted from the records

for specific

research purposes. The correspondence,

administration and program files provide information on the history of the Archives.

"107

Since its establishment in7670, the Hudson's Bay Company has created a multitude

of

recolds. About 3000 linear metres of shelf space are occupied by the company's archival
records in the HBCA, including approximately i30,000 photographs, 12,000 fur trade
maps, and many films and works of

art. The holdings of the archives of the HBCA's

own administrative records comprise twelve series and have necessitated extensive file
lists.los

The year in which the arrangement and description of this record grollp took place
raises an interesting

compared

to the

point. First, 1992 was relatively early for this type of work lvhen

appearance

of archival literature on archival history and the issues

surrounding that subject. Second, although the HBCA is currently one of the most well

funded archives

in

Canada, the HBCA Foundation was not established

until the mid

i990s, when the Govemment of Canada issued a tax credit to the Company in retum for
transfer of the ownership of the archival records to the Govemment of Manitoba. This
means that the project was undertaken at a time when, presumably, the HBCA had less

funding for such undertakings. The fact that it was chosen as a summel student project
totDeidre

Simmons, RG20 The Records of the Hudson's Bay Contpany Archives, prepared August 1992: l.
series include: Archives Department Miscellaneous Correspondence and Memoranda (London),
Archives Depaftment Administration Subject Files (London), Program Files (Winnipeg), Research
Correspondence, Archives Department Records Control and History, Research Tools (including Annals),
Finding Ajds, Visitors Books, Letter Registers, Accession Registers, Inventories and Microfìlm
Workbooks. By 2007 the HBCA was undergoing a process of redescription. At that time the description
for the HBCA's own records had not been revised and approved.
losThe
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suggests that the HBCA saw value in the affangement and description of its own records,

and considered the time and effort

it would take to obtain funding for the project to be

worthwhile.
Despite the early creation of the description for its own archives, as of the 2008
survey the description for RG 20 Records of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives was

still unavailable in the HBCA's online

in

database.lOe Kathleen Epp reported that the delay

making the description available was related

to a records management

review

occuring at HBCA, which includes a review of records schedules and an assessment of
which series have archival value. As a result of the review HBCA u'as also unable to
provide a current file plan.llo
Appraisal procedures at the HBCA were also revamped in 2008 for acquisitions

received from outside the company

itself.

The HBCA now requires the "archivist

working with the potential donor to create an appraisal report which is presented to the
Archivist Group in HBCA," which meets every 1-2 months to discuss archival programs
and make decisions and recommendations on various issues. An Assessment

of Gift

form may be hlled out prior to donation; the donation is finalizedby the signing of a gift

agreement. Those forms are then filed on the acquisition

file.

According to Epp

acquisition of corporate records is new; HBCA and Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) are

in the middle of establishing what the regular program

is.

'onA copy of the description is publicly available in the Research Room or

That regular program will

it

can be emailed to researchers

upon request.
rroPersonal

correspondence. Kathleen Epp to Christy Henry, Novenber 5, 2008.
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include heavy reliance on HBC's records schedules with the archival designation being

mutually agreed upon by both institutions. The appraisal documentation created in that
situation is largely the records schedules created by HBC and periodically reviewed by

HBCA archivists.lrr

Of all the Provincial Archives that responded to the survey, only the Public
Archives and Records Office (PARO) in Prince Edward Island did not have a preexisting description of the records in its institutional fonds. in a 2003 email, Provincial

Archivist Marilyn Bell admiued that the records of the Public Archives and Records
Office are the last to receive attention. As

a result, the records are

not currently described

in any manner that would make the Archives' administration records easily accessible to
the public. Although the Public Archives and Records Office did not have such

a

description, Bell did send her comments on the types of documents the institution creates

in the process of reference, accession, public programming, conservation and appraisal

work. The documentation for reference work is limited to reference inquiries received
and registrations; both are maintained for only three years.

The institution's accession work generates more documentation, in the form of
accession registers and master accession

files.

The latter includes "correspondence,

receipt fonns, donor agreements, tax credits, draft and final finding aids etc. fThese] are
considered permanent working documents [and] may be made available to the public

if

they are requested as long as privacy considerations are not breach ed."1t2 PARO does

"'lbid.
tPersonal
"

correspondence. Marilyn Bell to Christy Henry, March 31,2003.
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not do a

greaÍ. deal

of public programming, however it does maintain exhibition records

and loan agreements that could also be made available to the

public. For PARO, the most

comprehensive documents are created as a result of conservation activities. The PARO

technician keeps detailed repofis on each preservation project; these records, like the
accession files, are also kept as perrnanent working documents. According to Bell, there
has been no demand

for

access

to these records. The lack of demand for the documents

that have been created and maintained at this repository, or at any institution experiencing

the same situation, suggests that users are unaware that the Archives possesses records
documenting the work that it does. This conclusion in turn raises an imporlant question:
do archivists have a responsibility to make users aware of the existence of these kinds of

documents? Do these documents not represent part of the body of knowledge that an
archivist possesses? And is it not the goal of the archivist to aid re¡earchers by providing
them with as complete a history of the record as possible, which in turn will only enrich
their understanding of the documents?

File classification systems and appraisal documentation at PARO are

also

rudimentaly. The PEI government's standard classification plan and retention schedule is
used

for administrative records, but the system is less formalized for operational records.

Although PARO has created a basic classification scheme, the retention schedules are

still a w-ork in progr.rr.t'' In 2003, Bell

stated that "documentation

for appraisal

is

perhaps our weakest point and there are very few records kept of what has been retained
"3John Boylan, Acting Provincial Archivist, did not want to share the file classification system for PARO's
operationai records as it is still in the development stage.
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and what discarded, and, perhaps more important, the reasons for those decisions."l14 As

this is an accountability issue, especially with respect to government records, and because

of difficulties created with staff changes, Bell and her colleagues at the Public Archives
and Records Office hoped to improve their own documentation in this area. However,

according to Acting Provincial Archivist John Boylan, PARO still has no set paperwork

to document the appraìsal process as of 2008. The decision to accept material into the
holdings is made by the Provincial Archivist, who bases his or her decision on "a
consideration of the evidentiary and secondary informational value, what concerns there
are regarding access, storage and the like and whether there is any duplication in the

material."lls According to Boylan, little paperwork aside from informal notes
generated.l

is

l6

CONCLUSIONS

Initial investigations in the area of archival accountability and the creation and
maintenance of archives of archives, suggest that they are not liigh priorities among most

Canadian archival institutions. Canadian archives document their own actions and
decisions moderately well at best. There are institutions, such as the Archives of Ontalio,

that appear not only to have a strong tradition of such activity, but also a clear policy of
making the descriptions of their work available to the public.llT Other institutions, suclt

"tBeli to Henry, March

21

,2003.

'ltPersonal correspondence. John Boylan to Christy Henry, September 25,2008.
I'olbid.
rrTThe

existence ofan archives ofan archives does not in and ofitselfrender an archives accountable.
Based on the results of this survey, the Archives of Ontario and Library and Archives Canada appear to
have the most substantial archives of archives. And yet, both were criticized by, respectively, the Auditor
Genelalof Ontario (2007) and the Auditor General of Canada (2003) for failure to fulfillcertain
responsibilities. An archives of an archives is essential for accountability, however questions may remain
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as the City

of Vancouver Archives,

appear

to be heading in the same direction. In

contrast, the Public Archives and Records Office in Prince Edward Island, for the most

paft, has not documented its decisions, and those that have been noted are not easily

accessible. University archives as a group also seem to have weak documentation

practices. The majority of the Canadian archives that responded to the request for
information fall somewhere in the middle. They have failed to document a portion of

their decisions and their own archives have been inegularly described. Creating and
maintaining such documentation does not appear
question

will

to

guarantee that the archives in

make the description of and/or public access to their records signihcant

priorities.

The impact of records management on the archives of archives is also unclear.
The majority of university archives contacted did not have a strong tradition of creating,
maintaining, and describing their own records. It may not be a coincidence that they are
located on campuses that do not have strong records management systems. On the other

hand, the municipal archives contacted were

all

situated within

a larger records

management program and all had dedicated at least some thought to the records that they

create and maintain

to document their work. In general therefore, effective

records

management systems appear to lead to the creation of records that could render archival

work transparent and accountable.

However, existing records management systems do not automatically generate
appraisal documentation.

A records management system can bring to light

areas where

about the quality ofthe records created. See "Chapter 6 - Protection ofCultural Heritage in the Federal
Government, Main Points, 6.3" in 2003 Novenzber Report of the Auditor General for the Auditor General
of Canada's reporl on Library and Archives Canada, and "Chapter 3 Section 3.0lArchives of Ontario and
Information Storage and Retrieval Services" (2007) from the Office of the Auditor of Ontario for the report
on the Archives of Ontario.
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records are being created (and even areas where records should be created) but it does not

guarantee that

the records being created and maintained will be sufficient for

accountability and transparency. The survey also made clear that while Canadian
archives tend to follow a similar 'best-practice' when

it

comes to records management,

there is very little consensus as to how appraisal should be documented. Of all of the
archives contacted no more than half document appraisal

in any way at all and

none

utilize the same forms or standard documents.
V/ithout a detailed investigation of the actual files being created and maintained in
each archives

it is impossible to determine how successful Canadian archives

are at

documenting archival decisions and actions. However, at the very least, the increase in
responses from 2003

to 2008, and the improvements made by some of the archives

contacted, does suggest that Canadian archives are aware

of the need for

documentation of their work, which is an important f,rrst step.

it seems reasonable

conclude that recent societal developments

will only fuel this trend:

such

to

greater demand for

archival accountability, based on growing public understanding of the socio-political

power of records and archives, and widening interest in the study of the history of
archives due to this new awareness of their key roles.
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CHAPTER

4

APPRAISAL DOCUMENTATION: A CASE STUDYAT THE S.J. MCI(EE
ARCHIVES (BRANDON UNIVERSITY)
As the previous chapters have argued, for archival functions to be transparent and
accountable archives need to create and maintain records that document the work that

they

do.

Unfortunately, the archives of archives have been given little attention in the

professional literature of archivists until recently and in general remain a low priority for
Canadian archives. As the documentation of all archival functions is beyond the scope

this thesis, this chapter will focus on one archival function

-

appraisal. First, some key

work in the appraisal literature will be examined to determine what

it

says about the

creation and maintenance of appraisal documentation. Then the chapter
current and past appraisal practice at one small, relatively new archives

Archives at Brandon University. The chapter
documentation

will

of

-

will

consider

the S.J. McKee

conclude by proposing appraisal

for the McKee Archives and a possible hle

classif,rcation

for

that

institution's own records.

The decision to examine the appraisal function was based on tire fact lhat
appraisal was one of the first archival functions to generate discussion of the need to
create records that document archival actions. Most

informed

of these discussions have been

by postmodern ideas about how reality is

mediated

by meatls of

communication, such as archives. The main thrust of these arguments is that applaisal

work is subjective. As leading South African archivist Veme Harris notes, archivists
cannot remain "exterior

to the processes that they are seeking to document.

The

appraiser's values, quality of work, perspectives, interaction with the creators and owners
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of records, engagement with the policy he or she is implementing, and so on, all become
markings in the appraisal and determine what becomes the archival record."l

Appraisal has been viewed as the core of the archivist's work, as well as the
profession's key intellectual challenge. Canadian archival educator Terry Cook states

that "there has been a fundamental paradigm shift for archives (and archivists) from
serving the state to serving society, and from passively preserving the records judged to
have value by the state to actively collecting the records reflective of society."2 The main

implication of this paradigm shift for appraisal is that archivists, by choosing which
records to keep and destroy, are selecting what is remembered and what is forgotten, as

well as who in society will be visible and who invisible. Therefore, given their impact on
construction of social memory through their appraisal decisions, archivists should be held
accountable by society for the decisions they make.

One way in which archivists can

fulfill this social responsibility is by creating

records during the appraisal plocess that make their actions transparent. For example,

Harris argues that "not only must the appraisal seek to 1ay bare as far as possible the
layers of intervention and interpretation borne by the records being appraised; it must go
beyond that by laying bare as far as possible the layering of the appraisal process itself."3

APPRAISAL LITERATURE

As a result of the subjective nature of the appraisal function, a number of
archivists believe that appraisal archivists should document their actions and decisions.
However, appraisal literature, particularly manuals dealing strictly with appraisal, tend to
lVerne

(199\:
2Terry

Harris, "Postmodemism and Archival Appraisal: Seven Theses ," Sotrtlt African Archives Jozu'nal 40,
a9.

Cook, "From the Record to its Context: The Theory and Practice ofArchival Appraisal since
Jenkinson," Sottth Af ican Archives Jotu'nal 37, (1995): 32.

'Harris:49.
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gloss over the creation and maintenance

of records documenting the keep or

destroy

pïocess in the same way that the general archival literature has.

The most prominent and widely consulted English-language works on appraisal
published in the 1990s are by Helen Samuels, Terry Cook, F. Gerald Ham, Frank Boles"

Mark Greene, Todd Daniels-Howell, and Barbara Craig. All of these works were written

when archivists were dealing with growing concern about proper documentation of
appraisal. This concern is related to the rising emphasis on the central importance of
appraisal, which prompted renewed emphasis on the examination of appraisal theory and

methods in the 1990s and to new approaches to appraisal, such as macroappraisal or
approaches influenced

by

macroappraisal, such as Samuels's 1992 "documentation

strategy" and Greene and Daniels-Howells's "Mirulesota Method." The foundation of
these approaches

to appraisal is the view that a more intensive and sophisticated,

research-based approach

to appraisal is needed to do this increasingly important

task.

The new approaches implied a growing concern about documenting appraisal adequately

for accountability and other putposes, such as internal administration, so that the work
can be done

in a more efficient and consistent manner. Samuels, Ham, Boles, Craig and

early pieces by Cook all reflect these ideas, but none of them specify in any detail the
nature of the recommended new range of documentation itself.

One of the most prolif,rc writers on the subject
pr-ofession

of

appraisal

in the archival

is Terry Cook. Two of his most important works on appraisal will

be

discussed. in his first major article on appraisal published in 7992,4 Cook articulated the
concept of macroappraisal. Dissatisfied with the traditional value-through-use model of
Cook, "Mind Over Matter: Towards a New Theory of Archival Appraisal." in The Archival
Intagination: Essays in Honotu'of Hugh A. Taylor, ed. Barbara L. Craìg (Ottawa: Association of Canadian
aTerry

Archivists, 1992).

9l

appraisal,s Cook developed an appraisal strategy that would focus on preserving records

that would, over time, present the clearest image of society as reflected in its structures
and functions. In Cook's words,

macro-appraisal moves from the mind or purpose or broad societal
function of the records creator, through various structures and processes
designed to implement that function, to information systems created to
produce and organize records that permit those processes to work, and
f,rnally to the records themselves which document all the foregoing as well
as at the case file level the impact of the function and structure on the
citizenand, as impoúant, that of the citizen on the function and structure.6
Macroappraisal involves a research-based, top-down approach to appraisal. It is based on

the idea that in order to appraise responsibly, the archivist must research the "history of
records and records creators" being appraised.T

After discussing how traditional appraisal theory and practice have failed the
profession and archival users, Cook outlines the broad theory behind his proposed model.

The basis of his argument is that appraisal needs to shift its focus fi'om trying to select

(directly) useful information content in records (the value-through-use approach) to the
twhen discussing the events that led to the creation of macroappraisal, Cook later wrote that "the
experience with the Deschênes Commission shattered my faith in the Schellenbergian value-determination
appraisal paradigm on which I had been raised as an archivist, and equally exposed the moral ambiguity of
the archivist's passive, ad hoc approach to conducting appraisal. . . The Deschênes Commission made it
abundantly clear that appraisal based on empathy, intuition and experience did not amount, in Booms'
words, to 'self-evident standards of value,' to say the least. Such an approach was simply no longer
ethically defendable in an era of greater accountabiiity." See Terry Cook, "Macroappraisal in Theory and
Practice: Origins, Characteristics, and Implementation in Canada, 1950-2000," Archi'¡,al Science 5 (2005):
119. Schellenberg's appraisal theory was built on the beliefthat records have certain inherent values:
"primary values" - administrative, legal and fiscal - are what make records valLrable to their creators; and
"secondary values," which are the archivist's main concetrr, are the historicai uses the records could
support. Macroappraisal rejected this value-tlrough-use model. Cook and macroappraisal were influenced
by German archivist Hans Booms's argument that appraisal should aim above all to reflect core societal
values. In particular, macroappraisal embraced Booms's idea that social values couid be identified in
records through research into the functions of records creators -- who have been chosen, in effect, by
sociefy to perform roles that implement its wishes. In this way, archival appraisal could still support the
growing variefy of uses of archives while resisting the push and pull of parlicular fashions in uses, or the
most powerful users. Macroappraisal has been adopted at Library and Archives Canada and several other
major archives such as the National Archives of Great Britain, the National Archìves of Australia, and
Archives New Zealand.
6Cook,
"Mind Over Matter:" 53.

tlbid.,

51.
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societal context of their creation.

in his model the key question becomes "who

articulating and implementing the key functions of the institution (as assigned
broader society)

-

-

in

it by the

would have had cause to create a record, what type of record would it

be, and with w-hom would the corporate person cooperate in either its creation or its later
use?"8

Cook then lays out a two-step model for implementing his theory of appraisal.

The first step in the macroappraisal methodology requires that archivists rank the
importance of the functions of the records creators or agencies to their parent bodies and

society. The agencies performing the most important functions are most likely to provide

the best documentation of their institutions and society. In addition to focusing the
appraisal on the most promising structures (or agencies), prioritizing also allows the
appraising archivist

to locate functional overlap among records creators and

thereby

avoid duplication in appraisal and acquisition.e

The second part of the model is concerned with locating what Cook calls "hot
spots" of interaction between function (programme), structure (agency) and citizen (or

client,

if

the institution is not a state). in this step, the archivist investigates the

interaction between the programme, agency and citizen in each of the ranked structures to
determine where and what kinds of documents

will best reflect the image of society the

archivist is trying to document through the appraisal. The programme (function) "is the

pulpose, intent, idea, even the theory or ideology, def,rning a particular institutional

function. In other words, it is the corporate mind --- the site of policy and decision-

tlbid.,47

'lbid.,

54
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tnaking'"10 The agency is
the "adnrinistrative structures
created by the state to
imprement
the functional imperatives society
demands.,,lr Of concern
here is the agency,s
personnel' orga'ization

and information systems.
The a¡chivist then anaryzes
the
interactio'of the citizenor client
of the agency with the agency
and programme to locate
"hot spots" of such interaction
where signifìcant,
precedent-setting, perhaps
controversiar

matters create ¡ecords that
best document an image
of society. After performing
the
broad macroappraisal and
then also locating "hot spots,,
archivists then utilize more
traditional appraisal criteria
(what cook refers to as
"microappraisar,,) to appraise
the
actual records, according
to their age, extent, compreteness,
physicar condition, and
so
o11.

Although cook notes that since
the lgThs archivists have begu'
to agree that
appraisal needs to be better
documented,12 he does
not discuss the types of documents
that should be created to document
macroappraisal in his path-break
ing lgg\article. Nor
does he discuss what should
be done with the documentation
generated
as

research process.

part of the

In recent work, however, such
as his article ,.Macro_appraisal
and

Functional Analysis" published

in

2007,he focuses more attention
on the accountabirity

of the archivist in appraisal'
cook notes that "because of the
comprexity of appraisal, its
societal importance and its
subjectivity, archivists and
their institutions sriourd be
herd
accountable for their decisions
th¡ough full and transparent
documentation of their
contextual reseatch, appraisal
process, keep-destroy decisions,
and resulting transfers of
tecords' and should create
and implement benchmark standards
against which the

'oIÞid., 55.

"tbid.,
''Ibid.,

56.
+g.
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appraisal process itself can be judged."l3

It is obvious that Cook

concerned with the ability of archivists to be accountable for their

has become mole

work'

Furthermore'

decisions but that
his argument is not just that archivists should be able to defend their
that through appraisal
they should be required to do so. All of this is rooted in awareness

"we archivists are literally co-creating archives' We are making history' We

are

exercising power over memorY."l4

in
The primary means by wliich archivists document the appraisal process
macroappraisal

is the "Archival Appraisal Report." cook

accountability and audit trail for the appraisal plocess,

characterizes

in the

it

as "an

same way that other

a transparent and accountable
business processes of government should be conducted in
and the
way.,,ls However, aside from noting that the five-step process of macroappraisai
Repor1,"16 he does not
resulting research should form the text of the "Archival Appraisal

discuss the creatio¡ of the document or how

it should be maintained by an archives in

order to ensure that the archives ca¡ defend its appraisal decisions'
great deal about the
Although the two Cook articles discussed here do not say a

a means of making archival
appraisal reporl, macïoappraisal was conceived in part as
who worked at the thenappraisal decisions more transparent and accountable. Cook,
the macroappraisal concept in
National Archives of canada (NAC) when he developed

testify
the late 1980s, was one of two key NAC witnesses asked to
Deschênes commission inquiry on

in

1985 before the

war criminals when it investigated whether

the

it possible for Nazi war
destruction of federal immigration case files by the NAC made

l3Cook, "Macro-appraisal and Functional Analysis:" 6-7'

''Ibid.
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criminals

to enter Canada undetected. Although the NAC was

cleared

of

any

wrongdoing, Cook was prompted by the situation to note that the NAC had failed to
document appraisal well enough. Roberl Hayward, the other NAC archivist required to

testify before the Commission, remarked, as quoted by Cook, that "'the experience forced
the goverrrment archives division to look carefully at what it was doing and sharpen its
focus on how improvements could be made.' We realized collectively that 'our work was
open to public examination and we were being held accountable

for our actions, and that

we should take whatever measures were needed to improve our selection and scheduling

in that term's purest scientific sense'."I7 As these circumstances helped drive the
development of macroappraisal,

it is not surprising that macroappraisal involves a

great

deal more thinking about how to document appraisal and to address certain questions:
how much information is enough to do so, and how should it be obtained within the often

limited time available to conduct an appraisal, especially since macroappraisal usually
involves appraising records at a much younger age than earlier appraisal strategies?

Using the macroappraisal methodology, the means by which archivists
document their decisions is the Appraisal

Report.

According to the NAC's

-

Library and Archives Canada's "Appraisal Methodology: Macro-Appraisal
Functional Analysis, Parl

B:

Guidelines

can

llow
and

for Performing an Archival Appraisal

on

Govemment Recotds" the Appraisal Reporl "has been designed to both reflect the records
disposition business process and to serve as an accountability and audit trail in the same
transparent way that other business processes

of

government are conducted."l8 As

'tRobert J. Hayward, "'Working in Thin Air': Of Archives and the Deschênes Commission," Archi,-aria26
(Summer 1988): 130-3 I, as quoted in Cook, "Macroappraisal in Theory and Practice," 117.
ttTerry
Cook, "Appraisal Methodology: Macro-Apprâiiai and Functional Analysis, Part B: Guidelines for
Performing an Archival Appraisal on Government Records" available at:
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decision-making on the archival value of records is largely based on original research and
analysis, the Appraisal Report is designed to be "as comprehensive as possible of the
processes

of analysis required to report records disposition

decisions.

As a result,

macroappraisal requires more time and effort be spent on creating documentation than
other more traditional appraisal strategies.

This awareness of the need to document the appraisal process is why, under
improved circumstances,2o as an archivist for Brandon University in Brandon, Manitoba,

I would use macroappraisal or a modified

version of it, to document appraisal of the

university's records. Due to the size and resources of Brandon University and its

S.J.

McKee Archives, it is difflrcult to predict whether a full macroappraisal program would be

possible. Neverlheless, whatever appraisal strategy the McKee Archives ultimately
chooses

to adopt, I would like to

see a number

of macroappraisal elements incorporated

into it, namely functional analysis and the focus on the interaction between the university
and its students, the 'citizens' or clients, to use Cook's wording. Suggestions for the
acfual documentation

As a

will

be discussed later in this chapter.

supplement

to

archival practice, Helen Sarnuels championed the

"documentation strategy" as both an appraisal theory and methodology

in the early

1990s. Influenced by Cook, the documentation strategy is based on functional analysis

Itttp://www.collectionscanada.gc.caleoverïment/disposition/0070072008).
leRichard

1041-e.htrnl (Accessed: December

3 1,

Brown, "Drafting an Appraisal Report for the Disposition of Government Records" (National
Archives of Canada Government Records Branch, February 2001): 3. Personal correspondence. Caryn St.
Amand to Christy Henry, February 27,2004.
20The
implementation of macroappraisal at the McKee Archives would require a significant commitment
from the administration of Brandon University. A records management system would first have to be
established, and staff in the archives would need to be increased from the culrent 1.5 employees. Due to
the signifìcant research into agency functions, structures, and record-keeping systems required by
macroappraisal, the Archives would also need to be given latitude to dedicate considerable resources to the
project.
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and the postmodern idea that archivists actually shape the creation of records and thus

knowledge of the past. Samuels explains that,

documentation strategy are an analysis of the
universe to be documented, an understanding of the inherent documentary
problems, and the formulation of a plan to ensure the adequate
ãocumentation of an ongoing issue or activity or geoglaphic area. The
strategy is designed, promoted and implemented by records cteators,
administrators (including archivists) and users' It is all ongoing
cooperative effort by many institutions and individuals to ensure the
archival retention of appropriate documentation through the application of
redefined archival collecting policies, and the development of sufhcient

The key elements

of

,"rouraes.2t

The documentation strategy therefore requires the active intervention by the archivist

(amongothers)inthe creationof archivalrecords. Thisisnotjustamatterof howthe
archivist's subjectivity can influence the selection of records for display in an exhibit' for
example, but rather that the archivist decides what functions in the records universe need

to be better documented, and then takes steps to ensure that those documents are created
and maintained. However, despite this significant intervention by archivists (that would

undoubtedly affect the archival record), Samuels does not discuss archiving the records

that are created to research and conduct the documentation strategy process. These
records should become part of the archives of the archives involved in the process.

Samuels's book on the application

of the

documentation strategy

--

Varsiffi

Letters: Docuntenting Modern Colleges and (Jniversities (Metuchen NJ and London,
Igg2) -- does discuss the archives of archives, but only briefly. VarsiQ LetÍers breaks
down the responsibilities of colleges and universities into seven key functions wofih
documenting, the last

of which is promoting culture. What is interesting about this

t'Helen W. Samuels, "lmproving Our Disposition: Documentation Strategy," Archivaria 33 (Winter 1991-

92):126.
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particular function is that it encompasses archives (as well as libraries and museums) as
an area wofih documenting. Samuels argues that college and university archives were

initially established to facilitate and complement specific teaching and research

needs,

but over time the collections in the archives have become a social obligation.2' As k"y
educational resources being maintained and promoted by the institution, the work

of

selecting and managing these collections should be documented. In parlicular, Samuels
argues that

Administrative records of library, museum, and archival offtcers should
provide evidence of the changing policies toward the development and
management of the collections: acquisition and deaccessioning of
materials; . . . policies on access and use of the holdings; and allocation of
resources for acquisitions, preservation and staff.23
Samuels also lists records such as deeds

of gift, as well as documentation on how the

collections were organized, exhibited and processed as materials that should be part of
the archives administrative records.2a
Even though Samuels's consideration of the archives of archives is one small part

of her overall

approach

to

appraisal, she

is to be

commended

for including

it.

Furthermore, she includes legal and administrative reasons as a rationale for creating and
maintaining the archives of archives." In other words, she is alert to the accountability of
the archives. The value of her study fol the current discussion therefore is that unlike the

majority of archives manuals, Varsity Letters acknowledges and advocates the creation
and maintenance of records documenting archival work, even

if

she has not focused on

that matter exclusivelY.
ttHelen Willa Samuels, l/arsity Letters: Documenting Moclern Colleges and [Jniversities (Metuchen, NJ &
London: The Society of American Archivists and The Scarecrow Press' Inc., 1992):246'

"rbid.,24g.
'olbid., 250.

"rbid.,249.
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Of all of the works on appraisal examined here, American archivist F. Gerald
Ham's Selecting and Appraising Archives and Manuscripls (Chicago, 7993)26 is the only
one that actually examines ways to document appraisal.2T In his chapter "Conducting the

Appraisal," Ham lists the appraisal report as one of the final steps in the appraisal
process, stating "disposition recommendations, especially those that may be controversial

or involve complex or sensitive records, should be thoroughly documented in a written
appraisal repott."28 The components of Ham's appraisal report include: the name of the
offrce that created the records; the major functions and activities of the creating office, as

well as its position in the administrative hierarchy;

a description of the records

(including

title, dates, extent, types of records, informational content and gaps in the record);

an

analysis of whether the records fall within the archives' acquisition policy; an analysis

of

how the records meet institutional appraisal criteria; steps to be taken if the records are
accessioned; the appraiser's opinion as

to the value of the records; and finally

the

appraiser's retention recommendation with accompanying justif,rcation.2e To accompany

his discussion, Ham provides an example of a completed appraisal report.

Although Ham advocates documenting the appraisal process through the appraisal
report, he does not discuss in any detail what should be done with the report once
completed or how

it might fit into an archival

26written

it

is

records management system. The only

around the same time that macroappraisal was being developed at the then National Archives of
Canada, Ham's manual does not discuss that particular appraisal strategy directly; it does discuss
functional analysis as a possible appraisal tool but only as one of five basic toois for evaluation. Ham's
manual and macroappraisal, however, are both based on the belief that appraisal reflects the "broade¡ everchanging external social, cultural and technological environment" (p. 14) in which the records were
created.
ztThis particularly
is
interesting as Ham's manual is in the initial SAAArchival Fundamentals Series. As
will be discussed below, the subsequent volume on appraisal in the series (by Frank Boles) does not place
the same emphasis on the appraisal documentation that should be created.
28F.
Gerald Ham, Selecting and Appraising Archit,es ancl Manuscripts (Chica.go: The Society of American
Archivists, 1993): 7 1-72.

"rbid.,12.
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point he makes in his manual that seems to refer to records mallagement for archives
comes at the end of his chapter on accessioning.

in the concluding summary of that

about an
chapter he states, "the selection process generates important basic information
that it
accession. This information should be integrated into a'process control' system so

can be utilized for many subsequent archival functions ranging from amangement'
While he
description and access to storage, preservation and statistical accounting."3o
does not elaborate on the 'process control system,'

it is evident that Ham advocates the

creation and maintenance of records that document archival work'31

American archivist Frank Boles's Selecting & Appraising Archives & Mant'tscripts
(Chicago, 2005) is a title in the Society of American Archivists' Archival Fundamentals
Series

Ii.

Accepting the postmodern premise that archives are socially constructed, Boles

makes a number

of

interesting points regarding archives and appraisal. However,

at least in part
although his manual adds to the growing emphasis on documentation, due

to his endorsement of the "Minnesota Method" developed by Mark Greene and Todd
does not
Daniels-Howell (an appraisal methodology inspired by macroappraisal), Boles
elaborate much on the documents needed to document appraisal adequately'32

for
Boies states that archivists have had difficulty accepting their responsibility
of records, not
selecting archival records because they prefer to See themselves as keepels

their destroyers, or as "part of a noble endeavour dedicated to preserving the

past's

'olbid., 90.

:rffi'also

for institutional records,
mentions the creation and uses of retention and disposition schedules
would also be
that
appraisal
to
reiated
documents
as well as deeds of gift for private donations as
and
Archives
Appraising
and
selectirtg
Ham,
See
incorporated into his 'process control system.'
Maruscripts'. 81-90.

ii t au.t d...n.

Guide to
and Todd J. Daniels-Howeil, "Documentation With An Attitude: A Pragmatist's
of
Records
The
ed.,
O'Toole,
the Seiection and Acquisition of Modern Business Records," in James M.
Anterican Bttsiness, iôhicago: Society of American Archivists, 1997)'
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recorded

legacy

necessary part

Such discriminatory appraisal, however, he argues,

is

a

of archival work for two reasons. The first is that societal resources will

never be sufficient to maintain every record created. And

qualified professionals to undeftake the

if

so, archìvists are the best

task. He also cites

another consequence of

failing to accept the responsibility for appraisal: "the greater consequence of ambiguity
among archivists over selection is that our professional reluctance to abandon the role

of

keeper opens the door to criticism that archivists have failed in that rnission."34 This
argument is a reference to archival accountability; however, unlike some other archivists,

who argue accountability is mainly a legal and administrative issue, Boles links it to the
cultural mission of archives. This is an important conrection, as archives are accountable
not only for specific legal and administrative actions, but also for their contribution to the
construction of social memory.

Following an overview of appraisal thought and various appraisal approaches,

in

which

and

of

themselves are

"Minnesota Method." While

a kind of archival history Boles focuses on

the

it is not necessary to go into the details of that appraisal

method, it is worth noting that under his section on "Selecting Records," Boles states that
archivists rarely document how selection decisions are made:

Despite the critical nature of selection, archivists seldom leave written
descriptions of how and why a particular set of records was accepted or
rejected. This lack of documentation seems quite peculiar, and perhaps
reprehensible, because it occurs within a profession that, when dealing
with institutional records, calls on everyone else to document applications
of policy in practice. A 'do as we say, not as we do' attitude has clearly
been taken by most archivists on this issue. Documenting the selection

33Frank

Boles, Selecting & Appraising Archives & Manuscriprs, (Chicago: The Sociery of American
Archivists, 2005): 5.
3tlbid.,
7.
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is an

important a-ction that
decisions should implement.i'
decision

all

archivists who make these

Unfortunately, although Boles provides two hypothetical scenarios for archival appraisal,

his manual does not provide any concrete suggestions on how appraisal should

be

documented. In fact, his discussion of reappraisal and accessioning provides more on the
documents that could be created than does his discussion of the major initial applaisal
actions an archives takes. While this is likely due to the fact that his manual is based on
the reality that there is no one appraisal methodology that will work for every archives in
every situation, his advocacy for appraisal documentation is the weaker for this omission.

Barbara Craig's book Archival Appraisal: Theory and Praclice (Munich: K.G.
Saur, 2004) makes explicit reference to the need for documentation during appraisal.36

Echoing her earlier work, Craig again makes repeated reference to the need for
documentation of the appraisal process, stating, "appraisal, by definition, is not value
fi'ee: in fact, ft. seeks to apply values not to deny them. Nevertheless, appraisal can be,
and probably always should be, transparent, especially in declaring the point of view
from which it is undertaken.

Since the aim of appraisal is to give people and groups a

voice in the future through their records, appraisal decisions need to be recorded, to give
appraisers working

in the present an equally clear voice in

which

to

speak

to the

1 I l. Boles wrote a similar overview of appraisal
theory in his ArchÌval Apprarsal (New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, Inc., 1 99 1). Although he is not as
explicit there about the issue ofbias in selecting records as he is later in Selecting & Appraising Archives &
Marutscripts, Boles does acknowledge the fact that the subjective nature of appraisal needs to be made
known rather than hidden. See Frank Boles and Julia Marks Young, Archival Appraisal: 98-100.
36Barbara
Craig, Archival Appraisal: Theory and Practice (Munich: K.G. Saur, 2004). Craigstates that
Archival Appraisal: Theoty and Practice is an introduction to the concept, value and historical
development of appraisal. Although the text discusses various methods and tools, it does not endorse any
particular appraisal sfrategy, arguing that appraisal should be tailored to each organization's needs. Instead
Archivat Appraisal examines the current points of consensus for appraisal, two of which are some kind of
functional analysis (at least for institutional records) and the need for appraisal documentation.

"Boles, Selecting &. Appraising Archives & Manuscriprs:
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future."37 In fact, Craig lists consistent documentation practices of botli decisions and
rationales as one of the foundations of a sound appraisal program, and further states that

documenting appraisal (as well as acquisition) is necessary for future accountability.3s

For her, appraisal documentation serves to make appraisal accountable and
understandable to future generations (both users and other archivists).3e

Although Craig mentions appraisal documentation as necessary at various points
throughout her book, in Chapter Six she outlines what she calis "the components of an
appraisal architecture." Craig's appraisal framework "encompasses ideas, concepts, and

beliefs, along with theories, methods and procedures" expressed in formal documents

"that

will

ensure the repositories and practitioners

of

appraisal are accountable and

responsible."ao The docurnents that fonn her 'appraisal architecture' are primarily
foundation documents: the mission and/or mandate of the institutions; a glossary of

working definitions for archival terms and concepts used

in the documents; the

acquisition policy; the appraisal policy; and a policy that outlines the terms of public
access to those and other archival documents.al

While Craig's emphasis on access to archival documentation is an important
contribution to discussions of the archives of archives, the components of her 'appraisal
architecture' are fairly standard

in archival manuals. Later in the chapter she does

mention appraisal repods and position papers as useful documents but she does not go

into detail or provide examples. To her credit, Craig does give some consideration to tlie
types of documents accountable and responsible appraisal would require, however the
sTBarbara

Craig, Archit,al Appraisal: Theory and Practice, (Munich: K.G. Saur, 2004): 19.

"rbid.:4-5.
"lbid.,3-5.
oolbid.,
4'tbid.,

1

i 5.

1

16.
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main contribution of Archival Appraisal to the subject of the archives of archives is its
sustained focus on the need for and uses of appraisal documentation, not a discussion

of

the actual documents themselves.
S.J. MCKEE ARCHIVES (BRANDON UNIVERSITY)

In

1975 Brandon University,

in

cooperation

with Manitoba Pool Elevators,

established the Rural Resources Centre. The centre, which was the

hrst archival

repository at Brandon University, was intended to "provide rural Manitoba with resource

materials for use

in the discussion and

analysis

of problems related to rural

social

development."42 The centre was mandated to collect both published and archival material

related to a number of topics, including Manitoba Pool Elevators, cooperative societies,
churches, school districts, Women's institutes and personal papers.

It was also

charged

with collecting a photographic archives of rural Manitoba.43 Originally the university
provided staff and space for the centte, while Manitoba Pool Elevators provide money to
support its operations.

Brandon University transformed the Rural Resources Centre into the Brandon

University Archives

in 1978. While the archives appears to have continued

under the centre's mandate,o4

operating

it *as also given the responsibility of collecting and

preserving Brandon College's archival records.a5 The archives' mandate was extended to

*tMcKee

Archives Mandate - Rationale in McKee Archives - Origin/Mandate, RG 6 Brandon University
fonds, 8.2.1 S.J. McKeeArchives general records, unprocessed records.
a3Michael
G' Moosberg er, External Revíev' of the Brandon tJniversi6t Archives' 1995:2' The external
review commissioned by Brandon University in 1995 to review archival operations was conducted by
Michael Moosberger, then the Acting Head, Archives & Special Collections, University of Manitoba
Libraries. It came to be known as the 'Moosberger Report'. See RG 6 Brandon University fonds, 8.2.1 S.J.
McKee Archives general files, unprocessed records (File: Moosberger Repoft - McKee Archives 2).
aaThe
records of Manitoba Pool Elevators and other collections that fall under the original Rural Resources
Centre mandate are held by the Brandon University Archives.
o5Brandon
College was established in 1899 as a Baptist college. From 1899 to 1939 it was affiiiated with
McMaster Univelsity and fr'om 1939 to 1967 il.was affiliated with the University of Manitoba. Brandon
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include Brandon University records up to 7977 by a Board of Governors' motion on July

25, 1985. Despite motions by the Board of Governors recommending the creation of
committees to deal with archival, academic, legal, and confidential matters, it is not clear
that the committees were established and by 1995 there did "not appear to be any motion

that was ever passed that established the University Archives as a legal entity within
Brandon University. "a6

The Brandon University Archives was renamed the S.J. McKee Archives in 1990
and

in

1997 the board passed a revised mandate for the archives entitled the tJniversíty

Archives Policy.aT The policy provides for the existence

of an archives at

Brandon

University that acts as "the sole repository for all records of archival value which have
been generated by the University (or Brandon College) and/or which relate to the history
and mandate of Brandon College/[Jniversity." The policy also establishes a number

guidelines for the archives, among which are the responsibilities

of

of the University

Archivist. These include the responsibility to "appraise, collect, preserve, describe and
make accessible non-current but important and historically valuable documents and
records in accord with the acquisition and deaccession policies of Brandon University.

.

."48 At the time this thesis was written neither an acquisition nor deaccession policy had
been created by the university. The policy also makes provision for continued f,rnancial
College became Brandon University in 1967 with the passing of a provincial order-in-council that granted
Brandon University the right to grant degrees. The original mandate of the Brandon University Archives
pertained only to pre-1967 records, i.e. those created by Brandon College.
o6Moosberger,
External Rev iew : 3.
aTThe
revised mandate in 1997 was the direct result of Moosberger's repoft. Moosberger was
commissioned in part by the university to recommend ways of improving the management of the archives
so that the arcirives could meet the Association for Manitoba Archives' (AMA) requirements for
institutional membership. To satisfl, the AMA, there had to be a clear statement from the university that it
sanctioned the archives existence and had given it a mission statement. The University Archives Policy was
revised in March 2006.
a8
(J n iv er s i ty A rc h iv e s P o t i cy (Mar ch 23, 200 6) available at:
http://rvu'w.brandonu.caladmin/policiesiUniversitl¡%o20Archives0/o20Policy.pdf (Accessed November 26,
2008).
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suppoft from the board, as well as a secure and designated space for the storage and
handling of the Brandon University Archives.

in 2008 as part of the AMA accreditation

process the McKee Archives drafted a

number of new policies, among which was an Acquisition Policy. Under the

S.l

McKee

Archives Acquisition Policy, which was approved by Liblary Council on February 27,
2008, the mandate of the archives now extends beyond the records of the university itself

to include records of selected faculty members, staff members and alumni, and records
created outside the university that support

its research and teaching programs, with

particular emphasis on records related to rural development, education, agriculture, health
studies, First Nations and the City of Brandon.oe This significantly broader mandate is an

attempt by archives staff to amalgamate the older Rural Resources Centre mandate (and
its resultant collections) with the mandate of the UniversiQ Archives Policy.
The archives of the McKee Archives is minimal, patticularly for the years 19781997

, and thus conforms to the general pattern of underdevelopment

of the archives of

archives. During that period the archives generated only a handful of accession records
and an-nual reports. Furthermore, although some descriptions were cteated, they were

generally item or file level lists, without any biographical/administrative or custodial

histories. Few of them met archival standards. In addition to this lack of intellectual
o'5.J.

McKun Archives Acquisition Policy available at:
hffp://u,ww.brandonu.call-ibrarJ/archives/polic),-docunlents/SJ-McI(ee-Archives-Policy-0/o20AcquisitionPolicy.pdf (Accessed: December 30, 2008). The mandate outlined in the Acquisition Policy was also
approved by the Archives Sub-committee (November 17, 1999) and by Senate (March 14, 2000) as part of
an earlier incarnation of the current McKee Archives'Acquisition Policy. The University Archivist repofis
to the University Librarian and tlrough the Librarian to the Vice-President (Administration & Finance).
The University Archivist participates in the Library's administrative council, refered to as the Library
Council or the Library/Archives Council. This body concerns itself with budgetary and administrative
policy for both the library and the archives. Budgetary and administrative policy for the archives is
generally received and approved without much debate, the presence of the University Archivist on the
õouncil provides an opporrunity for the archives to shape budgetaly and administrative policy and in that
process advance the interests ofthe archives.
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control over the collections, the archives also lacked physical control of many of its
records during this time. As a result, the archives and the university received complaints

from both faculty and community members about inadequate access to the archives.
These concems led the university

to commission an external review of the archives

conducted by Michael Moosberger in 1995.s0

Since 1997 staff at the McKee Archives has worked
management that characterized the archives' first twenty years.

to rectify the weak
A number of policies

have been created and approvedsl and the bulk of the records in the archives now have

accession records and fonds level descriptions. The archives has also created and
maintained records documenting monetary appraisals, preservation, reference services

and exhibits. For the most part, however, aside from the accession and description
records, which are generated through a database, the records in the McKee Archives own
archives are not standardized; there are no forms or established procedures to ensure that

records created by the archives are uniform and complete. The time and resources
dedicated to placing the archives on a firmer administrative foundation has left little time

50The

Moosberger report made a number of recommendations regarding the Brandon University Archives,

including: that the Board of Governors establish a formal mandate and statement of purpose for the
archives; part of the archives'mandate sllould include responsibility for a records management program;
the University Archivist be required to subnlit an annual wolk plan with proposed goals and actìvities; a
new detajled job description be written for the Universiry Archivist and that it be used for an annual or biannual performance review; better handling of grants and improved supervision of staff by the University
Archivist; the development of various operational policies; the use of deeds of gift; the establishment of
advisory committees for the archives; retrospective accessioning of all collections; limiting descriptions to
the fonds, series and file level and including administrative histories; developing a strategic plan for
processing its backlog; and formaiizing access hours. Details on the preceding recommendations are
available in the Moosbelger report. See RG 6 Brandon University fonds, 8.2.1 McKee Archives general
files, unprocessed records. (File: Moosberger Report - McKee Archives 2).
t'Policies created by the archives relate to access, acquisition, arrangement, description, and preservation.
The policies are available on the archives'website at: http://www.brandonu.callibrary/archives/policies.asp
(Accessed November 30. 2008).
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for appraisal as such.52 As the sole employee in the McKee Archives for the rnajority of
the last ten years, Tom Mìtchell, who, in addition to being the University Archivist.
shouldels teaching and research responsibilities in the university's history department,
has had to

prioritize. He explains:

In the varied activities of the Archives since 1997, appraisal has been a
low priority. Largely because I was convinced that the initial job that
needed to be completed was administrative, i.e. some basic accession
record had to be established in order to make the archives viable
administratively. In the absence of an accession record there was no
administrative control of the holdings.53 Appraisal involves intellectual
control. It involves time. And I was short of time.sa
Instead Mitchell decided that in the process of accessioning material no decisions of a

capricious nature were

to be made about culling records from the Archives within

particular fonds or generally.5s

The appraisal function has also been affected, as the ability of the McKee
Archives

to fulfill its mandate to

archive the Universitv's records

is

seriouslv

compromised by the fact that Brandon University has never had a recolds management
system with records retention schedules approved by the archives.s6 The result is that the

{?_..

'-This situation is not unique to the McKee Archives. As previously noted in Chapter 3 of this thesis, a
number of Canadian archives, particularly university archives, have concentrated time and resources on
archivalfunctionsotherthanappraisal. And,asBarbaraCraig'sresearchshows, ontyT5o/ooftheT5o/oof
Canadian archivists doing appraisal considered it their primary responsibility. In terms of time spent,
appraisal tied for fourth (with records management) among archival tasks, after management,
arrangement/description and reference. See her "Doing Archival Appraisal in Canada. Results from a
Postal Survey of Practitioners'Experiences, Practices, and Opinions," Archivaria 64 (Fall 2007):24.
t'There
may have been accession records, but Mitchell was unable to locate any in the disaray.
Conversation with Tom Mitchell, University Archivist, S.J. McKee Archives on December 8, 2008.
5a
Conversation with Mitchell, December 8, 2008.
ttrbid.

'ult has been the position of the university adrninistration that records

management should be the

responsibility of the archives; it was proposed to Mitchell that he assume responsibility for developing and
maintaining a records management system for the university at the time he took over the Archives. Having
already agreed to teach, tend to the archival collection and engage in academic writing, Mitchell declined
the responsibiliry for records management, later stating that it was "inconceivable that I could resurrect the
archives, renew my career teaching, tend to writing projects that I had already begun and undeftake a new
campus-wide project dealing with institutional records." Since 1997, the University Archivist has remained
unwilling to assume that responsibility without additional staff, storage, and fìnancial resources. At the time
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are offered to
archives is still vely much a passive recipient of any archival materials that

it

on an ad hoc basis. Although the archives' staff does make every effort to develop

encourage the
relationships with various offices and individuals on campus in an effort to

transfer of institutional records,

it

has no way

of enforcing records transfers through

of the extent or
means such as scheduling. In addition, archives staff is largely unawale
records' As a
content of the records universe as it pertains to the university's institutional
result, the staff rarely tackle appraisal in any significant way57 because

it is reluctant

to

been transfered
make keep-destroy decisions on the small percentage of records that has

is as into the archives. The culling of duplicates and routine financial invoices/receipts
appraisal strategy
depth as appraisal usually gets. As a result of these factors neither an

bY the
nor records management policy was developed by the Archives or requested
[

..

]nlverslïv.
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DOCUMENTING APPRAISAL ÄT TI{E S.J. MCKEE ARCHIVES
that
in her dissertation on accountabitity and appraisal, Jennifer Marshall explains

,,the role

of appraisal

documentation is to provide an explanation which renders the

by providing an
appraisal process and particular selection decisions open and transparent
behind
inteilectual framework for appraisal activities and articulating the rationale

is conducted
particular disposition decisions."5e S,.rch a framework ensures that appraisal

proposal to assume the records
this thesis was written, the archives had recently agreed to deveiop a
on December 8' 2008'
Archivist,
management function. Conversation with Tom Miictrelt, University
,tThe McKee Archives has conducted appraisal on personal manuscript collections and the collections of
thesis'
faculty and staff, howevei that discussion is beyond the scope of this
former students,
-..rponribility

;t;i;;

under
for selting terms of access to university records in the McKee Archives
Vice-President
the
(FIPPA) lies with
Manitoba,s Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(Administration & Finance)'

ìai"*if.,

of Appraisal
Alycen Marshall, "Accounting for Disposition: A Comp.arative Case Study
Library and
States,
United
the
Documentation at the National Archives and Records Administration in
Pittsburgh
of
, 2006):
University
Archives Canada,and the National Archives of Ausfralia," (Ph.D. Thesis:
207.
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in accordance with relevant laws and through standard procedures. The result is that
"appraisal decisions" are seen as "carefully reasoned professional judgements and not
arbitrary and capricious choices."60 However, without an established or even promised
records management system on campus the ability of the McKee Archives to undertake

appraisal

for Brandon University's institutional records is limited. Nevertheless this

section of the thesis

will examine the Archives' current appraisal documentation practices

before suggesting documentation that could be used to document appraisal accountably

and transparently

in the future. Finally, a file block classification system will

be

suggested for the McKee Archives' own archives of archives.

At the time this thesis was written the McKee Archives had only just begun to try

to document its appraisal decisions. In the past, archives' staff noted, either on the
accession

form or in the fonds/collection description, ceftain appraisal

decisions.

However this practice has not been carried out consistently,6l nor do the notes usually

mention why certain records were culled. These notes merely state the types of
documents that w'ere destroyed. More recently the archives has developed a processing

form that includes space for recording appraisal decisions. The form allows the appraisal
archivist to record the following: the extent of the collection before and after appraisal;

what records were culled from the collection; and the criteria used to make appraisal

decisions. Completed processing forms are f,rled in the relevant collection

file.

While

this represents a beginning for appraisal documentation at the McKee Archives, the form

is still in development and has only been tested on private records collections. Staff is
unsure

of how effective the form will be in

documenting applaisal decisions for

uorbid.,2o8.
6rA

keyword search for "culled" in the McKee Archives database returned only i 7 results. At the time this
thesis was written the database contained over 7000 descriptions.
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institutional records. Clearly additional work needs to be done at the McKee Archives

if

its appraisal decisions are to be rendered accountable and transparent.

Appraisal theory and methodology tend
management systems and/or past practice

to rely on the

of appraisal.

existence

of

records

Barbara Craig's survey of

Canadian archives reveals that "most respondents . . . consulted and valued the reports
prepared in previous appraisals (6I.4o/o)."6' Mucroappraisal, at least as applied atLrbrary
and Archives Canada

(LAC), also relies on the Records Disposition Autholities Control

System (RDACS), which contains macroappraisal functional-structural research.63 As
there is no history of either records management or past appraisal at Brandon University,

developing effective appraisal practices at the McKee Archives is made more diffrcult.
These past appraisals would be valuable tools with which to improve documentation
practices and evaluate the effectiveness of past appraisal documeffation. Without these

past practices to rely on,

I

suggest that any appraisal documentation at the McKee

Archives begin by meeting the accountability requirements for appraisal documentation
suggested

in

Jennifer Marshall's disserlation.6a These accountability requirements

include laws that relate to disposition and the policies, procedures, strategies and
frameworks the organization has adopted to deal with appraisal.65 Marshall's research
found that LAC's approach to macroappraisal meets the listed requirements. Therefore
macroappraisal at LAC is a suitable model to try to adapt to the McKee Archives.

62craig,
"Doing Archival Appraisal in Canada:" 21.
63cook,
"Macroappraisal iniheory and Practice:" 154.
6aMarshall

lists two additional accountability requirements for appraisal documentation in her dissertation:
professional accountability and cultural and historical accountabilify. The former refers to appraisal
practices that conform to best professional practice and ethical standards, while the latter considers the
importance of appraisal decisions for society's collective memory. The McKee Archives should consider
both requirements when developing appraisal documentation. However, consideration of these
a_ccountability requirements is beyond the scope of this thesis. See Marshall :207-217.

otlbid.,

2l

1.
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Although the McKee Archives' mandate, as stipulated in the (Jniversííy Archives

Act, assigns responsibility for the institution's records to the archives, including their
appraisal, the act would need to be amended in such a way that the archives' right to
appraise and dispose

of university records is made more clear. Additional detail and

clarity regarding the archives' role in appraisal through the act would enable the archives

to meet the legal accountability responsibility proposed by Marshall. in the same vein,
the archives would need to develop policies and procedures specific to appraisal in order

to comply with institutional accountability. The importance of these two accountability
lequirements for appraisal documentation are that they establish the archives' authority

for the appraisal function aud "provide the

standards

or benchmarks against which

particular disposition decisions can be assessed."66

Marshall also lists six general requirements

for

accountability

in

appraisal

documentation. Multiple-level documentation begins with program level documentation,

which would be addressed by meeting her institutional accountability requiremerÍ
discussed above,

but also includes separate records disposition documentation for

administrative and operational records The disposition of McKee Archives' records will

be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. The second and third

general

requirements Marshall notes are that appraisal documentation needs to evolve to reflect
changes in the appraisal practices of the institution and that the level of documentation

needs

to be sustainable. The

imporlance

sustainability

of the documentation is of

parlicular

to small archives, such as the McKee Archives, where there are only 1.5

employees to cope with all archival functions. These resource limits are an important
reason

why the archives will require the support of the university before it can begin to

ourbid.,214.
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implement an appraisal program. They will also probably have an impact on the type of
documentation that the McKee Archives creates to document appraisal.

The last three general requirements Marshall discusses involve the audience and
accessibility of appraisal documentation. Marshall argues that in order to be effective,
appraisal documentation needs to meet the needs of all of the archives' stakeholders and

be easily accessible and understandable to outside users. She posits that appraisal
documentation could help agencies improve recordkeeping practices, help patrons betier
understand the collections they use, and assure society that appraisal decisions have been

made responsibly.6T Stakeholders for the McKee Archives, aside from staff, include
Brandon University's Board of Govemors, the Senate of Brandon University, patrons,

including faculty members, students, alumni, academic and administrative depaúments,
donors, and others. The first step toward making the McKee Archives' appraisal
documentation accessible would be to mount the Appraisal Policy and an explanation of
appraisal practices and documentation on the archives' website. The Appraisal Policy
and relevant documentation could also be sent to the Senate Library Committee for input

from the academic community, as well as the President's Advisory Group, which consists
of heads of campus departments for which the Archives would be appraising records.

Making appraisal documentation accessible seems to be more problematic for
archives than actually documenting appraisal decisions. Marshall reports that access to

appraisal documentation at the National Archives of Austraiia is sometimes difficult,68

wlrile Craig discovered thatT0o/o of the archives that participated in her survey responded

that appraisal decisions w'ere not recorded or reflected in finding aids. while 66.7%
6tlbid., 210.
utThis
is due to the fact that government agencies generate the bulk ofappraisal documentation rather than
tlle Archives itself. For a full discussion, see Marshall: 143-119.
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"indicated that the general public does not have access to appraisal documents and
decisions, especially

to

documents that have no status

in a separate

series but are

incorporated in the institution's other ofhcial records"6e Many of those who responded

that access would be possible, repofted that individuals would have to formally request
access through access to information legislation,

for example.T0

While the actual appraisal reports at the McKee Archives would be subject to
Manitoba's Freedont of Information and Protection of Privacy,4cr (FIPPA), I believe the
existence of such appraisal reports could be noted in the finding aids of collections in the

archives. This could be done through the "Finding Aid" field in the database, R'ith, for
example, a note that states: "An appraisal report exists for this collection. Please contact

the University Archivist for access." Currently, the archivist responsible for

each

description records his or her name in the General Notes field, but based on an argumetrt
made by Teny Cook,Tl

I would like to see the curriculum vitae for every archivist who

works for the McKee Archives kept on file and made available to users on request. The
existence of such documents could be noted on the archives' website where the appraisal

theory and methodology used by the Archives is explained.T2

In deciding on what type of
McKee Archives,

i

appraisal documentation would work best at the

considered examples

from Library and Archives Canada, the

Provincial Archives of Alberta (PAA), Archives of Ontario, the City of Toronto Archives

6eCraig,

tolbid.

"Doing Archival Appraisal inCanada" 24.

TrSee

Terry Cook, "Fashionable Nonsense or Professional Rebirth: Postmodemism and the Practice of
Archives" Archivaria 51(Spring 2001): 34.
72As
the McKee Archives does not yet have an appraisal strategy, this section of the website does not exist.
However, once a strategy available, the archives' website should include a page explaining the archives'
approach to appraisal, including access to relevant policies. The existence ofeach archivists'curriculum
vitae could then also be noted on the page.
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and the City of Regina Archives.T3 The goal was not only to determine the kind of
appraisal documentation that would suit the McKee Archives now, but also to consider
po

ssibilities for ideal appraisal

do

The Appraisal Report

in

cumentation.

macroappraisal, as prepared at Library and Archives

Ca¡ada, has a number of standard components. The introduction of the report provides
contextuai information for the submission, authority and record-keeping of the records

being appraised. As practised at Library and Archives Canada, the purpose of the
Context of Submission section is to explain the circumstances that led to the Records
Disposition Submission (RDS) by the agency and how the Archives is responding to it
and

why.

Through this section

of the repoft the archivist also links the RDA,

the

Appraisal Report, the Terms and Conditions attached to the appraisal and the resulting
Records Disposition Authority

(RDA).to Context of Authority outlines the records

disposition history of the RDA in question, while the Context of Record-Keeping looks at
the state of record-keeping in the institution under examination.Ts

The Appraisal section of the reporl begins with the Appraisal Thesis,

in which

"archivists are asked to summarize the main elements of the arguments supporting their
appraisal decisions and recommendations" which are then discussed in more detail in

following sections of the report. Through the appraìsal thesis the archivist establishes the
"foundation for the intellectual audit trail" for the appraisal.T6 The remainder of the
Appraisal Report deals with research, analysis, technical evaluation, records disposition
of appraisal documentation were provided by respondents to the survey and used as the basis of
Ciraptei 3 of thii ihesis. Although I was provided with examples, many of the archives contacted requested

T3Examples

thatìonlyanalysethestructureãftheirforms,notthecontent.

Inaccordancewiththeirwishes,theactual

forms have not been included as paú of this thesis.
TaRichard
Brown with Yvette Hackett and Marc Cockburn, Drafting an Appraisal Report for the
Dispositiop of Governntent Records, (National Archives of Canada Govemment Records Branch' 200 l): 5.

"Ibid.,6-i.
tulbid.,
8.
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decision-making involved, and acquisition and preservation recommendations,TT which
effectively test the appraisal thesis, ultimately confirming it or providing the evidence for

why the original thesis needs to be modified. Ideally all records in all media

are

examined at the same time in logical order. Appraisal reports at Library and Archives
Canada are set at twenty pages and require signatures from the appraisal archivist, a
reviewer, and the recommending archivist.Ts

The documentation provided by PAA is a combined acquisition approval and

archival appraisal form

for private records, and serves as the basis for

my

recommendation for the McKee Archives' private records appraisals. It includes sections

for: contact archivist, donation under consideration, extent,

background/provenance

information; access conditions; and use conditions. It also has a section called Rationale

to Acquire/Appraise, in which the archivist lists potential records for selection
potential records for destruction/return and provides the rationale for both

iists.

and

PAA's

documentation also has an attached preservation worksheet. The completed form
includes signatures from the appraisal archivist, the Manager of Private Records, and the

Provincial Archivist. The form also records recommendations from the Acquisition
Approval Committee.
Joseph Solovitch from the Archives of Ontario provided documentation for both

institutional and private records. Most records acquired by the Archives of Ontario are
identified and transferred through records scheduling. An Archives Disposition Form is

prepared

for each schedule that is

appraised, "ensuring that

the rationale

for

ttlbid.,3.
T8Based

on the Appraisal Reporl written by Kerry Badgley for the administrative and operational records
the National Archives of Canada [no date]. The appraisal report was sent with personal correspondence.

Caryn St. Amand to Christy Henry, February

21

,2004.
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of

retentior/destruction is thoroughly documented on the form and taking into account any
relevant functional analyses which may have been prepared."Te The Archives Disposition

form records the schedule and series number, as well as the ministry/agency and branch
being considered. It has sections for the functional analysis, the schedule overview and
appraisal recommendations and rationale. The form is then subjected to peer review. The
Private Records Assessment Report also has a section for recommendations and rationale;

the body of the report records standard accession information about the coilection in
question such as donor information, custodial history, dates, extent, history/biographical

information, access restrictions and notes for finding aids, associated material, related
material and physical condition.

It is also peer reviewed.

Both forms used by the

Archives of Ontario leave space to outline the comments given by the peer reviewers.

The appraisal report provided by the City of Toronto Archives was the most
traditional.sO The report included fields for: subject

of the appraisal; background

information on the appraisal; extent; dates; administrative history; custodial history and
scope and content. The findings of the appraisal were expressed using the following

criteria: evidential and informational value; relationship of the appraisal to the City of
Toronto Archives Acquisition Policy; related and associated records; restrictions; physical

condition; cost considerations; accruals; and creator-generated finding aids. The decision

to acquire (or not) was then recorded, however there does not seem to be a specific area
to record the appraisal rationale. Once completed the appraisal report is reviewed by two
peer reviewers and a supervisor before being approved by the City Archivist and the

Director, Records and Information Management. The appraisal report

is the only

iesolovitch to Henry, September 16, 2008.
toThe
City of Toronto Archives appraisal report greatly resembled the "microappraisal" step of
macroappraisal.
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documentation received that also includes a separate document outlining the criteria the
archives uses when appraising records.

Sections

of the City of Regina Archives appraisal documentation were

quite

different fiom the other documentation examples received. The report includes sections
for: background information on the records in question; a section to list the content of the
materials being appraised; issues arising from the appraisal; appraisal of material; options

for the materials (listing plos and cons for each option); and recommendations. Although
the options section was an interesting addition, the recommendations did not make clear

which option was ultimately selected. In addition, the appraisal of material section did
not specifically mention the rationale for decisions. There was no signature section for
the City of Regina appraisal repoft.

Until such time as a records management system is developed for Brandon
University,

I

suspect that the McKee Archives

strategy for institutional records. Ideally

I

will

postpone adopting an appraisal

would like to see the archives implement

macroappraisal, however I have two concerns. The first concern is whether the archives

can sustain the level

of

documentation required

by macroappraisal. The

McKee

Archives' resources are limited. The benefits of macroappraisal will need to be weighed
against the reality of the Brandon University situation. The second concern, based on

Marshall's accountability requirements,

is how understandable

macroappraisal

documentation would be to the average archives user or university community member'

Obviously until macroappraisal documentation is created
this concem directly.
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it will be diffrcult to address

Given the still early stage of development of the McKee Archives, I anticipate that

it

may ultirnately adopt appraisal documentation based on the Archives of Ontario's

Archival Dispositìon

form.

The form summarizes the relevant functional analysis and

records both recommendations and rationale for disposition decisions, however it is more
concise than the macroappraisal Appraisal Report. This level of documentation would be

easier

for a small archives with still limited

transparency or accountability when
based on functional analysis, one

it

resources

to sustain, without sacrificing

comes to appraisal decisions. Furthermore,

it

is

of the macroappraisal components I strongly advocate

for Brandon University, and the relevant functional analyses could be made available

if

researchers requested it.

In the interim, until a

records management system

is

established and

documentation like that used in macroappraisal at the LAC or at the Archives of Ontario
can be implemented,

I would like to

see the

McKee Archives separate its processing form

from its appraisal documentation, and adopt a separate appraisal report. For the time
being the same report could be used for both institutional and private records, which

while far from ideal for institutional records is still better than no documentation at all.
My preference would be to adopt a form like the one used by PAA rather than the City of
Toronto Archives as I prefer the separate section for recommendations and rationale, and

the existing processing fonn at the McKee Archives already covers a number of the
sections in the City of Toronto report. I also like the attached preservation worksheet, as

that is an area of archival work that the McKee Archives has documented poorly. The
advantage

of

adopting appraisal documentation now

management is implemented the archives

will
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is that by the tirne records

have some past appraisal documentation

practices

to draw upon and learn from as they move forward into the

appraisal of

institutional records.

An additional complication for appraisal documentation at the McKee Archives
centres on the issue of review and approval for appraisal decisions. The majority of the

appraisal documentation examples discussed above utilize either peer reviewers or a
committee to evaluate appraisal decisions. The McKee Archives employs only one part-

time archivist who is not the Univelsity Archivist, which makes the peer review system

problematic. A more likely scenario for the McKee Archives would be the committee
format; hou'ever it is probable that there would be separate committees for private and
institutional records. The most plausible committee for private records would either be
the existing Senate Library Committee, of which the University Archivist is a member, or

a working

committee

of the Senate Library Committee.

Appraisal decisions for

institutional records would be overseen by an administrative committee that could
include the University Archivist, the Vice-President (Administration

& Finance)

and the

Vice-President (Academic & Research).81

The purpose of records management is to provide for an organization's business
needs, while also addressing accountability issues and cornrrunity expectations, through

the controlled creation, maintenance, storage and disposition of all of an organization's
records in an efficient and cost-effective manner. The design, creation, and use of records

to document appraisal is one key aspect of records management in an archives. The
proper control of such records in a file classification system is another key feature of
sound records management. Like other organizations, archives are obliged
these records management objectives. Unfortunately,
srConversation

it is too often the

case

to

address

that archival

with Tom Mitchell, University Archivist, S.J. McKee Archives on December 5, 2008.

I2T

institutions, while paying close attention to the records generated by other organizations,

fail to address the vital need to create and rnaintain a records management system to
control the documentation of their own functions and activities. This failure
important implications for the accountability and transparency
archivists related to archival work. There is no accountability

if

of decisions

has

rnade by

records management is

weak in an archival institution.

The following proposed records management system for the records of the
McKee Archives is limited to operational records.s2 The decision to omit more routine

administrative records from the system

is

based on

two considerations. The first

consideration is the probability that the administrative records of the archives would be

scheduled

with other campus

departmental administrative

records. The second

consideration is that the majority of the records that document archival work are the
result of the functions that are unique to the alchives, therefore operational records are
the most likely site of records for inclusion in an accountable and transparent archives

of

archives.

The system i would propose for the McKee Archives is based on file
classification systems used by Queen's University Archives and the City of Vancouver

Archives. Within this system I would place the McKee Archives under Support Services

for Brandon Univelsity, along with departments such as the Library. As this is

a

hypothetical system, Support Services would be the first function (1000) with the

Records management systems are usually divided into two components - administrative and operational
records. Administrative records are those records that are common to all offices in a given organization.
82

They document housekeeping functions, such as personnel and finance management, and relate to
agreements, contracts, meetings, legal actions and so on. Operational records relate to specific operations
and services provided by particular departments or divisions in the process of carrying out their assigned
functions. They are distinct fiom administrative records and unique to each department.
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archives as the first primary (1100). I would then divide the operational activities of the

McKee Archives into four secondaries, including: planling and review, collections
maintenance; public services; and outreach.

Planning and Review (1100) would contain records dealing with the planning and

administration

of

services provided

by the Archives to members of the university

community, as well as the public. For the McKee Archives,
these records would be generated by the University

I

believe the majority of

Archivist. Types of records under

this heading could include: project development files, correspondence between

the

University Archivist and University Librarians3 regarding archives' administration, and
correspondence with the Institutional Advancement Offrce regarding funding of projects

in the archives. Archival policies would also be included in this secondary classification.

Files would be created for each policy, project or funding matter. For example, the
acquisition policy f,rle would be "1100.10.01 Acquisition Policy."

Collections maintenance

(11

l0) is

concerned

with the maintenance

and

organization of holdings of the McKee Archives. Archival functions that would fall

under this secondary classification include appraisal, atrangement/description
conservatiorVpreservation. Accession would also be dealt with

and

here. Documents

generated by the archives that would fall under collections maintenance would include
accession records, appraisal documentation (either an appraisal report or the processing

form currently used by the archives), finding aids, deaccession records, the archives'
database, which handles both accession records and descriptions, as

correspondence, inventories

well as any related

and So on. Most accession,

appraisal,

t'The Universiry Archivist at Brandon University reports directly to the University Librarian. The
University Librarian has final say on budget and administrative decisions that relate to staffing. space,
capital investments or significant new initiatives in the archives.
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arrangement/description, conservation/preservation and deaccession
narned after the fonds or collection

in

files would

be

question and would use that fonds/collection's

accession number. For example, the file containing the signed accession record for the

Alf Fowler collection would be "11i0.i0.6-1999 Alf Fowler collection." The description
records for the

Alf Fowler collection would be "1100.30.6-7999."

The Public Service (1120) secondary would include records documenting the
McKee Archives' research services. The McKee Archives does not generate a lot of
records dealing with this function as

it does not have a reference

desk with scheduled

reference staff or any kind of retrieval forms; however it does generate researcher fotms,

mail and email reference inquiries, telephone reference enquiries and the Reading Room
sign-in book. The bulk of the documents would be correspondence and forrns, with the

files for researcher forms and reference inquiries being broken down by year.
Outreach (1130) is the last secondary I propose for the McKee Archives' lecords
management system.so This category would consist of documents related to promotional

activities and events, as well as exhibits. I would divide Outreach into exhibit case files

and special event case files; documents could include correspondence, administrative
notes, catering information, work orders for exhibit installation, and exhibit descriptions.

Again, each exhibit or special event would generate its own

file.

For example, the

"trenslale" exhibit mounted by the McKee Archives in collaboration with Brandon artist

Barb Flemington in December 2008 would generate both an exhibit

toAt

file (including

the time when this thesis was written the McKee Archives was not creating any records that can be
labeled acquisition records. The majority of the acquisition work done by archives staff is either
documented in the accession record or is conducted face-to-face or over the telephone and few, ifany,
records are created to document the calls. If at some point the archives does begin to create such
documentation I would recommend a separate secondary classification (Acquisition of Archival Records)
be added to the proposed system.
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materials
corïespondence, a description of the exhibit and information on the archival
chosen for the exhibit) and a special event

was the

file for the exhibition reception. If "translate"

fifth exhibition mounted by the Archives, the exhibit file would be "1130.10'05

translate

Exhibit." The

reception

file would be "1130.20.05 translate Exhibit

Reception."

Although the documentation of archival functions is mentioned in the literature,
very little is said about w-hat that documentation should iook like or how
maintained by archives. Yet,

it

should be

if archives want to fulfiil their social obligations and be able

to justify their decisions then archivists need to conduct their work in a tlansparent
and
manner. Records systems and policies need to be designed to allow for the creation

maintenance

of

records that document archival actions, especially appraisal.

stakeholders in
Furthermore, that documentation needs to be made available to archival

just one example
language that is accessible. The McKee Archives is

of a Canadian

past. While
archives that has done a poor job of documenting appraisal in the
presently in the best position to create ideal appraisal documentation
means to improve on its past practice.
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it

it is not

does have the

CONCLUSION
Preservation of the public trust is a primary goal of accountability. To achieve

that goal, an organization must "account

... to its

constituencies by pursuing its stated

mission in good faith and with defensible management and governance practices."l In
democratic societies, the management of governments, especially, is "cartied out in the

name

of the people and in and by the law the people sets through its

democratic

institutions."t Upholding the public trust now requires that governments and other
institutions be held accountable through records they create, manage, and archive.
These community expectations have implications for archives. As those who
have a profound effect on the recorded evidence available to society, archivists have an

ethical responsibility, in addition to any legal obligations, to make their decisions and
actions transparent and accessible to the

public.' Tl't. societal risks of recordkeeping

accountability failures by archives and other institutions are extreme: "impairment of
of the rights of people
[the] functioning of society and its institutions; loss of evidence

citizens and clients; inability

of societal watchdogs to call to account

as

governments,

corporations and individuals; loss of collective, corporate and personal identity; loss of

individual, corporate and collective memory; fand the] inability to authenticate and
source mission critical information."

a

rKevin p. Kearns, Mapagingfor Accountability; Preserving the Public Trust itt Public and Nonprofit
Organizations (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1996): 40'
*¡i" lø"f.*mìsh and Frank Upwarã, eds., Archival Doctunents: Providing Accountabiliqt Through
RecordkeepÍiøg (Melbourne: Ancora Press, i993): 36.
of Ethics (available at:
'The Arsoòiution of Canadian Archivists' Archivist's Code
the dutyto document appraisal, selection and
mentions
specificaliy
http://archivists.calabout/ethics.aspx)

@ui.uyalterrecordsinthecourseofpreservation,andalldecisionsand

actions taken with regard to deaccessioning.
aSue
McKemmish anã Glenda Acland, "Aichivists at Risk; Accountability and the Role of the Professional

Sociefy:,,5. Available ¿1'http://www.sims.monash.edu.auiresearch/rcrg/publications/archivel.html
(Accessed: June 16, 2007).
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Like other institutions, archives cannot be held to account without cleating,
maintaining, and making available over time as archives

of

archives, records that

document their work. Canadian archives traditionally have not done so very

well. While

existing accountability mechanisms, such as laws, formal audits, royal commissions,
codes of ethics, and media scrutiny are helpful in holding archives to account, they are

not enough. Good records are needed to make them effective. Documentation of
archival work needs to be a higher priority in archival institutions. While necessary for

all archival functions,

documentation

is particularly important for appraisal because

archivists are literally 'co-creating history' through their keep/destroy decisions. The
archival literature falls short here in providing practical advice and examples.

It focuses

more on appraisal theory, which while vital, is not enough. Although appraisal theorists
now advocate better documentation of appraisal, appraisal practice still needs to be better
documented, and the records made more understandable and accessible to all archival
stakeholders if archives to meet accountability requirements for appraisal.

The S.J. McKee Archives (Brandon University) case study in this thesis examines
appraisal practice and documentation at one small Canadian archives. The McKee
Archives has not done a good job of documenting appraisal in the past, and does not have

sufficient resources

to

create and maintain ideal documentation

institutional records. Nevertheless,

it can do better.

archives, can take some steps to begin this task. It

for

appraisal of

The McKee Archives, like all

will only move significantly in this

direction when its parent institution decides that its archival accountability is important
enough

to support witli appropriate resources. Archivists have a key role to play in
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advocating

for those resources. This thesis is intended as a conûibution to

discussion.
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APPENDIX A

March 2I,2003
To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Cluisty Henry. I am currently enrolled in the University of Manitoba's
Masters Program in Archival Studies. As part of the requirements for that degree
program I am writing my thesis on the archives of archives. For my research I am trying
io gather information from major archives across the country which will help me to
deãrmine how well archives document and archive their own decisions and actions in the
pïocess of doing archival work. I am interested in knowing what documents archives are
Lreating and maintaining when performing appraisal, anangement, description, reference,
public f,rogramming, und conservation activities. I want to use this information to study
ifre rotã that archives play in shaping tireir holdings and programs and the ways in which
archives can explain or account for these actions.

To begin my research, I would like to know more about the nature and quality of older
archivãs of archives, rather than current records. Would you send me the publicly
available fonds or other descriptions of the holdings of your archives'own archival
records -- that is, descriptions of the records created by your archives to administer your
archival program. i woutd also appreciate receiving any pubticly available descriptions
of privaie records of archivists that your archives may hold, as these too will throw light
on *y research topic. If these descriptions are available at a Web site, would you indicate
the URL.
Descriptions, replies or questions can be emailed to me at cmorganhenry@hotmail'com
or faxed to Christy Henry, c/o Tom Nesmith aI" (204) 474-7590'

I would greatly appreciate any of the above information (or related infonnation you think
relevantfthat you can provide me at your earliest convenience. I would also like to know
whether you might be interested in responding to follow-up questions I may have as I
develop my research project. Thank you very much for your time.
Sincerely,

Christy M. Henry
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APPENDIX B

September 5, 2008

Hello,

My name is Christy Henry and I am currently working on my thesis for the University of
Manitoba's Masters Program in Archival Studies. For my research I am trying to gather
information from major archives across the country to determine how well archives
document and archive their own decisions and actions in the process of doing archival
work. While I am interested in knowing what documents archives are creating and
maintaining when performing appraisal, arrangement, description, reference, public
programming and conservation activities, the thesis will focus on the appraisal function.
i want to use this information to study the role that archives play in shaping their holdings
and programs and the ways in which archives can explain or account for these actions.

Would you please send me the publicly available fonds or other descriptions of the
holdings of your archives' own archival records - that is, descriptions of the records
created by your archives to administer your archival program. I would also appreciate
receiving any publicly available descriptions of private records of archivists that your
archives may hold, as these too will throw light on my research topic. If these
descriptions are available at a web site, would you please indicate the URL.

Regarding appraisal, I would appreciate it if you would be willing to share with me the
types of records you use to document appraisal decisions. If possible, could you please
send me examples of those records. Blank forms are fine if you have concems about the
access/privacy issues of completed appraisal documents.
records created by archives, I am also interested in how
archives manage their own records - i.e. how the records of the archives itself f,rt into the
overall records management system that govems the archives. To that end, could you
share with me the file classification system you use for current records management of
youï cunent records. If the overall file system's structure is available onliue, could you
please provide the URL for that as well.

In addition to the types of

I would greatly appreciate any of the above information (or related information you think
relevant) that you can provide me at your earliest convenience. Descriptions, replies or
questions can be emailed to me at henr,vcí@brandonu.ca. Thank you very much for your
time.
Sincerely,
Christy M. Henry
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